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ABSTRACT 

Ethnographic, botanical, and historical research have been 

combined to describe the continuing dynamic interrelationship between the 

Caribou-Eater Chipewyan of northern Canada and their botanical environment. 

Summer and winter fieldwork was conducted in 1980-1982 at Fond du Lac, Stony 

Rapids, Stony Lake, and Black Lake, Saskatchewan, and Gravel Hill Lake, 

Northwest Territories. Twenty-five Chipewyan over the age of fifty contributed 

information on the uses of at least 72 species of plants, including foods (34), 

medicines (52), and materials in technology (34) and ritual (5). These numbers 

represent the compilation of small personal repertoires of potentially useful 

plants, most of which are rarely if ever used now. Consumption of fruit (e.g. 

Vaccinium spp., Rubus spp.) is still common but plants have had only limited 

seasonal dietary significance. Some indigenous fruits and vegetables (e.g. 

Vaccinium, Allium, Epilobium, Typha) have excellent potential for development 

as crops to provide local nutritional and economic benefits. Only one herbal 

medicine (Acorus) continues to be used frequently. Snowshoe construction is the 

only technological art employing plant materials (Betula wood) still frequently 

practiced. The potential for the economic development of such crafts is poor, 

but Chipewyan technology provides useful patterns for future exploitation of 

northern resources (e.g. snowshoes, meat drying racks). Ritual use of plant 

materials is rare. Tinder fungus divination and scapulimancy are attributed the 

functions of relieving anxiety and reducing indecision. Chipewyan plant 

taxonomy is mainly on the genus and species level, where some taxa show a close 

correspondence to scientific classifications. At least one useful plant (Acorus) 

appears to have been introduced in the study area. Floristic changes due to 

environmental degradation at village and trail/road sites indicate the fragile 

nature of the subarctic botanical environment. As an appendix to this study, ten 
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Chipewyan medicinal plants were subjected to a preliminary, qualitative 

phytochemical screening for alkaloids, steroid saponins, cardiac glycosides, and 

anthraquinones. The results provide a starting point for the pharmacognostic 

evaluation of these plants. 
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PREFACE 

This paper deals with the dynamic interaction between the 

Chipewyan people and their botanical environment~ Field work was conducted in 

the region of Stony Rapids, Stony Lake, Black Lake, and Fond duLac, in northern 

Saskatchewan (590 N, 1060 W), and at Gravel Hill Lake, Northwest Territories 

(620 N, 1040 W), Canada. This included trips to sites where medicinal plants are 

collected, to the boreal forest - barren ground transition zone where caribou 

hunting and trapping have long been practiced, and to a winter hunting and 

trapping campsite. Interviews, tape recording of word lists, plant collecting, and 

participant - observation were employed to record current and traditional plant 

lore. A total of eight months was spent in the field during the summers of 1980 

and 1981, and the winter of 1982. The field work has been supplemented by 

library, plant taxonomic, and medicinal plant chemical research at the 

University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada. 

I informed the Black Lake and Fond du Lac Band Councils, the 

Stony Rapids Local Advisory Council, and the Northern Municipal Council 

Representative in Stony Rapids, first in writing and then in person, of the nature 

and purpose of the research I proposed to do. The sponsoring institutions, the 

people who would be involved in the study, the methods I planned to use, the 

payment that would be offered to local assistants, and some of the potential 

benefits of the study were explained. This accords with the communique issued 

by Man and the Biosphere Canada: "Ethical Principles for the Conduct of 

Research in the North" (Roberts-Pichette 1978). Permission to do the study was 

granted, and the chief administrators: Chief Leon Cook of Black Lake, Matthew 

Yooya and Nelda Lafferty of Stony Rapids, and Chief Adolphus Mercredi of Fond 

duLac were kept informed of my progress through personal visits. Participating 

elders were also fully informed with the assistance of Mr. Stan Bidou, a well-
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respected resident and skilled interpreter. They were assured that any requests 

for privacy would be respected, or if they wished, full credit for their assistance 

would be given. This credit will take the form of the contributor's initials after 

the information provided, e.g. . •• information... (AC). An alphabetical list of 

these initials and the name of the contributor each represents will be found at 

the beginning of the References section. School teachers in all three 

communities were made aware of the research so that they could make use of it 

if they wished. Copies of the finished thesis or publication will be sent to the 

councils, school principals, priests, and other interested parties in the three 

communities. 

This work would not have been possible without the enthusiastic 

assistance of the people of Stony Rapids, Black Lake, and Fond du Lac. In 

particular I would like to thank Mr. Stan Bidou of Stony Rapids for his expert 

translations and help in learning some of the Chipewyan language and traditions. 

I thank Chief Leon Cook and Matthew Yooya of the Black Lake Band Council, 

and Chief Adolphus Mercredi and the Fond du Lac Band Council, for their 

permission for, and friendly cooperation in this study. The following people 

generously contributed their time and knowledge to this study: Adeline Chaffee, 

Boniface Mercredi, Modeste Mercredi, Joe Sayizie, Mary-Jane and Alfred 

Kasyon, Ben Mackenzie, and Lucia Robillard of Stony Rapids; Lily Toussaint of 

Stony Lake; Thomas and Louise Disain, Harry Sandypoint, Louis Chicken, Ben 

Adam, Campet Medal, Maria Bouvier, and Father Mokwa of Black Lake; and 

Leon Medal, Harry Crookedneck, Thomas and Elmere Sanger, Eli Henriaze, John 

Legerrie, Moise Bignose, Stan Sanger, Lazare MacDonald, George Crookedneck, 

and Father Gamache of Fond du Lac. I greatly appreciate the hospitality and 

assistance provided by Ben and Caroline Siemens and John Campbell of Aero

North Aviation Services in Stony Rapids. I also thank Don and Carol Derksen of 

Stony Rapids and Richard Burke of Fond du Lac for their hospitality. 
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Research in the isolated north is very expensive and would not 

have been possible without financial support from several sources. I would like 

to thank the Canadian Ethnology Service with the National Museum of Man for 

the award of a personal services contract (no. 1630-0-133), the Institute for 

Northern Studies, Saskatoon, for two years of scholarships and summer research 

grants, the Federal Northern Scientific Training Grants Program for a research 

grant, and the College of Graduate Studies and Research, University of 

Saskatchewan, for scholarship support in my final year of research. 

The interdisciplinary nature of ethnobotanical research has made 

it necessary for me to obtain advice and assistance from experts in many fields. 

I would like to thank my supervisors: Dr. V.L. Harms (Biology) and Dr. J.F.V. 

Millar (Anthropology/ Archaeology) for their advice and assistance throughout the 

program, and also Dr. N. W. Hamon and Mr. R. Gedir (Pharmacy) who gave advice 

on the phytochemical work, Dr. H.E. Gruen who identified the fungi and provided 

creative criticism, Dr. T.A. Steeves (Biology) who provided helpful criticism in 

the planning of the thesis, Dr. R.M. Bone (Geography and Institute for Northern 

Studies) who provided advice in the field work and thesis preparation stages, Dr. 

J.S. Rowe (Plant Ecology) who identified the mosses, Dr. E.-D. Cook (U. of 

Calgary Linguistics) who taught me Chipewyan phonology, Dr. W .D. Loub and Dr. 

H.H.S. Fong (U. of Illinois at Chicago, Health Sciences Center) who provided 

literature information for, and helpful criticism of the phytochemical work, F~. 

Ebner, Director, Northern Life Museum and National Exhibition Centre, Ft. 

Smith, N.W.T., who kindly provided photographs and descriptions of Chipewyan 

artifacts of plant origin in the museum's collection, the staff of Interlibrary 

Loans (U. of Sask.) for their assistance in obtaining many obscure documents, 

fellow graduate students Jim Gerlach and Gordon Justy for their assistance in 

the word processing of the thesis, and Anna Leighton for her advice on field 
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work. For the inspiration to do ethnobotanical research I must thank Dr. N.J. 

Turner (B.C. Provincial Museum, Victoria). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ethnobotany is the study of the direct interrelationships 
between human populations and their botanical environment. 
Through its culture a human population classifies the plant world, 
develops attitudes and beliefs about plants, and learns the uses of the 
plants in its environment. As a consequence of culturally determined 
behaviour, human actions have a direct impact on plant taxa and 
communities. At the same time the biology of plants imposes 
constraints on human actions and underlies aspects of belief. The 
genetics, phenology, anatomy, and productivity of specific taxa and 
populations are but a few of the biological restrictions affecting 
these interactions (Ford 1981:2180). 

This study examines the dynamic interrelationship between the 

Chipewyan people of northern Saskatchewan, Canada, and their botanical 

environment. The Chipewyan were nomadic caribou hunters who followed the 

migrating herds into the barrens in summer and into the boreal forest in winter. 

A survey of the literature for ethnobotanical information on the Chipewyan gives 

the impression that, apart from a few items of technology, plants played no 

significant role in their culture. "The Chipewyan are exclusively hunters and 

fishers, every form of agriculture is unknown, and the gathering of wild plants 

quite insignificant" (Birket-Smith 1930:19). "They use no medicine either for 

internal or external complaints, but perform all their cures by charms" (Hearne 

1795:123). Unfavourable climatic conditions, thin soils, and frequent fires 

combine to reduce productivity in the northwestern transition forest (Rowe 

1972:55). This would prevent direct human dependence on floral resources, 

although as food for caribou, plants were essential for the survival of the caribou 

hunters. 

The purpose of studying the ethnobotany of the Chipewyan was to 

learn what sort of direct interrelationship exists between these formerly 

nomadic, mainly carnivorous people and their limited botanical environment. 

The study area for this thesis included the east end of Lake 

Athabasca, with the villages of Fond du Lac, Stony Rapids, Stony Lake, and 
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Black Lake in northern Saskatchewan (590 N, 1060 W; see Figure 1-1). The 

native people of this region belong to a division of the Chipewyan known as the 

"Caribou Eaters" (Bone et al. 1973:12). They were conservative bands who 

retained much of their traditional way of life and locality, while other 

Chipewyan moved south into the boreal forest to participate in the fur trade 

(Smith 1978:69). Blanchet (1928:8) reported that in the 1920's the Fond du Lac 

band still retained its primitive customs to a large extent. This marginal 

position to the trapping/trading way of life persisted until the introduction of 

government services to Stony Rapids and Fond du Lac in the late 1940's 

encouraged permanent settlement (Bone et al. 1973:17). Since elders now living 

in this region can recall aspects of the contact-traditional period life style, they 

were asked to contribute to this study. The customs they recall might resemble 

pre-contact ways of life, and would certainly relate more closely to the 

traditional forest-tundra fringe existence than the lifestyle of the more 

acculturated Chipewyan living further south in the boreal forest. 

The area at the east end of Lake A thabasca lies in the southern 

part of the traditional range of the nomadic Caribou Eaters. It was exploited 

mainly from late fall to spring. In summer these people travelled north to the 

tree-line and into the barrens. To learn about Chipewyan ethnobotany in the 

northern part of their range, a trip was made in late summer with three elders 

from Stony Rapids to Gravel Hill Lake, N.W.T. (620N, 1040W; see Figure 1-1), a 

customary caribou hunting and trapping site. 

Any living culture is dynamic, so the term "traditional" is 

misleading in its suggestion of a fixed set of traits. Even without the pervasive 

influence of Western culture, Chipewyan ethnobotany would not be the same now 

as it was 250 years ago. However, the rate of culture change has been greatly 

accelerated by contact with the Europeans. This has long been recognized as one 
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of the major problems in ethnography. Rev. W .C. Bompas (1894:902) noted in 

1893 that European culture was fast obliterating the national peculiarities of the 

Mackenzie River Indians, who are closely related to the Chipewyan. This study 

therefore documents the current knowledge of plant lore among the Chipewyan, 

and can only make inferences to the aboriginal condition. Current plant lore will 

reflect some attrition when compared to early accounts written by explorers and 

missionaries, due to the death of elders who were the repository of verbal 

history. It will also reflect the influences of changes in lifestyle, the learning of 

new concepts, and cultural exchanges with Europeans and other native cultures. 

The basic objectives of ethnobotany are: "to identify what plants 

are significant; to discover how the people of a culture classify, identify, and 

relate to them; and to examine how their perception of the plant world actually 

guides their actions and concomitantly structures the floral environment" (Ford 

1978:44). These objectives were accomplished in this study by a combination of 

field, library, and laboratory research. 

Specific objectives of the field research were to record 

information on: 

1. The current knowledge of the use of locally growing plants for food and 

medicine, and as materials in technology and ritual. 

2. The techniques of plant usage. 

3. Plant nomenclature in the Chipewyan language. 

4. The relationship between human ecology and plant ecology in northern 

Saskatchewan. 

Native elders were interviewed in the home and accompanied on 

trips into the bush to collect plants and learn about their uses. The construction 

of various items was recorded in photographs, sketches, and written descriptions. 

A number of elders from different communities were recorded on tape repeating 
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ethnobotanical word lists, to record the vocab_ulary and to show differences in 

terminology among people from different speech-communities. Pressed plants 

were used when fresh material was not available to avoid errors in the 

identification of plants. Extensive plant collections were made in the study area 

to provide voucher specimens and an ecological background to the study. 

Laboratory research was involved in two aspects of the project. 

All the plants collected in the study were identified by taxonomic keys and 

comparison to authenticated herbarium specimens. Voucher specimens have 

been mounted and deposited in the W .P. Fraser Herbarium at the University of 

Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada. Samples of ten species of plants used as 

medicines by the Chipewyan were subjected to a preliminary phytochemical 

screening for classes of chemical compounds known to be physiologically active. 

The principal objective of this screening was to discover if any of these plants 

might deserve a detailed analysis for the isolation and identification of 

potentially useful compounds. The results would not be specific enough to give 

any indication of the efficacy of Chipewyan herbal remedies. 

One of the most important benefits to be derived from this 

research is the preservation of Chipewyan culture. Archaeological evidence 

indicates that the Chipewyan have lived in what is now northern Saskatchewan 

for at least two thousand years (Minni 1976:83). Despite the conservatism of the 

Caribou-Eater Chipewyan, many of their old ways have been lost. By making an 

illustrated record of traditional foods, medicines, technology and rituals 

involving plant use, some aspects of the traditional lifestyle can be preserved 

and made available for future applications. Artifacts made by the Chipewyan 

and tape-recorded and written Chipewyan word lists have been sent to the 

National Museum of Man, Ottawa. These materials will help preserve the arts 

and language, and teach future generations about the interrelationship between 

the Chipewyan and their botanical environment. 
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More tangible benefits from ethnobotanical research among the 

Chipewyan are the leads it provides to potential improvements in nutrition, 

health care, and local economics. Numerous published reports describe the 

decline in the nutritive quality of native Canadian diets as store foods replace 

bush foods (e.g. Berkes and Farkas 1978). By promoting the use and possible 

cultivation of nutritious traditional foods, this trend can be modified, but 

ethnobotanical studies are necessary to identify suitable culturally-acceptable 

plant foods. The phytochemical and biological study of herbal medicines can 

indicate plants of potential value to modern pharmacology. After thorough 

study, traditional plant medicines could be reintroduced under the guidance of 

physicians, although the medical profession in Canada is reluctant to consider 

this approach, despite its success in China (American Herbal Pharmacology 

Delegation 1975). Plants of value for their drug content could provide a minor 

local industry in their collection and sale. Handicrafts could be promoted to 

supplement incomes, but this would require careful cooperative marketing and 

resource management. 

To be realistic, no plant use is likely to provide a major 

improvement to the health or economy of the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan. 

However, the promotion of traditional practices demonstrates their continued 

relevance, and allows people to make some improvement in their standard of 

living without major expense or changes in lifestyle. 

Finally, the study of Chipewyan ethnobotany may also provide 

insights into how prehistoric man adapted to the subarctic environment, and how 

he may have modified it. This in turn could suggest efficient ways for modern 

man to adapt to the subarctic, and how he might now accidentally or deliberately 

modify it. 



2. BACKGROUND 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Before interactions between the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan and 

their botanical environment can be described and analyzed, it will be necessary 

to provide some information on who the Chipewyan are and what their 

environment is like. As both human cultures and their environments are 

dynamic, archaeological, palaeobotanical, and historical literature will be drawn 

upon to present a diachronic view of the man-plant interrelationship. 

2.2 THE CHIPEWY AN 

2.2.1 Language and Identity 

The people known to ethnographers as the Caribou-Eater 

Chipewyan are part of a population of formerly nomadic caribou hunters living in 

northern Canada. Although often treated as a distinct entity in the literature, 

definitions of cultural and geographical boundaries vary. 

The Chipewyan speak an A thapaskan language. This language 

family covers more area in North America than any other family, extending as a 

continuum from the coast of Alaska east to Hudson Bay and south to the 

northern edge of the prairies, with outlying groups on the California coast and in 

the American southwest (Driver 1969; see Figure 2-1 inset). 

There are readily noticeable differences between the language of 

neighbouring A thapaskans such as the Slave and people considered to be 

Chipewyan, but these differences relate to aboriginal local and regional bands. 

A Chipewyan speaker born in Fond duLac can notice differences in the language 

of a Chipewyan speaker born in lle a la Crosse and similarities with a Slave 
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speaker born in Fort Smith (see Figure 2-1). It should be noted, however, that 

government-designated bands and modern communities have become hetero

geneous due to migration and intermarriage. Even in precontact times band 

membership is believed to have been quite fluid (J.G. Smith 1976:78). Opinions 

vary on the history of diversification of the northern Athapaskan language, but it 

is believed that linguistic differences between speech communities have only 

become significant within the last millenium. Oswalt (1966:21) quotes a 

lexicostatistical estimate of only six hundred years of significant diversity. 

The Caribou-Eater Chipewyan call themselves "Dene", meaning 

"People". The name "Chipewyan" comes from the Cree word "Wichipwayaniwuk" 

meaning "Pointed-fur people", probably in reference to the pointed tails of the 

caribou-hide shirts they once wore (Curtis 1928:3), or possibly to their peculiar 

method of drying pelts on a pointed board (Parker 1972:45). There are many 

alternate spellings of "Chipewyan", listed with their origins by Hodge (1913:95-

96), but the only homonym that needs to be noted here is nchippewa." This is a 

corruption of the name "Ojibwa," an Algonkian people of southern Manitoba, 

Ontario, and Minnesota, who are not related in any way to the Chipewyan. The 
, 

group name "Caribou-Eater" is a translation of the name "Edthen Eldeli" given to 

the northeastern Athapaskans by their Athapaskan neighbours, in recognition of 

their total dependence upon the caribou for food (Simpson 1821:371). The 

Chipewyan were also known as the "Northern" Indians to many traders, such as 

Fidler (1792) and Hearne (1795). Jones' (1867) alternate term "Tinneh" is an 

approximation of "Dene." 

The pointed-tail clothing style was common to many northern 

Athapaskans, and in the early literature the term "Chipewyan" was much more 

inclusive than it is today. Jones (1867) and Ross (1862) included the Loucheux, 

Dogrib, Hare, and Slave under this name. 



t-----1 1 em.:. 50 km 

Figure 2-1. 
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Among the southern arctic drainage Athapaskans cultural trait 

distributions are significantly homogeneous, and a high degree of interaction 

occurs. Distinctions between groups were made in terms of historical events 

such as locality and intergroup hostility, but this usually involved regional bands. 

Differences are perceived in music and dance styles, but are not major 

distinctions. Political organization was nonexistent on a tribal level. Personal 

allegiance is primarily to the local or linked-family band. The Athapaskans 

themselves vary in how they distinguish groups larger than regional bands, or the 

cultural affiliations of a modern community of Athapaskans (Richmond 1970:143-

148). 

The terri tory of the Chipewyan has been variously defined in the 

literature. William Stewart estimated that he was about 1000 miles from York 

Fort, at about 670 N, when he first contacted the Chipewyan in 1715 (Smith 

1975:412). Alexander Mackenzie (1801:clxxi) stated that the Chipewyan consider 

the barren grounds their native land, and estimated their range to be between 

60-650 N and 100-1100 W. According to Petitot (1868:136) their territory 

extended from 55-690 Nand from Hudson Bay to the Rocky Mountains. The map 

in Driver (1969) shows their territory as a triangle with the apex at Hudson Bay, 

the southern side following the Churchill River, the base extending from the 

Churchill River north past the west end of Lake Athabasca to the east end of 

Great Slave Lake, and the north side stretching just north of the treeline back to 

Hudson Bay (see Figure 2-1 inset). Archaeological evidence gives them a 

maximum range of 56-660 N and 95-1110 W (Gordon 1977:70). Simpson 

(1821:370-371) defines the Caribou-Eaters as those Chipewyan who confine 

themselves to their own barren lands. Brandson (1981:3) probably gives the most 

accurate description of their territory: roughly the same as the area utilized by 

the Kaminuriak and Beverly caribou herds (see Figure 2-3). 
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Common scientific criteria for classifying ethnic units, such as 

linguistic similarities, assemblages of certain traits, political unity, and 

territory, do not coincide to clearly distinguish one group of subarctic 

Athapaskans from another. The Caribou-Eater Chipewyan can be dealt with as a 

unit only by generalizing limits of locality, language similarity, and shared 

history. For this study mainly geographical limits were used: the approximately 

1665 Athapaskan speaking people presently residing in Fond du Lac (650), Stony 

Rapids (200), Stony Lake (15), and Black Lake (800), Saskatchewan (see Figure 2-

2). 

2.2.2 Lifestyle 

In the spring, perhaps early June, the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan 

would make an expedition up into the barrens to hunt muskox, but did not stay 

long. They might be back in the Fond du Lac area by the end of June. For 

caribou hunting the people would head north from the Grease Bay region at the 

end of July to meet the caribou at lakes in the southern Mackenzie and Keewatin 

Districts (e.g. Gravel Hill Lake, Firedrake Lake, Ennadai Lake; see Figure 2-1) as 

they made their summer migration south from the barrens. Caribou were also 

intercepted in the Fond duLac region during the spring migration around the end 

of May and the fall migration around the first of November (Gamache 1981:p.c.). 

The group that took part in communal hunting efforts was a 

noncorporate regional band, whose members were extended families related to 

each other through consanguinity and affinity. The size and membership of the 

band varied with the size of the caribou herd, the abilities of the hunt leaders, 

alignment of kin groups, and demographic factors. Bilateral kinship ties 

extended to other regional bands, and realignment of families was common 

(Smith 1975:453-454). 
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Figure 2-2. Study Area Communities: (a) Stony Rapids (negative C9); (b) Stony 
Lake (QlO); (c) Black Lake (R20); (d) Fond duLac (H4). 
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During the 1930's the people of the Fond du Lac area lived in 

small family groups, each centered around an older male of the family. These 

groups lived about 15-25 kilometers apart. The Black Lake and more easterly 

Chipewyan tended to live in much larger groups (Gamache 1981:p.c.). While the 

population of the regional band was apparently usually between 200 and 400, it is 

estimated from a report of William Stewart that in the winter of 1715-1716 

there were between 800 and 1000 Chipewyan in one limited area of what is now 

the western Keewatin District (J.G. Smith 1976:75). Large numbers of people 

were necessary to set up and operate the caribou surrounds, but this method of 

hunting was so successful that it allowed such large periodic gatherings of people 

in an environment with otherwise very limited resources. 

The Fond du Lac region Caribou-Eater Chipewyan of today trap 

furs, hunt caribou and moose, and fish in a roughly square region between 58-630 

N and 102-1080 W, with a southern boundary extending approximately from 

MacFarlane River to Passfield Lake, Saskatchewan, and the northern boundary 

from near the Talston River at 1080 W to Mosquito Lake, N.W.T., at 1030 W 

(Miiller-Wille 1974:8; Sharp 1973:12; see Figure 2-1). This region encompasses 

approximately 90,000 square kilometers. Hunting and trapping parties are still 

usually family oriented, but berry gathering can involve members of several 

families not closely related to each other. 

The modern communities of Fond du Lac, Stony Rapids, and Black 

Lake are culturally heterogeneous. Some of the Chipewyan and Chipewyan

Metis are descendents of the Maurice Band, which in 1949 was officially split 

into the Fond du Lac and Stony Rapids Bands (Bone et al. 1973:21). There were 

two major influxes of Chipewyan into Black Lake, in the 1920's from west

central Saskatchewan, and in the 1930's from the northeastern Saskatchewan -

Manitoba area (Sharp 1973:15). A few of the Metis have some Cree as well as 
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Chipewyan ancestry. There are also a few white residents in each community. 

Among the Chipewyan-speaking people interviewed, minor differences in 

language and ethnobotanical knowledge were noted. 

2.2.3 Prehistory 

By approximately 30,000 years ago palaeolithic Siberian hunters 

of the caribou, mammoth, and other large animals that grazed on the Ice Age 

tundra, had reached the northern Yukon. At this time much of North America 

was still under glaciers, except for a few ice-free corridors or refugia, through 

which these early immigrants probably travelled, eventually making their way 

far to the south (McGhee 1978:4-5). 

As the glaciers receded, the caribou herds followed the receding 

ice-edge tundra, and caribou hunters followed the herds. Associations of human 

artifacts and caribou bones, dating from about 10,500 B.P. (years before the 

present) have been found in New York state (Gordon 1977:81). By about 8500 

B.P. the central Canadian subarctic was free of the glaciers. Artifacts possibly 

7,000 years old, attributed to Palaeo-Indians of the Northern Plano tradition, 

Agate Basin culture group, have been found in the Acasta Lake area of the 

Mackenzie District, N. W .T. (Noble 1971:104). 

Over the last 6,000 years the central Canadian subarctic appears 

to have been exploited by a variety of cultures, but cultural affiliations of the 

limited number of artifacts cannot be decided with certainty. Shield Archaic 

hunters, who might have been descendents of the Northern Plano culture and 

ancestors of modern Algonkians such as the Cree, hunted the caribou herds of 

the southern Keewatin District until about 3500 B.P. After this date the climate 

deteriorated, resulting in the southward retreat of the treeline and its associated 

floral, faunal, and human ecosystem (Gordon 1981:8). 
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After the Shield Archaic hunters vacated the barren grounds there 

was some marginal exploitation of the region by southeasterly advancing Pre

Dorset (Arctic Mongoloid) caribou hunters of the Arctic Small Tool tradition 

(McGhee 1978:24). The Pre-Dorset bands were the first example of a barrenland 

tradition associated with the predecessors of all four existing caribou populations 

within the four modern ranges. Their occupation spanned the period from 3500 

to 2700 B.P. (Gordon 1981:9). Incursions as far south as Black Lake and Lake 

Athabasca may have been isolated instances of pursuit of the Beverly caribou 

herd as they migrated south in winter (Minni 1976:82). 

The ancestors of the Athapaskans were possibly the last people to 

enter North America by the shrinking Bering Land Bridge (McGhee 1978:11). 

Alexander Mackenzie (1801:cxviii) recorded a legend of the Chipewyan that tells 

of the people fleeing from enemies by crossing a great shallow lake full of 

islands. It was a land of permanent winter with much ice and snow, and the 

people suffered greatly. In a slightly different version recorded by Father 

Gamache in Fond du Lac (1970:7-8), an ancestral woman and her children waded 

across a shallow sea in two days of continuous walking. A wolf showed her the 

way, and after her crossing she saw a herd of caribou cross, and killed one for 

food. 

The antiquity of the Chipewyan is uncertain due to scanty 

archaeological research, but artifacts of the Taltheilei Shale Tradition dating 

from 2600 years ago have been found near Dubawnt River, in the Mackenzie 

District of the Northwest Territories (Gordon 1977:70). This tradition is 

associated with the Athapaskan culture, and appeared with the beginning of a 

warm trend following the cold climatic period of the Pre-Dorset occupation. 

Gordon (1981:10) suggests a southwestern origin of the Taltheilei tradition, 

possibly in northeastern British Columbia. The expansion of the Athapaskans 
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into the central subarctic appears to have been rapid: artifacts found as far east 

as Tha-anne River in Keewatin District, south at Southern Indian Lake, 

Manitoba, and north at Coppermine on the Arctic Ocean coast, are only about 

400 years more recent than those found at Dubawnt River. These areas were not 

continuously occupied, but probably represent extremes in the seasonal range of 

the caribou and forays against the Eskimo. There has been continuous seasonal 

occupation of some parts of the barrenlands by the Chipewyan for 2500 years 

(Gordon 1977:70). The Black Lake area has been occupied on a seasonal basis by 

the Chipewyan for at least 2000 years, with an occupation late in prehistory by 

Woodland Cree of the Clearwater Lake complex. This may represent both a 

spatial and temporal overlap of ranges. The Chipewyan have continued to 

occupy Black Lake throughout the historic period (Minni 1976:83-84). 

The decimation of the Chipewyan in the 1780's smallpox epidemic, 

and the southward move of many to participate in the fur trade, created an 

empty niche on the barren grounds. This niche was filled by the Caribou Eskimo, 

descendents of the Thule who invaded the Canadian Arctic in skin boats from 

Alaska after 1000 A.D. (McGhee 1978:15). The introduction of the fur trade 

economy and technology among the Eskimo, combined with the reduction in the 

numbers of the Chipewyan in the barrens, made the move inland safe and 

profitable. The Caribou Eskimo, therefore, have exploited the inland subarctic 

for only the last 300 years (Wright 1972:1). 

2.2.4 Contact History 

Although European exploration of the central Canadian subarctic 

started in 1613 with the survey of the west coast of Hudson Bay by Thomas 

Button (Smith and Burch 1979:77), it took another 102 years before contact was 
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established with the Chipewyan. The first material of western technology to be 

obtained by the Chipewyan was iron from Jens Munck's 1619 winter camp 

remains, at the mouth of the Churchill River. This was such a rare commodity 

as to be of little importance at the time (Gillespie 1975:357). In 1689 the 

Hudson's Bay Company (HBC) sent Henry Kelsey to find the "Northern Indians" 

they had heard of from the Cree, but this mission was unsuccessful (Brandson 

1981:3-4). The Cree set themselves up as middle-men, so that the few trade 

items the Chipewyan were obtaining by 1700 came at a high price from York 

Factory on the southern shore of Hudson Bay (Helm et al. 1975:313). Permanent 

contact was finally established in 1715 when William Stewart of the HBC set out 

with Thanadelther, a Chipewyan woman who had been a prisoner of the Cree, to 

find her people and establish peace with the Cree and a trading relationship with 

the HBC. He found them in the winter of 1715-1716, and a few accompanied him 

back to York Factory (Smith and Burch 1979:78). The story of this contact is 

known to at least one elder in Stony Rapids (AC), although whether it was passed 

down from previous generations or reintroduced by the priest is not known. 

The construction of a trading post specifically for the Chipewyan, 

at the mouth of the Churchill River, started in 1689, but it was not until the 

summer of 1717 that the HBC opened Churchill Factory. In 1732 the first 

foundation stones for Fort Prince of Wales were laid nearby (Brandson 1981:3-4). 

It was from here that Samuel Hearne set out in 1769, 1770, and finally 

successfully in 1770-1772 to find the source of the native copper and learn 

enough about the Chipewyan to conduct a profitable trade (Brandson 1981:4-5). 

While the HBC remained at the coast expecting the Chipewyan to 

make the long and arduous journey from the interior to trade, the Montreal fur 

pedlars sent their voyageurs into Chipewyan country to intercept this trade. 

After the Seven Years War in the 1750's, the French had to give up their fur 
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trade interests, but British-Canadians operating out of Montreal filled the gap in 

competition with the HBC (Brandson 1981:5). 

In 1778 Peter Pond of Gregory, McLeod &: Company found the 

Methye Portage that led from the Churchill River system to the Mackenzie 

River system. He built Pond's House on the Athabasca River delta in 1778, the 

first trading post in Chipewyan territory (Blanchet 1946:32-35). Gregory, 

McLeod &: Company merged with some other free traders and formed the North 

West Company (NWC), which came into intense competition with the HBC. The 

Chipewyan encouraged this by deliberately dividing their trade between the two 

companies (Simpson 1821:270). 

While this intense rivalry for trade with the Chipewyan was 

happening at the west end of Lake Athabasca, the presence of the Caribou-Eater 

Chipewyan in the Fond duLac area was not being ignored. In 1791 Philip Turnor 

surveyed the area from Fond duLac to Stony Lake. The route from there to the 

Churchill River by way of Reindeer Lake was already known to the Canadian 

voyageurs and the Chipewyan (Turnor 1790-1792:432-433). David Thompson 

made a survey trip with two Chipewyan guides from Reindeer Lake to Black 

Lake in 1796, and by 1804 had surveyed many of the waterways between 

Reindeer Lake and Fort Chipewyan (Hopwood 1971:133-136). 

By 1800 the NWC had established Fond duLac as a trading post on 

the north shore at the east end of Lake Athabasca, but in 1804 the six employees 

were murdered by Chipewyan from the Churchill area. The Chipewyan 

inhabitants of the area, fearing reprisals, fled to their hunting grounds (Parker 

1972:50). Trade was not reestablished in the area until the HBC founded 

Harrison's House on the south shore across from Fond du Lac in 1819. By 1821 it 

boasted a senior clerk in charge, a junior clerk for voyaging etc., one interpreter, 

two Orkney fishermen, two European servants, and eight Canadian voyageurs. 
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Simpson saw Harrison's House as "the Key to Athabasca from the Chipewyan 

Lands and is advantageously situated for Provisions and Furs" (Simpson 1821:361-

365). He wanted the establishment maintained, but the HBC closed it in 1821 

(Vanstone 1965:8). Finally in 1853 the HBC post was reestablished on the north 

shore, in its present location. The HBC post at Stony Rapids was established in 

1927 to serve the white trappers there and the Chipewyan community at Stony 

Lake. The Black Lake store was only opened in 1960 (Sharp 1973:22-25). 

James Isham (17 43:177) noted that the Chipewyan seldom traded 

for any finery, but chiefly for gun powder, shot, guns, and other utilitarian goods. 

By giving them small and frequent supplies the traders tried to induce them to 

remain in the neighbourhood of the post and trap beaver and otter. Eighty years 

later at Harrison's House the Caribou-Eaters traded considerable quantities of 

provisions and a few skins for ammunition, tobacco, and a few other European 

articles (Simpson 1821:361). This suggests that during the early trade period, the 

Caribou-Eaters did not change their lifestyle as much as their neighbours to the 

south and west did. It should not be assumed, however, that Caribou-Eater 

Chipewyan culture was still essentially in its prehistoric form. They had already 

experienced 200 years of contact with European materials and technology. 

During the protohistoric and early historic periods, the early fur trade brought 

about far-reaching socioeconomic adjustments and population movements in the 

central Canadian subarctic (Bishop and Ray 1976:37). 

Throughout the history of contact with the Chipewyan, epidemic 

diseases have had a profound effect on their demography and probably on their 

ritual and herbal remedial practices. The Chipewyan custom of destroying the 

possessions of the dead and abandoning the cabin or campsite may have reduced 

the mortality to some extent (Smith 1975:427). The Churchill River bands 

suffered far more than the northeastern bands due to their closer proximity to 
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the traders and other Indian groups. However, while there were no devastating 

smallpox epidemics among the Caribou-Eaters (Smitn 1975:451), there were 

other serious diseases, and the decimation of the southern bands undoubtedly had 

a significant impact on the overall demography of the Chipewyan. Prior to 1900 

smallpox and scarlet fever produced the heaviest mortality among the 

Chipewyan; after that date severe epidemics of influenza and measles were 

prominent (Helm et al. 1975:331). In 1819-1820 whooping cough made silent 

stalking of game impossible, resulting in starvation for those already weakened 

by illness. In 1833, when the Chipewyan heard of cholera in Montreal, they 

requested large debts from the traders so they could retreat to their hunting 

lands for a year (Parker 1972:51-52). In 1918 the small settlement at Black Lake 

was almost wiped out by influenza (Sharp 1973:15). A Chipewyan who died of a 

"lingering decay" at Churchill in 1772 was autopsied by the post's surgeon and 

found to have died of what is now known as tuberculosis (Rich 1976:51). During 

the period from 1937-1941 tuberculosis took the lives of N.W.T. Indians in the 

terrible ratio of 761.4 per 100,000. Information on the spread of venereal and 

other non-epidemic diseases is almost non-existent, so the degree of their 

influence on the Chipewyan cannot be accurately stated (Helm et al. 1975:333). 

Another important aspect of the contact history of the Chipewyan 

is the coming of missionaries to the north. Catholic Missionnaires Oblats de 

Marie Immaculee first visited the Chipewyan in 1847, when Father Tache made a 

voyage north from lle a la Crosse to Lake Athabasca and baptized 194 people, 

mostly Chipewyans. In 1849 Father Faraud went to reside at Fort Chipewyan, 

and Father Grollier visited the Mission of Notre Dame des Sept-Douleurs at Fond 

du Lac in 1853. It was in this year that the HBC reopened their post there, 

feeling more assured of a friendly welcome because some of the natives of Fond 

du Lac had been taught Christian morals by the priests at Fort Chipewyan. In 
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1875 Father Pascal became the first resident priest at Fond du Lac (Duchaussois 

1928:215, 436). An Anglican missionary settled in Fort Chipewyan in 1866, and 

the Montreal Sisters of Charity (Grey Nuns) founded a school, orphanage, and 

hospital there in 1875 (Petitot 1883:649). The missionaries introduced new items 

of technology, such as metal hooks and string nets for fishing (Duchaussois 

1928:236); undermined the power of the shamans by providing medical care, 

contradicting magical powers, and supplanting ritual (Vanstone 1964:23); and 

even caused changes in locality: in 1951-1952 the priest at Stony Lake, Father 

Porte, made the people move to Black Lake, where there was more firewood and 

fish, and less proximity to the bad influence of the white trappers (Sharp 

1973:24-26). 

Urbanization has been a result of contact with far-reaching 

consequences for the Chipewyan. Stony Rapids started as a collection of log 

cabins belonging to white trappers. They came to this area to trap after 

completing the construction of the railway to Fort MacMurray, Alberta, and 

built their cabins at the foot of the rapids that mark the end of navigation for 

bigger boats (Munsterhjelm 1953:44-45). The establishment of the Stony Rapids 

HBC store in 1927 started a slow process of concentration as families started to 

move in to Stony Lake from Selwyn Lake and the Saskatchewan area to spend the 

summers (Sharp 1973:23). In 1928 Father Gamache visited Stony Rapids, and 

noted that there was very little in the store, and only a few cabins at Stony Lake 

(Gamache 1981:p.c.). Stony Lake today is almost a ghost town: there are three 

houses, the abandoned church, and many bald patches of ground where dwellings 

stood before the mass exodus initiated by Father Porte. 

In 1899 the Fort Chipewyan and Fond du Lac Chipewyan bands 

signed Treaty #8, and in 1907 the eastern Caribou-Eaters signed Treaty #11. 

Government activities in the late 1940's led to the nucleation of otherwise 
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scattered small units of hunting and trapping native populations. The 

Saskatchewan provincial government established a school, nursing station, and 

natural resources and radio communications office in Stony Rapids in 1947. In 

1949 uranium was discovered on the northwest shore of Black Lake, and the start 

of operations at Nisto mine brought new people and new money in from the 

south. A road was built from Stony Rapids to Black Lake in 1950's and many 

opportunities for temporary wage labour were created. An airstrip was built at 

Stony Rapids, which previously had only a float-plane base, built in the early 

1930's. Heavy supplies were brought in mostly by barge from Waterways on the 

Athabasca River in Alberta, a practice which continues today (Bone et al. 

1973:16-17). 

Nucleation proceeded at an accelerated rate after the creation in 

1953 of a powerful centralizing agency for northern development, the federal 

Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources. Health, welfare, 

education, and economic development programs became elaborately organized 

efforts to bring together the native peoples and these services in new urban 

centres (Fried 1964:57). The Family Allowance Act of Canada, passed in 1944, 

amplified the principle established by the treaties of direct government subsidi

zation of the people, and provided a financial incentive for them to stay near the 

town. Further incentives in the form of houses with plumbing and oil heaters 

were provided at Black Lake and Fond duLac by the federal government (Sharp 

1973:36). In 1972 the provincial Department of Northern Saskatchewan (DNS) 

was formed. By 1973-1974 this agency was playing a major role in modernizing 

the northern communities with new housing, clinics, sewers, and electricity. 

DNS established an essential infrastructure for northern services, and stimulated 

the federal government to make improvements to the living conditions on the 

Indian Reservations at Fond du Lac (IR 227-229) and Black Lake (IR224-226). In 

1982 the Northern Affairs Secretariat superceded the DNS. 
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Table 2-1. A Synopsis of Chipewyan Cultural and Contact History 

PERIOD DATE DESCRIPTION 

PREHISTORIC 600 BC Athapaskan culture: Taltheilei Shale tradition, 
Henessey complex at Dubawnt R., N.W.T. 

400 BC Taltheilei at Thelon R., Coppermine R., 
Tha-anne R., & Great Slave L., N.W.T.; S. 
Indian L., Man.; Black L., Sask. 
(ancestors of Chipewyan) 

100 AD Northern Plains culture: Pelican L. complex 
incursion at Black L. 

200 AD Taltheilei: Frank Channel complex at Black L. 

1400 Chipewyan artifacts at Black L. 

1600 Woods Cree incursion at Black L. 

PROTOHISTORIC: 1613 Button surveys Hudson Bay 

Indirect Trade Era 1619- First European materials - rare items 

Cree Middleman Era 1689- York Factory trade, Kelsey's contact attempt 

HISTORIC: 1715 Stewart contacts Chipewyan directly 

Early Fur Trade Era 1717 HBC establishes Churchill Factory 

1732 Fort Prince of Wales Built at Churchill 

1769-72 Hearne's voyages with Chipewyan 

Competitive Trade Era 1778 Pond's House built on L. Athabasca 

1781 Smallpox epidemic kills many Chipewyan 

1783 Northwest Company (NWC) formed 

1788 NWC establishes Ft. Chipewyan 

1789-93 Mackenzie's voyages with Chipewyan 

1791 Turnor surveys Fond duLac to Stony L. 

1796 Thompson surveys Reindeer L. to Black L. 
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Table 2-1. continued 

PERIOD DATE DESCRIPTION 

1798 Mackenzie forms XY Company 

1800 NWC establishes Fond du Lac 

1802 HBC establishes Nottingham House 
on L. Athabasca 

1804 Fond duLac traders killed, NWC 
absorbs XYC 

1806 HBC forced out of Athabasca by NWC 

1815 HBC returns, establishes Ft. Wedderburn 

1819 HBC establishes Harrison's House at 
S. Fond duLac 

1820 Measles epidemic, also 1821, 1845 

Trading Post Dependency 1821 HBC absorbs NWC, consolidates at Ft. 
Era Chipewyan 

1828 HBC replaces credit system with barter 

1835 Influenza epidemic 

1847 Fr. Tache baptizes Chipewyan at L. 
Athabasca 

1849 Fr. Faraud resides at Ft. Chipewyan 

1853 HBC re-establishes Fond du Lac, Fr. 
Grollier visits 

1866 Anglican mission starts at Ft. 
Chipewyan 

1875 Montreal Sisters of Charity open school, 
hospital, orphanage at Ft. Chipewyan, 
Fr. Pascal resides at Fond du Lac 

Early Government 1899 Ft. Chipewyan & Fond du Lac Chipewyan 
Influence Era sign Treaty #8 

1907 Eastern Caribou-Eaters sign Treaty #11 



Table 2-1. continued 

PERIOD 

Modern Era 

DATE 

1913 

1918 

1920's 

1926 

1927 

1930's 

1937-41 

1944 

1947 

1949-
1950's 

1951-52 

1953-

1960 

1964 

1972-81 

1979-

1982-
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DESCRIPTION 

Northwest Mounted Police serve at L. 
Athabasca 

Black L. camp wiped out by influenza 

Chipewyan from south move to Stony L. 

Commercial fishing on L. Athabasca 

HBC opens Stony Rapids post 

Chipewyan from NE move to Stony L. 

Tuberculosis epidemic 

Family Allowance Act starts government 
subsidization 

Stony Rapids: Dept. of Indian Affairs 
sub-agency, provincial school, nursing 
station established 

Uranium discovered, wage labour for 
Nisto Mine, Stony Rapids-Black L. 
road, airstrip 

Stony L. Chipewyan move to Black L. 

Federal Dept. of Northern Affairs & 
National Resources 

HBC opens Black L. Store 

Indian Affairs starts house construction 

Dept. of Northern Saskatchewan: clinics, 
housing, sewers, electricity, admini
strative infrastructure 

Development of easy, accurate Chipewyan 
orthography 

Saskatchewan Northern Affairs Secretariat 

Period classification is based on Bishop and Ray (1976:134). 
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A synopsis of Chipewyan cultural and contact history pertaining 

to northern Saskatchewan is presented in Table 2-1. Federal and provincial 

government provision of housing and money, and the availability of food and 

clothing in the stores has greatly changed the situation of the Caribou-Eater 

Chipewyan. They are still eaters of caribou, but they are no longer nomads 

dependent upon a balanced interaction with their environment. 

2.3 THE ENVIRONMENT 

2.3.1 Prehistory 

Just as the origin, evolution, and migration of the culture of the 

Chipewyan can be traced through archaeology, cross-cultural comparison, and 

historical documents, so can the origin, evolution, and migration of the subarctic 

environment be traced through palaeontology, palynology, and historical records. 

It is important to consider the evolution of the environment in ethnobiological 

research not because the environment determines or even limits cultural 

development, but because culture and environment evolve together. The various 

sections of this thesis will attempt to describe and explain a number of aspects 

of this coevolution. 

Fossil evidence suggests the northern taiga flora may have had its 

inception in the high arctic of Canada as early as the Miocene epoch about 15 

million years ago. There was a deciduous hardwood forest on southwest Banks 

Island, coniferous forest on northwest Banks and Axel Heiberg Islands, and 

tundra or open coniferous forest on northern Ellef Ringnes and Meighen Islands 

(Hills 1975:63-68). The arctic tundra flora is usually considered to date from the 

middle to late Pliocene. 

Less than 2 million years ago the Pleistocene or "Glacial" epoch's 

cooling climate led to the formation and slow spread of lowland ice sheets in 
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higher latitudes, which obliterated almost all plant and animal life in northern 

Canada. There were interglacial periods of warm temperatures and partially 

receding ice sheets, but the final retreat did not free the region west of Hudson 

Bay from ice until about 10,000 years ago. 

Not all of northern Canada was covered by the ice sheets: places 

on the Caribou Mountains Plateau west of Lake Athabasca, the Yukon Valley, the 

Arctic Archipelago, and parts of Beringia (between Alaska and Siberia) were 

never glaciated. In these refugia some of the Miocene arctic and boreal flora 

and fauna were able to survive the severe conditions of the maximum glaciation, 

and from them radiated out to recolonize the land newly exposed from under the 

ice. It is believed that nitrogen-fixing plants such as lupines were able to follow 

the retreat of the ice very close to its edge (Hulten 1937:24-30). 

Recolonization of plants and animals came mainly from the boreal 

ecosystem which had been displaced at least 1200 kilometers to the south during 

the Wisconsin glacial period. The degree of summer warming at the end of the 

Pleistocene was so great that the ice retreated very rapidly, and the closely 

following coniferous forest suffered severe dessication. By 8,000 years ago, 

spruce forest was north of its present limits in the Mackenzie Delta area, and 

what is now the southern Keewatin tundra was colonized by coniferous forest 

6,000 years ago. About 4,800 years ago, the Keewatin and Mackenzie forest

tundra ecotone experienced a sharp short outbreak of arctic air, which pushed 

the ecotone southward for several centuries, but a warming trend had restored 

the forest to an extended northern position between 4,500 and 3,500 years ago. 

During the last 3000 years it has retreated southwards in steps or stages, with 

only minor reversals. The latitudinal displacements of the ecotone over the last 

7,000 years have been up to 400 kilometers, and the scattered, largely infertile 

dwarf spruce found today in sheltered locations in the Canadian low arctic 
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tundra appear from historical palynological data to be most probably relicts from 

warmer episodes of more northerly woodland distribution. It is possible that 

some northerly woodlands are not yet in equilibrium with the modern climate, 

and may not regenerate after being burned or cut, but pass over into some type 

of shrub tundra. The southern Keewatin and southeastern Mackenzie Districts 

may be at greater risk to permanent ecological damage than northwestern 

Canada (Nichols 1975:155-165). 

2.3.2 The Present Environment 

The entire region exploited by the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan is 

part of the Canadian Shield, with altitudes of 150-300 meters in the Fond du Lac 

River area, rising to the 300-600 meter range in the Mackenzie District. The 

area is "dry subhumid" with widespread permafrost in organic, brunisolic and 

gleysolic soils. The mean annual length of the growing season varies from 130 

days in the south of the study area to 100 in the north (Rowe 1972:154-161). 

Rowe (1972) describes the botanical environment of the Caribou-Eater 

Chipewyan mainly under two sections of his classification of the Boreal Forest 

Region: Northwestern Transition and Forest-Tundra, along with the northern 

edge of the Athabasca South section (see Figure 2-3). 

In the northwestern transition forest areas of bog, muskeg, and 

barren rock are intermixed with open stands of black spruce (Picea mariana 

[ Mill.] B.S.P .), white birch (Betula papYrifera Marsh./B. neoalaskana Sarg.), 

trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides Michx.), and tamarack (Larix laricina [ Du 

Roi] K. Koch). On sandy soils and uplands jack pine (Pinus banksiana Lamb.) is 

common, and white spruce (Picea glauca [Moench] Voss) is found on well

drained soils. Trees tend to be stunted except on local patches of sheltered, 

deep, frost-free soil. Ground cover is commonly light-coloured foliose lichens. 
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Figure 2-4. Forest Types: (a) Northwestern Transition Forest on Fond du Lac 
River N shore (Al); (b) Forest - Tundra Ecotone on Gravel Hill 
Lake S shore (W 4). 
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A generally low relief, plus shallow depth of glacial till over Precambrian granite 

bedrock, contribute to the abundance of bogs and lakes. Eskers and rock 

outcrops are common. Ground frost is a usual feature of all but the coarsest

textured soils. Productivity is low due to the thin soil, severe climate and 

frequent fires (Rowe 1972:55; see Figure 2-4a). 

In the forest-tundra ecotone patches of stunted spruce, tamarack, 

alder (Alnus spp.) and willow (Salix spp.) shrubs give way to expanding stretches 

of tundra as you progress northwards. Exposure to wind, protection by 

snow-cover, instability of soils under permafrost conditions, cool growing season, 

and fire make forest survival precarious, and the treeline's fluctuations reflect 

this (ibid.:62; see Figure 2-4b). 

The Athabasca South section comprises lowland sandy soils, 

derived by glacial action from underlying sandstones, which support open jack 

pine forests. Unstabilized dunes are found in some areas, while moister sandy 

flats and finer-textured soils bear black spruce and tamarack. Ridges of 

morainic materials and lowlying peat and gleysol type soils contribute to the 

rolling topography (ibid.:44). 

The climate in the northwestern transition forest is characterized 

by a mean annual temperature of -soc, with a January average daily minimum 

temperature of -340C and July average daily maximum temperature of 2ooc. 

The mean annual precipitation is 41 em. In the forest-tundra ecotone the mean 

annual temperature is -90C, with a January average daily minimum temperature 

of -350C and July average daily maximum temperature of 170C. The mean 

annual precipitation is 23 em (ibid.:144-145). 

2.3.3 The Fauna 

By far the most important element of the fauna to the Caribou

Eater Chipewyan is the barrenland caribou (Rangifer tarandus groenlandicus L.). 
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Two major herds of the caribou were exploited by the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan: 

the Beverly and the Kaminuriak. The calving ground of the Kaminuriak herd is 

near Kaminuriak Lake, south of Baker Lake in eastern Keewatin, and their 

winter range is in northern Manitoba and the northeastern corner of 

Saskatchewan. The Beverly herd calving ground is near Beverly Lake, north of 

Dubawnt Lake in western Keewatin, and their winter range is in the region of 

Lake Athabasca, Black Lake, and Wollaston Lake, Saskatchewan, where it 

sometimes overlaps with the Kaminuriak herd (see Figure 2-2). Thus, it is mainly 

the Beverly herd that the people of Fond du Lac, Stony Rapids, and Black Lake 

hunt. 

The caribou range through the tundra and transitional forest, rarely 

penetrating far into the boreal forest except when winter conditions are severe 

and fodder scarce. In their annual round the caribou populations follow the 

seasonal changes of vegetation. The spring migration from the transitional 

forest to the barrens calving grounds usually passes the Fond duLac River region 

near the end of May. Foaling is in June, after which the caribou disperse to 

some extent and graze on the tundra. At the end of July to early August the 

caribou again form herds and come south as far as Damant and Firedrake Lakes, 

N. W. T ., driven by black flies and other parasitic insects to keep constantly on 

the move. Browse is hurried and bands of caribou often plunge through small 

bays of lakes to try to rid themselves of the flies. They will often head north 

again in late August onto the tundra. Rutting occurs around the middle of 

October, and then the caribou head south into the transition forest, where they 

will break up into smaller for aging groups. They pass the winter wandering in 

search of food within the shelter of the trees. The fall migration passes the 

Fond duLac region around the first of November, crossing the river where it is 

narrow and full of islands at Pine Channel just east of the town of Fond duLac. 
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If there is an early snowfall on the barrens which thaws partially and then 

freezes, an ice sheet forms which the caribou find very difficult to break through 

to get at their fodder plants. Then the starving caribou head south in a hurry and 

attempt to cross the wider stretch of water near Fond du Lac rather than follow 

the shore to the narrow channel. Many die of hemorrhaging from overexertion in 

the cold water (Gamache 1981:p.c.). In late winter the dispersed groups of 

caribou merge into loose aggregates near the treeline, before making the rapid 

migration to the calving grounds with the coming of the spring thaw. 

While lichens known as "caribou mosses" are an important part of 

the caribou's diet, they eat a wide variety of plants. In spring the caribou seek 

out shoots of cottongrass (Eriophorum spp.), sedges ( Carex spp.), and various 

grasses, and the buds of glandular birch (Betula glandulosa) and willows (Salix 

spp.). In summer the caribou eat the young leaves of many woody perennials 

such as alpine and red bearberry, blueberry, labrador tea, crowberry, and rose

bay, and herbs such as lousewort, lupine, locoweed, liquorice-root, and mountain

avens (Arctostaphylos alpina, A. rubra, Vaccinium uliginosum, Ledum decumbens, 

Empetrum nigrum, Rhododendron lapponicum, Pedicularis spp., Lupinus spp., 

Oxytropis spp., Hedysarum spp., and Dryas integrifolia respectively). Mushrooms 

are a favourite food, and lichens (mostly species of Cladonia, Cetraria, and 

Stereocaulon) are eaten at all times. Even in winter lichens from the ground or 

accessible from trees form only half the diet of the caribou: stems of horsetails 

(Equisetum spp.), blueberry, cranberry (Vaccinium vi tis-idaea, y_. oxycoccus), 

sedges, labrador tea, willows, bearberry, and glandular birch, etc. form the other 

half, and are very important nutritionally (Kelsall 1968:72-76). 

Caribou hunting by the Chipewyan takes place at three main 

times: during the summer migration in August, when the Chipewyan and the 

caribou go to the lakes in the southern Mackenzie District, and during the fall 
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and spring migrations when the caribou are intercepted both en route and as they 

pass near the northern villages. In August the animals are not very fat but the 

hides are prime for making clothing: the hair is still fairly short and well-seated, 

especially on the calves, and the warble fly larvae exit holes in the hide have had 

a chance to heal. In autumn the animals are fat, and it is necessary to stock up 

on dried and frozen meat and lard for the coming winter. In spring the animals 

are in poor condition generally, but people crave fresh meat and the tender veal

quality meat of the foetus. 

While the migration routes are well-known to the Chipewyan, 

their former dependence upon the caribou to follow a particular route at a 

particular time led to cases of near starvation. "Nobody knows the way of the 

wind and the caribou" is a Chipewyan proverb (Munsterhjelm 1953:2). In 1926, 

Father Gamache's first year at Fond duLac, he had to eat fish every single day 

because there were no caribou (Gamache 1981:p.c.). Serious erratic movements 

of the major herds are caused by large forest fires, which will alter migration 

paths because there is no browse to be had along the route, and will alter future 

foraging patterns due to the subsequent seral stages of the recovering forest. 

Mild weather conditions may not drive the caribou far enough into the transition 

forest, or severe weather may drive them too far. The changing total number of 

caribou in the herd will change the size of foraging ranges (Smith 1978:71-72). 

It is impossible to obtain accurate counts of the caribou, but it is 

estimated that the Beverly herd had a population of 210,000 in 1971 and only 

94,000 in 1980, while the Kaminuriak herd declined from 63,000 in 1968 to 39,000 

in 1980. A number of factors have contributed to this decline, but main ones are 

intense hunting pressure, the destruction of winter range by forest fires, and 

possibly a 35 year population cycle. It is estimated that a family of four, 

completely dependent upon caribou for food, clothing, and shelter, would need at 
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least 150 caribou each year (Scotter 1981; Minni 1976:69). Unfortunately, 

although people no longer need caribou hides for clothing and tent covers, and 

they are no longer completely dependent upon caribou for food, the numbers 

killed each year have not decreased accordingly, and the future of the herds is in 

question. 

Other animals of the Canadian subarctic important as food to the 

Caribou-Eater Chipewyan are the muskox, black bear, snowshoe hare, moose, 

Canada and snow geese, spruce grouse, jackfish or pike, whitefish, and lake trout 

(Ovibos moschatus, Ursus americanus, Lepus americanus, Alces alces, Branta 

canadensis, Chen hyperborea, Canachites canadensis, Esox lucius, Caregonus 

chipeaformis, Salvilinus namaycush, respectively). Fur bearers such as the 

beaver, otter, arctic and red fox varieties, marten, lynx, and muskrat (Castor 

canadensis, Lutra canadensis, Alopex lagopus, Vulpes fulva, Martes americana, 

~canadensis, Ondatra zibethica, respectively) did not become important until 

the introduction of the fur trade. The fur of the wolverine (~ulo luscus) is 

valued as parka trim because the hollow hairs do not collect frost from the 

breath, yet wolverines and wolves (Canis lupus) were never killed until later in 

the fur trade period because of their importance in Chipewyan mythology 

(Hearne in Smith 1976:78). The Chipewyan saw themselves as being like the 

wolves that follow the caribou (Smith 1970:60). 

2.4 THE LITERATURE 

The Chipewyan are mentioned at least briefly in many reports, 

articles, and books. Only the more specific, extensive writings on the Chipewyan 

will be described here. 
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2.4.1 Bibliographies 

The most up-to-date and comprehensive bibliography of the 

Chipewyan is Lorraine Brandson's Chipewyan resource manual (1981). There are 

at least 401 citations accompanied by a brief overview of the history of the 

Chipewyan, a list of museums around the world containing Chipewyan artifacts, 

and a description of the Chipewyan ethnology collection of the Manitoba Museum 

of Man and Nature. 

In 1973 June Helm published a subarctic Athapaskan bibliography 

with approximately 1400 references in alphabetical order, with brief coded 

annotations. Helm published a critical bibliography of subarctic Indians in 1976. 

The bibliographical list of 272 references would be more useful if topically 

indexed, but is an excellent starting place for literature research on subarctic 

Indians. Hippler and Wood (1974) prepared an annotated bibliography of the 

subarctic Athapaskans with at least 645 citations arranged in various ways, 

which greatly simplify the location of material for particular research interests. 

There were 49 references given specifically relating to the Chipewyan. 

Exhaustive coverage of articles on Canadian Indians published within a ten year 

period is provided by Abler, Sanders, and Weaver's (1974) Canadian Indian 

bibliography for 1960-1970. This book contains 3038 citations under cultural 

group, areal, and topical headings, and is completely cross-indexed. The only 

other major bibliography containing references to the Chipewyan is Murdock's 

(1960) ethnographic bibliography of North America. This bibliography is 

arranged by culture area, and within these divisions by cultural group. For the 

Mackenzie-Yukon area t~ere are about 550 references to northern Athapaskans. 

2.4.2 Explorers' Reports 

The report of Henry Kelsey on his unsuccessful mission in 1689 to 

contact the Chipewyan is the first published historical reference to the Caribou-
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Eater Chipewyan (Brandson 1981:3). The best source of information on the 

Chipewyan during the eighteenth century is Samuel Hearne's edited journal 

(1795) on three years of travel (1769-1772) with the Caribou-Eaters, trying to 

find their native copper source and learn enough about their language and 

customs to promote trade. Peter Fidler's journal (1792) records his experiences 

in the winter of 1791-1792, travelling with the Chipewyan to learn their ways 

and so be better able to conduct trade with them. Philip Turnor (1790), David 

Thompson (Hopwood 1971), and Alexander Mackenzie (1801) were surveyors 

employed by the fur companies who described many aspects of Chipewyan life in 

their travel journals. Franklin (1823) gave some information on the Chipewyan 

obtained during his geographical survey trips for the Royal Navy. George 

Simpson (1821) as manager of Fort Wedderburn and later Governor of the 

Northern Department for the Hudson's Bay Company noted in his reports any 

aspects of the Chipewyan way of life which he thought might be relevant to the 

promotion of the fur trade. 

G.H. Blanchet (1925, 1928) made notes on the life of the 

Athapaskans in the country around Great Slave Lake and Lake Athabasca. These 

are based on his personal observations during extensive travel in the north for 

the Topographical Survey of Canada. Unfortunately this valuable contribution to 

the ethnography of the Chipewyan was never published, and can only be obtained 

from the National Museum of Man Canadian Ethnology Service Archives. 

2.4.3 Missionaries' Observations 

The missionaries did not contact the Chipewyan until the middle 

of the nineteenth century, by which time their lifestyle and material culture had 

been influenced to varying degrees, depending on their location. The writings of 

the missionaries are a very rich source of information on the Chipewyan during 
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this period because of their long residency with the people. The viewpoint shown 

in this literature is often patronizing, and native "heathen" ritual was suppressed 

and so is not recorded. Lifestyle, technology, language, and social problems are 

well documented, however. 

The vast majority of the literature comes from brothers of the 

French Roman Catholic order Missionnaires Oblats de Marie Immaculee (O.M.I.). 

Father Emile Petitot travelled extensively through northern Canada in the 1850's 

to 1860's, and in 1868 published a study of the Montagnais (i.e. Athapaskan, not 

to be confused with the Montagnais of Labrador). This article, published in 

French, contains a wealth of information on the Chipewyan, and along with 

Petitot's other writings has been translated, dissected, and arranged topically to 

facilitate research by Savoie (1970a,b). A major monograph on the Athapaskans 

of North America including the Chipewyan was written and published as a series 

of articles by Father Adrian Morice (1906-1910), but was apparently never 

completed. Father Pierre Duchaussois (1928) and Monseigneur Gabriel Breynat 

(1948) both published memoirs of their residency with the Chipewyan containing 

a great deal of cultural and historical information. The current O.M.I. priest at 

Black Lake, Father Mokwa, has a large French-Chipewyan dictionary and 

grammar written by Father R.P. LeGoff (1916) which would be very valuable for 

linguistic research. Father Mokwa is very interested in the similarities he has 

encountered between the language of the Black Lake Chipewyan and the 

Athapaskans living near Yellowknife, N.W.T. (Mokwa 1981:p.c.). The current 

O.M.I. priest at Fond du Lac, Father Gamache, completed a manuscript in 1970 

on the changing social condition of the Chipewyan over the last fifty years. This 

insightful work is based mainly on his personal knowledge of the people, gained 

as a missionary in Fond duLac since 1926. It has not been published yet, but he 

is hoping the University of Alberta will assist him. 
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The most recent and useful publication to come from the 

missionaries is the English-Chipewyan dictionary compiled by Leon and Marjorie 

Elford (1981) of the Northern Canada Evangelical Mission. Most of the words 

come from speakers from the Cold Lake area, and some from the Brochet area. 

There are minor differences from the way speakers from northern Saskatchewan 

would say things, but it is a valuable contribution to the preservation of the 

language. Hopefully it can be expanded in future editions. 

2.4.4 Ethnographies 

Bernard Ross, although not a trained scientist, was the first 

ethnobiologist in northern Canada. His publications on the economic zoology 

(1861) and economic botany and geology (1862) of the Chipewyan are brief and 

not very specific culturally - he used the term Chipewyan as if it were 

synonymous with Athapaskan - but are still a valuable contribution to our 

knowledge of subarctic Athapaskan environmental exploitation. 

The first professional ethnographer to attempt field research with 

the Chipewyan was Robert Lowie of the American Museum of Natural History. 

During the summer of 1908 he travelled by boat to Fort Chipewyan and Fond du 

Lac. He spent just over one month there, mainly collecting legends (Lowie 1909; 

1912). 

Kaj Birket-Smith (1930) was a member of the Fifth Thule 

Expedition from 1921-1924, and as part of their report wrote the only compre

hensive ethnography of the Chipewyan. He titled it a "contribution" because of 

the limited amount of time he was able to spend in only one location: one month 

in Churchill, Manitoba. Despite these limitations, and some conclusions based on 

insufficient data that have since been disproven, it remains a basic text on the 

Chipewyan. 
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The ethnographic articles on the Chipewyan since that period 

have been characterized by their narrow focus on one or a few aspects of 

Chipewyan culture. Cooper (1938) made an excellent detailed study of northern 

Athapaskan trapping technology. Li (e.g. 1964) did the first modern linguistic 

study of Chipewyan. Vanstone (1965) prepared a detailed book on acculturation 

among the Snowdrift Chipewyan. Parker (1972) put together a great deal of 

information on the participation of the Chipewyan in the fur trade. Reynolds 

and Garr (1973) compiled some legends of the Chipewyan, and Helm et al. (1975) 

prepared an overview of the contact history of the subarctic A thapaskans. 

James G. Smith has written a series of articles (1970, 1975, 1976, 

1978, 1979) on the historical and functional relationship between Chipewyan 

social organization and exploitation of their environment. Gillespie (1975, 1976) 

has written articles on historical changes in territory of the Chipewyan. David 

M. Smith dealt with post-contact religious beliefs of the Chipewyan (1973) and 

changes in lifestyle after the introduction of the fur trade (1976). Jarvenpa 

(1976, 1977, 1979, 1980) has done extensive research culminating in a book on the 

spatial ecology of the Chipewyan trappers of Patuanak, Saskatchewan. Heffley 

(1981) based her study of the relationship between Chipewyan settlement 

patterns and resource distribution on the rigourous application of optimal 

foraging theory. Irimoto (1981) has studied the relationship between caribou 

hunting and human ecology among the Chipewyan of Wollaston Lake, 

Saskatchewan. These people have close contacts and hence many similarities 

with the Chipewyan of the Fond duLac- Black Lake area. 

Modern ethnographic studies carried out within the Fond du Lac, 

Stony Rapids, and Black Lake area have been done by three authors. Sharp did 

his Ph.D. on the kinship system of the Black Lake Chipewyan (1973), and since 

then has published a number of articles on Chipewyan social structure. Bone et 
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al. (1973) studied how the relationship between the Chipewyan of the Stony 

Rapids - Black Lake area and the caribou has changed over the years since 

contact. MUller-Wille (1974) studied the modern caribou hunting economy of the 

Fond duLac Chipewyan. 

A photographer who lived in Fort Smith, Tapwe Chretien, who just 

recently died, was compiling a book of photographs of plants of the N. W .T. and 

their medicinal use by the Dene (Pikios and Winter 1981:p.c.). Unfortunately, 

this work was not completed, and a letter sent to the executor of his estate 

received no reply. 

2.4.5 Archaeological Studies 

Only one archaeological study has been published dealing with the 

immediate study area: Sheila Minni's work (1976) on the archaeology of Black 

Lake. This provides an important time depth to ethnobotanical research by 

indicating for how long the Chipewyan have been exploiting that particular local 

environment. 

Harp (1961) published one of the first archaeological studies 

within the range of the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan, although on their northern 

margin: the lower and middle Thelon River in the N. W. T. Other archaeological 

studies within the territory exploited by the Chipewyan are Wright's reports 

(1972, 1975) on the Aberdeen site in western Keewatin near the calving grounds 

of the Beverly caribou herd, and along the northern shore of Lake A thabasca. 

Nash has published two reports (1970, 1975) on the archaeology of northern 

Manitoba. Noble (1971) greatly increased our knowledge of subarctic culture 

sequences with his archaeological surveys in the central Mackenzie District, 

N.W.T. 
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Bryan Gordon (1975, 1977, 1981) has taken archaeological 

research in the central Canadian subarctic a step further by clearly relating 

assemblages of artifacts with historical and ethnographic information, to 

elucidate prehistoric man-environment relationships in the barrenland. 

Robert McGhee provides a clear overview of the culture sequence 

in his book on Canadian arctic prehistory (1978). 

2.4.6 Summary 

While many aspects of the relationship between the Chipewyan 

and their environment have been covered in the literature described above, the 

botanical component of their environment has largely been ignored. Most of the 

above articles make passing mention of some use of plants, but go no further. 

Material culture has not been of significant concern to anthropologists working 

with the northeastern Athapaskans. Many artifacts made by the Chipewyan have 

been collected, but the lack of early studies on the Caribou-Eaters has meant 

that these artifacts represent a material culture which had already changed 

greatly from its aboriginal pattern (Smith 1982:p.c.). The lack of scientific 

information on Chipewyan ethnobotany provides justification for this study: the 

picture of environmental interrelationships is incomplete if only the faunal 

component is considered. 



3. USES OF PLANTS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The most obvious aspect of the interaction between the 

Chipewyan and their botanical environment is the use of plants for food, 

medicine, and materials in technology and ritual. These uses are described below 

in categories of usage and in alphabetical order by genus. The use of plants in 

trapping is covered here, but it should be noted that for most of the Caribou

Eater Chipewyan trapping has never been a full-time occupation as with the 

European-Canadians and southern Chipewyan. It is more a means to obtain the 

implements and supplemental foods such as tea and tobacco which have become 

"necessities" for living in the wilderness (Smith 1973:3). Where Chipewyan 

contributors commented on the eating of plants by animals, this information is 

included below. It shows another aspect of how they view their plant environ

ment, and it also relates to their knowledge of animal behaviour which is 

important in hunting, trapping, and possibly in the choice of plants for food and 

medicine. The role of plants in Chipewyan legends is also described below. 

While there are many references in the literature to some aspects 

of Chipewyan botanical material culture, the coverage is very uneven. This was 

in part due to the belief of many people that the use of plants for food (other 

than berries) and medicine was insignificant (Birket-Smith 1930:19; Gamache 

1981:p.c.; Mackenzie 1801:clxxxii; Morice 1907:190; Petitot 1868:56). It is 

interesting that Ross (1862:133) mentions that several kinds of plants furnished 

the Mackenzie River area Athapaskans with medicines. Sharp (1973:28) found 

that among the Black Lake Chipewyan plants of all types form the basis of their 

traditional medicines, but their only wild plant foods are locally-growing berries 

of various sorts. 
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Gordon (1975:29) estimates that floral resources did not comprise 

more than 3% - 5% of the diet, and Jarvenpa (1976:47) is more precise: 4% 

plants, 75% meat, 3% birds, and 18% fish by weight in the diet (See Figure 3-1). 

Even the earliest writers, such as Mackenzie, recognized the limits imposed on 

plant use by the severe environment of the Chipewyan: "Of the use of simples 

and plants they have no knowledge, nor can it be expected, as their country does 

not produce them" (1801:clxxxii). Snowshoes, toboggans, canoes, and caribou 

hunting techniques were much more important, attracted the attention of 

ethnographers more strongly, and are therefore described in many references. 

The following descriptions of plant use are drawn mainly from 

information provided by Chipewyan elders living in the Fond du Lac - Stony 

Rapids- Black Lake area. They refer mainly to present uses of the plants except 

where otherwise specified. Only where literature information refers specifically 

to the Chipewyan will it be included. If it does not specifically relate to the 

Caribou-Eaters this will be noted. This combination of information is intended 

to provide the most complete picture possible on the use of plants throughout the 

known history of the Chipewyan. 

Unfortunately, there are virtually no references to artifacts of 

plant material in the archaeological literature. Thus, it is impossible to estimate 

how closely the botanical knowledge of contemporary Chipewyan elders 

resembles that of precontact ancestors. However, by describing the current uses 

of plants, comparing modern Chipewyan artifacts to those in various museums 

around the world, and then relating this lore to historical and ecological 

information, I hope to elucidate some of the factors that have influenced 

Chipewyan ethnobotanical history and diversity. 

Scientific, common English, and Chipewyan names have been 

given for each plant described below. Plant family names with the standardized 
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Chipewyan Foods: (a) Caribou- the most important food- shot by 
Joe Sayizie at Gravel Hill Lake (N20); (b) Collecting sweet birch 
sap in May: 1 3 em deep cut 2 bark flap for funnel 3 twig holding 
out flap 4 split twig spout 5 sap 6 pail; (c) Boni!ace Mercredi 
explains a poor cloudberry crop (Dl3); (d) Marie Kasyon and Joe 
Sayizie, with Adeline Chaffee cooking bannock, at Gravel Hill 
Lake (378); (e) Cloudberries cooked with sugar, on bannock (379). 
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ending of "-aceae" will be used throughout this thesis, e.g. Asteraceae will be 

used in place of the conserved family name Compositae. Chipewyan words 

include sounds which do not occur in the English language, so it is impossible to 

provide a simple pronunciation guide for speakers of English. To write these 

words with the English alphabet requires the redefinition of some letters and 

combinations of letters to equal one sound. Properly, linguistic symbols should 

be used, but these have been avoided here to simplify typing and to promote the 

use of conventions which would allow Chipewyan literature to be published 

without the expense of special typesetting or handwritten symbols. A Roman 

orthography for Chipewyan is being developed and used by Dr. E.-D. C_ook of the 

University of Calgary Department of Linguistics, the Northern Canada 

Evangelical Mission, the Northern Teacher Education Program, and Mrs. Mary

Jane Kasyon, a teacher from Stony Rapids. Some problems remain in the 

handling of certain sounds and the variations in pronunciation among speakers 

from different speech communities, so the system used in this thesis is not 

perfect. However, it can be used easily by anyone trained in the new Chipewyan 

orthography or in phonology. The linguistic equivalents for the conventions 

employed in this thesis are listed in Table 3-1. Time will not permit a detailed 

linguistic treatment of Chipewyan plant nomenclature and folk-taxonomy, but 

some aspects will be discussed briefly in section 4-14. 

3. 2 PLANT FOODS 

3.2.1 Fruit 

SASKATOON BERRY. Kinj[e. Amelanchier alnifolia Nutt. (Rosaceae) 

Although not abundant in the Stony Rapids area, saskatoon berries 

are quite common on rock outcrops along the north side of Lake Athabasca 
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Table 3-1. Roman Orthography for Chipewyan, and Linguistic Equivalents 

ROMAN ORTHOGRAPHY 

a, i, o, u 

e, e 
" " .( ! , , a, e, e, 1, o, u 

b, d, g, h, j, k, 1, m, n 
r, s, t, v, w, x, y, z 

ch, dh, gh, lh, sh, th, zh 

ddh, dl, dz, tlh, tth, ts, kw 

', k', t', ts', tlh', ts', ch', tth' 

INTERNATIONAL PHONETIC SYMBOLS 

a, i, o, u 

e, a , or €. (variations not fully resolved) 

high tone of two phonetically singificant 
tones (low unmarked) 

a, , e, i, o, u : nasal vowels 
J I ) 1 

b, d, g, h, j, k, 1, m, n, 
r, s, t, v, w, x, y, z 

c, J.,-s-, t, s, a, z 
d&, dl, dz, tt, t9, c, kW 

glottal stop, glottalized consonants 
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(Harms 1982:p.c.). There are some as big as pin cherries near the MacFarlane 

River south of Fond duLac (HS; see Figure 2-1), and some grow in thick bunches 

like grapes on some islands near Fort Chipewyan (SB). They are enjoyed fresh 

(HS; SB; Mackenzie 1801:323) or dried and mixed with dried and then powdered 
/ 

caribou meat (egone) and caribou lard (tlhes) to make pemmican (etsis) (AC; 

Morice 1909:603). They are eaten fresh or dried for winter use by the southern 

Chipewyan (Jarvenpa 1979:360 and 1980:92; Curtis 1928:24). 

ALPINE BEARBERRY. 
, ~ 

Jizenaghe. Arctostaphylos alpina (L.) Spreng. 

(Ericaceae) 

The black fruit (drupes) are found on gravelly tundra in late 

summer. They are cooked and eaten as jam by some people, but are not widely 

popular (AC; HC; HS). 

COMMON BEARBERRY. De(lh)ni. Arctostaphylos uva-ursi (L.) Spreng. 

(Ericaceae) 

The berry-like drupes are cooked in lard and served with jackfish 

or whitefish eggs, sweetened with birch syrup or sugar (AC; HC; Curtis 1928:24). 

If you eat too many they can make you constipated (AC). 
, 

BUNCHBERRY. Jikonaze. Cornus canadensis L. (Cornaceae) 

Sometimes they are eaten, but AC said that if you rub your face 

with some of these "berries" (drupes) or with your hands after handling them, it 

feels as if you have needles in your skin. Children sometimes did this on purpose. 

CROWBERRY. Tsanlht'eth. Empetrum nigrum L. (Empetraceae) 

The berry-like drupes are cooked and strained to make a syrup 

(AC; HC) or eaten fresh (Birket-Smith 1930:29; Thompson in Hopwood 1971:140). 
. , , 

STRAWBERRY. Idziaze. Fragaria virginiana Duchesne (Rosaceae) 

This delicious little fruit (an aggregate-accessory fruit) is 

abundant only in certain localities, such as the high ground near the Stony Rapids 
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airstrip. It is very popular, but is only eaten fresh (AC; BM; HC; Jarvenpa 

1979:361; Mackenzie 1801:323). 

BOG CRANBERRY. Tunelhesaze. Oxycoccus microcarpus Turcz. (Ericaceae) 

They are eaten fresh (HS), but are not abundant enough in the 

Fond du Lac region to have been important nutritionally. The southern 

Chipewyan eat them raw, preferably after a frost (Curtis 1928:24), or make jam 

from them (AC). 

" "' PIN CHERRY. Jiyeraze. Prunus pensylvanica L.f. (Rosaceae) 

The drupes are eaten raw off the bush (HS), are sometimes cooked 

and strained to make a jelly (AC), or can be used to make a nice wine (j(e tue) 

(HC). Lots can be found along Grease River near Fond du Lac (BM). The 

Caribou-Eater Chipewyan do not add them to pemmican (BM; HS), but the Cold 

Lake Chipewyan add choke cherries (Prunus virginiana L.) to pemmican, cooked 

meat, and stew. They are crushed and dried in cakes for storage (Curtis 

1928:24). The Patuanak Chipewyan eat choke cherries occasionally (Jarvenpa 

1979:361). 

" SKUNK CURRANT. Jitlh'oghaze. Ribes glandulosum Grauer, also 

RED CURRANT. Ribes triste Pall. (Saxifragaceae) 

They are eaten fresh (AC; HC; HS), and cooked to make jelly 

(AC). 

BLACK CURRANT. N~tsene. Ribes hudsonianum Richards. (Saxifragaceae) 

These berries are eaten fresh occasionally (AC; HS), and with 

raspberries (tthekaJhj[e; Rubus idaeus) make a potent wine (AC). 
, ,, 

WILD GOOSEBERRY. Daghosjie. Ribes oxyacanthoides L. (Saxifragaceae) 

Occasionally they are made into jam, or eaten fresh by all 

Chipewyan (AC; HC; Curtis 1928:24; Hearne 1795:289; Jarvenpa 1979:360 and 

1980:211; Mackenzie 1801:323). 
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/ 

PRICKLY ROSE. Intsole. Rosa acicularis Lindl. (Rosaceae) 

Sometimes the hips are eaten when very ripe, but the seeds are 

not swallowed as they are believed to give you an "itchy bum" (BM; SB; Curtis 

1928:24). While not a very popular fruit (HC), they could be important in times 

of famine (Fidler 1792:498). 

DEWBERRY. Ts'E:Hinadlaraze. Rubus acaulis Michx. (Rosaceae) 

This very popular aggregate fruit is usually eaten fresh (AC; BM; 

HC; HS), but could be made into jam (AC). At Ile a la Crosse and Lake 

Athabasca they were abundant enough that the Indians could gather them in 

large quantities (Macoun 1882:185). 

CLOUDBERR Y. N adlare. Rubus chamaemorus L. (Rosaceae) 

The second most important fruit, next to blueberries, the 

aggregate fruits are eaten fresh or cooked with a bit of sugar, or canned (AC; 

LR; Birket-Smith 1930:29; Mackenzie 1801:277; Macoun 1882:185). If too many 

are eaten on an empty stomach, bad stomach cramps may result (BM). Macoun 

(1882:185) noted that great quantities were gathered at Lake Athabasca, but BM 

has noticed that since the 1973 forest fire which burned much of the land 

between Stony Rapids and Black Lake, some favourite picking spots for cloud-

berries have dried up. Almost no fruit can be found, and the leaves are small and 

spotted. 

RASPBERRY. Tthekalhj{~. Rubus idaeus L. (Rosaceae) 

Mostly these aggregate fruits are eaten fresh, or occasionally 

canned. They are abundant throughout the forest sector of the Chipewyan range 

(AC; HC; LR; Curtis 1928:24; Jarvenpa 1979:360 and 1980:92). 

CANADA BLUEBERRY. Ts~nlhchoth. Vaccinium myrtilloides Michx. 

(Ericaceae) 
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BOG BLUEBERRY. Hoteltsanlhchodhe. Vaccinium uliginosum L. s. lat. 

These are the most important berries due to their popular flavour 

and abundance all the way from Cold Lake at the southern fringe of Chipewyan 

territory to Mosquito Lake in the north. Large quantities are gathered every 

year and eaten fresh, cooked with a bit of sugar and perhaps some cranberries 
~ 

(nantlh'er, Vaccinium vitis-idaea), cooked in bannock, or canned (AC; LR; SB; 

Birket-Smith 1930:29; Curtis 1928:23-24; Jarvenpa 1979:360 and 1980:92; 

Mackenzie 1801:299). They used to be prepared for winter storage by being 

cooked with lard which was then allowed to solidify (SB), or by being dried in a 

birch bark basket or gunny sack over a low fire (AC). They are never frozen 

because they would become watery and lose all their flavour (SB). 

"' MOUNTAIN CRANBERRY. Nantlh'er Vaccinium vitis-idaea L. (Ericaceae) 

Mountain cranberries are the third most important fruit, after 

blueberries and cloudberries. Raw cranberries are the only berries used in 

pemmican by most Chipewyan of the Fond du Lac region (BM; HS). Pemmican is 

still a valued food for travellers and old people who have no teeth to chew 

cooked or dried meat. Cranberries are also cooked in a frying pan with grease 

and eaten "like ketchup" with fried, boiled, or dried meat (HC; SB). When not 

quite ripe, they are cooked and strained to make jelly (AC). They have been a 

widely popular fruit (Birket-Smith 1930:29; Curtis 1928:24; Hearne 1795:17; 

Irimoto 1981:35; Jarvenpa 1979:360 and 1980:92; Mackenzie 1801:277). Some 

Chipewyan prefer them raw after a frost (Curtis 1928:24; Irimoto 1981:105) but 

they may become too soft to pick without crushing them, and the taste is not to 

everybody's liking (AC). If water with lots of table salt or epsom salts is drunk 

after eating cranberries, the combination will cause fatal stomach cramps (BM 

and HS). 
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HIGHBUSH CRANBERRY. 
/ -'/ 

Denijie. Viburnum edule (Michx.) Raf. 

( Caprif oliaceae) 

The berries are picked in September and boiled to make a jelly 

(AC; HC; HS) or juice, and can be used to make wine (AC). They are very sour if 

eaten raw (HC). The Patuanak Chipewyan also eat them (Jarvenpa 1979:360). 

FRUITS CONSIDERED INEDIBLE 

Red bane berries (j(eslini; Actaea rubra [Ait. J Willd.; 

Ranunculaceae) are known to be poisonous (AC). Other fruits considered inedible 

are wild sarsaparilla drupes (gajfe; Aralia nudicaulis L.; Araliaceae) (HS), red 

osier dogwood drupes (k'aik'oze; Cornus stolonifera Michx.; Cornaceae) (HC), 

northern comandra drupes (sasj(e; Geocaulon lividum [Richards. ] Fern.; 

Santalaceae) (AC; HC), juniper berry-like cones (datsanj(E{; Juniperus communis 

L.; Cupressaceae) (HC; SB), buffalo berry (no Chipewyan name; Shepherdia 

canadensis [ L. ] Nutt.; Elaeagnaceae) (AC), three-leaved Solomon's-seal berries 
, 

(jitlh'ulaze; Smilacina trifolia [ L.] Desf.; Liliaceae) (BM; HS), and mountain ash 

pomes (naididechene; Sorbus scopulina Greene; Rosaceae) (CM). 

3.2.2 Other Plant Parts Eaten 

, 
ROCK TRIPE. Tthetsin. Actinogyra muhlenbergii (Ach.) Schol. 

(Umbilicariaceae) 

This flaky black lichen was scraped off rock outcrops and boiled 

with fish eggs, fish broth, caribou blood, or any other soup to thicken it (AC; BM; 

ES; HC; Birket-Smith 1930:32; Curtis 1928:24; Dodge 1871:426; Hearne 1795:210-

211; Mackenzie 1801:clxxxiv). This produces a gelatinous soup with an acidic 

flavour also reminiscent of mushrooms. Nobody uses it today (HC), but it was 

important when there was little other food available (BM; Franklin 1819). 
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WILD ONION. Tlh'oghts'iaze. Allium schoenoprasum L. (Liliaceae) 

Wild onions grown on the rocky north shore and islands of Lake 

Athabasca west of Fond du Lac. The bulbs were boiled with trout or other fish 

(AC; BM; EH; HC; HS; LMc; SB; TS). Nobody bothers to gather them today 

because they taste just like the green onions in the store, which are much easier 

to get (BM). Father Gamache (1981:p.c.) of Fond du Lac was told by some local 

people that there was a plant which resembled wild onion but was poisonous. AC 

has heard of this too, but does not know of anyone who has been poisoned. The 

only plant which closely fits the description is white camas (Zygadenus elegans 

Pursh; Liliaceae). It grows on the western fringe of Chipewyan territory near 

Fort Smith, N.W.T., but in Saskatchewan only as far north as Candle Lake 

(Fraser Herbarium records), far south of traditional Chipewyan territory. A 

pressed specimen in good condition was shown to BM, HC, and HS, and they said 

they had not seen anything like it growing in the Fond duLac region. Since local 

elders and herbarium records agree that it apparently does not grow in the Fond 

duLac region, Father Gamache's informant probably gained his knowledge from 

the western branch of the Chipewyan. 

WHITE BIRCH. K'i. Betula papyrifera Marsh./B. neoalaskana Sarg. (Betulaceae) 

The cambium or growth layer (k'i k'a =birch fat) under the bark of 

the birch tree was eaten in early spring by children as a sweet (AC), and by 

people who were starving (BM; SB). Much more important only fifty years ago 

was the sap (ki tue = birch water), which was collected in mid-May (see Figure 3-

1b) and drunk as a healthy treat (SB), and was boiled down to a syrup used for 

sweetening food, just as maple and golden syrups (delaisis) are used today (BM; 

HC; HS; SB; TD; Macoun 1882:182; Ross 1862:133). Most elders have very fond 

memories of birch syrup, but other than one unsuccessful attempt by some Stony 

Rapids students a few years ago, it has not been made for a long time. Two 
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birch stands used for syrup making, near Fond duLac, were destroyed by forest 

fires (BM). 

FIREWEED. Gondhi'ele. Epilobium angustifolium L. (Onagraceae) 

Young leaves and stems may have been eaten occasionally by 

children (AC; BM), but most Chipewyan consider it inedible (HS). 

BOG LAUREL. Nagothts'ele. Kamia polifolia Wang. (Ericaceae) 

AC and HC say the leaves can be used as a tea substitute, but LC 

and HS believe it can only be used as a medicine; labrador tea is the tea 

substitute. The Chipewyan name for bog laurel translates as "little labrador tea" 

and is considered to be almost the same thing. Turner and Szczawinski (1978:56) 

warn that Kalmia polifolia is reputedly toxic in concentrated doses. 

LABRADOR TEA. Nagodhi. Ledum groenlandicum Oeder/L. palustre L. var. 

decumbens Ait. (Ericaceae) 

The leaves were used as a tea substitute (BM; HC; HS; LC; Birket

Smith 1930:29; Fidler 1792:529; Leechman 1948:14; Morice 1909:604), but the 

concept of beverage (non-medicinal) teas was introduced by the traders (Morice 

1909:604). 

WILD MINT. Tsatlh'oghtsene. Mentha arvensis L. (Lamiaceae) 

The leaves and stems are used as a flavouring for tea (LM; MB; 

SB; SS; Morice 1909:604). 

REED. Tlh'oghelghannachelghinla. Phragmites communis Trin. (Poaceae) 

This grass was only found at Muskrat-Food Lake (Dzennitue; see 

Figure 1-1), which is far north of its expected range. LM, MB, and SB knew it 

and said that in the spring the inside of the base of the stem could be eaten, but 

rarely was. Because of its rareness in even the southern fringe of the traditional 

range of the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan, they may not have used Phragmites long 

ago. 
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WHITE SPRUCE. Ts'uchogh. Picea glauca (Moench) Voss (Pinaceae) 

BLACK SPRUCE. El. Picea mariana (Mill.) B.S.P. 

Spruce pitch was chewed as a confection (BM; Jarvenpa 1979:361; 

Ross 1862:134), but few people care to do so today. Children sometimes stole 

the pitch caulking from the canoe to chew, but boiled pitch has a pale brown 

colour while pitch straight from a tree is yellow. The parent could therefore 

quickly find out whether the child had taken gum from the canoe (BM). Ross 

(1862:134) credited the chewing of spruce gum with keeping the teeth of the 

"Chipewyan" women so white. 

JACK PINE. Gane. Pinus banksiana Lamb. (Pinaceae) 

Curtis (1928:24) and Morice (1907:181 and 1910:423) say that the 

Chipewyan eat fresh pine cambium, but AC does not think it is edible. 

TREMBLING ASPEN, POPLAR. K'es. Populus tremuloides Michx. (Salicaceae) 

The cambium was eaten in the spring by children as a treat (AC; 

TS; Curtis 1928:24). HS and BM think it tastes too strong to be eaten. 

GREAT BULRUSH, TULE. Tlh'oghchogh. Scirpus lacustris L. s. lat. 

( Cyperaceae) 

In the spring the inside of the first 10 em of the rhizome below 

the base of the stem, which is white, tender, and rich like fat, is still eaten raw 

by a few elders, although it was much more popular fifty years ago. It has been 

gathered at Black Lake and Riou Lake, and people travelling by canoe down the 

rivers used to stop and pull them up to eat. If it was red instead of white then it 

was too old and tough, and not good to eat (AC; EH; HS; Curtis 1928:24; 

Jarvenpa 1979:361). 

CATTAIL. Tlh'oghk'a. Typha latifolia L. (Typhaceae) 

The rhizome was dug up in the spring when it was just like white 

fat inside (tlh'oghk'a = grass fat), and eaten raw (HC; HS). Some elders such as 
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LC do not recognize the cattail as an edible plant, and it may have spread to the 

Fond duLac region fairly recently (Harms 1982:54), so it probably has not been 

eaten by any Caribou-Eater Chipewyan until recently. The southern Chipewyan 

peeled the rhizome and roasted it on embers to be eaten immediately, or then 

dried and ground it for a porridge meal that could be stored for the winter 

(Curtis 1928:24). 

UNIDENTIFIED VEGETABLES 

There are two kinds of "rhubarb" with edible roots, which do not 

grow in the Food duLac region, but do grow further south around Beauval. One 

has a root shaped like a man's penis and so is called "male", while the other does 

not and is called "female" (HS). 

The Churchill Chipewyan used one or two plants other than 

labrador tea for a beverage (Birket-Smith 1930:29). 
, , 

Mushrooms (dlie'ebandzaghe) were eaten by the Chipewyan and 

also white trappers living in the area, but none of the Chipewyan now remember 

which ones (AC; HS). A black substance from under the ground, located by a 

certain grass growing over it, was dug up, washed, and hung on a rope in the sun 

to dry. It could then be chewed like bannock (LM). 

A small but nutritionally important part of the Chipewyan diet 
,. 

until about thirty years ago was the contents of the caribou rumen (eberti). With 

added bits of meat, fat and blood they were boiled by putting heated rocks into 

the cut-out rumen or large intestine. This was supported by being in a hole in 

the ground, or hung from a wooden frame. This dish is called "eblehechelh = 

bowel soup" (BM; LR; SB; Birket-Smith 1930:32; Hearne 1795:204; Leechman 

1948:14; Thompson in Hopwood 1971:144; Smith 1974:396). The rumen contents 

could also be fermented (Hearne 1795:204). Depending on season and locality, 

these stomach contents consist of the natural rumen microorganisms and possibly 
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partially digested Cladonia and Cetraria ground lichens (tsanj~), some tree 

lichens, various mushrooms, horsetails, shoots of sedges, cottongrasses, grasses, 

young leaves of glandular birch, blueberry and other shrubs, berries, and herbs 

such as lupines and avens (Kelsall 1968:72-73). Hearne (1795:204) states that 

rumen contents were preferred in winter when the caribou have been feeding on 

fine white "moss", rather than the coarser summer feed. 

Athough the water parsnip (Sium ~Walt.; Apiaceae) is edible, 

HS thinks it is poisonous. This may be due to its close resemblance to the 

poisonous water hemlocks (Cicuta mackenzieana Raup and C. maculata L.; 

Apiaceae), which are known to grow in the Lake Athabasca-Wollaston Lake 

region (Porsild and Cody 1980:480; Harms 1982: p.c.). 

Any "weed" or unused plant may be referred to as "tlh'oghslini" = "grass-
, 

badn. Any plant which is considered poisonous is called "naidislini" = "medicine-

bad" (BM). 

INTRODUCED PLANTS 

In 1849 Father Faraud went to reside at Fort Chipewyan. He set 

up his tent next to a small marsh, which he drained to make a garden 

(Duchaussois 1928:215). Father Breynat made the garden at Fond du Lac by 

scraping together soil from cracks in the rocks, where the wind had thrown it, 

and mixing this with some clay and sand. The first year was not encouraging, 

with summer frosts, but by the 1890's it was producing potatoes and a few 

cabbages and turnips as well (ibid.:248-249). Some of the early white trappers in 

the region also started gardens. Many of these men were Scandinavians 

(Munsterhjelm 1953:43), and might therefore have had some knowledge of 

cultivating plants in an area with a short growing season, long day length, and 

poor soil. 
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In the upper Churchill area, potato gardening extends back fairly early 

into the nineteenth century, although it may never have been a major food 

source for the Chipewyan communities. Prior to the settlement nucleation of 

the 1940's, however, many Chipewyan log cabin communities along the Churchill 

River had extensive gardens. Those who settled permanently in areas of 

unfavourable soil (e.g. Patuanak, on bedrock and sand) have given up gardening 

over the past 30 years or so, but it appears to be making a comeback among 

certain families utilizing government subsidies for this purpose (Jarvenpa 

1982:p.c.). 

Father Gamache and his assistant still grow potatoes at Fond du 

Lac, which the local Chipewyan are happy to buy, asserting that they taste much 

better than those that can be bought from the Hudson's Bay store. Lately, 

however, he has been having trouble with a fungal disease on the potatoes. Even 

the abandoned gardens of the trappers still produce a few potatoes, onions, and 

rhubarb. LMc's father used to find small potatoes near Fort Chipewyan, AC 

occasionally picks some rhubarb from an abandoned garden on the north shore of 

the Fond du Lac River just across from Stony Rapids, and HS knows of another 

old garden in which rhubarb and onions still come up every year. The Cold Lake 

Chipewyan started planting wheat and vegetables at the beginning of this 

century (Goddard 1912:3). The Chipewyan living in Pinehouse, Saskatchewan, 

now gather wild rice (Zizania aquatica L.; Poaceae) (HS), which was introduced 

to the area fairly recently. 

3.2.3 Tobacco Substitutes 

The habits of smoking and chewing plant materials for non

medicinal purposes were not part of precontact Chipewyan culture (HC; Morice 

1909:605). However, after its introduction tobacco came to be considered a 
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necessity for which considerable quantities of provisions and a few skins would 

be traded (Macdonell 1760:29; Simpson 1821:361). Because of its high cost and 

short supply, many local plants were tried as extenders, substitutes, and 

aromatics. The current easy access to stores has made the use of tobacco 

extenders and substitutes unnecessary most of the time, but many elders 

remember their use. 

GREEN ALDER. K'~ilisen. Alnus crispa (Ait.) Pursh (Betulaceae) 

The dried cones may have been chopped finely and mixed with 

tobacco as an extender (HC). 
~ 

BEARBERRY. 'lnt•ane. Arctostaphylos uva-ursi (L.) Spreng. (Ericaceae) 

The Chipewyan name means "berry leaves". The leaves were 

often dried and added to tobacco or used as a substitute (AC; HC; SB; TS; Hearne 

1795:107, 293; Morice 1909:606). 

RED OSIER DOGWOOD. K'&ik'oze. Cornus stolonifera Michx. (Cornaceae) 

This bush is known locally as red willow. The coarse red outer 

bark is scraped off and discarded. The soft green inner bark is shaved off, dried, 

and mixed with tobacco to give it a pleasant aroma when smoked. It does not 

add any taste, and is smoked strictly for pleasure. A few elders still use it 

occasionally (BM; HC; HS; SB; TS; Munsterhjelm 1953:65). Morice (1909:606) 

says that the inner bark of a viburnum is mixed with tobacco by the northeastern 

Dene, but probably this second-hand reference is actually to red osier dogwood. 

Macoun (1882:189) says that all the Indians of the plains mix the inner bark of 

this plant with tobacco, so the Chipewyan may have learned this use from them. 

FIREWEED. Gondhi'ele. Epilobium angustifolium L. (Onagraceae) 

The mature stem was tried as a smoking tobacco substitute, but 

without much success (BM). 
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CLOUDBERRY. Nadhire. Rubus chamaemorus L. (Rosaceae) 

The leaves were commonly used as a tobacco additive or 

substitute. Sometimes they were mixed with bearberry leaves and red osier 

dogwood inner bark (HC; AC). The leaves were gathered in large quantities and 

boiled with 10 B plug tobacco. When thoroughly dried, the leaves could then be 

used as a substitute which tasted just as good as the tobacco. Thus one plug was 

made into many (HS; Munsterhjelm 1953:147). 
~ 

MOUNTAIN CRANBERRY. Nantlh'er. Vaccinium vitis-idaea L. (Ericaceae) 

The dried leaves were added as an extender to tobacco (SB; 

Birket-Smith 1930:29; Munsterhjelm 1953:216). 

3.3 PLANT MEDICINES 

3.3.1 Herbs Used Alone 

BALSAM FIR. Ts'ureki. Abies balsamea (L.) Mill. (Pinaceae) 

This tree is not known to occur in the study area (Fraser 

Herbarium records), but BM believes it was a fir that grew at Stony Rapids many 

years ago, until a barge moored to it pulled it over. An old lady told BM that any 

part of the fir is good for medicine. 

YARROW. T'anchaydelgai. Achillea millefolium L. s. lat. (Asteraceae) 

The flowers are dried, mixed with tobacco, and smoked for a 

headache (AC). The leaves are made into a tea which is used as a wash for 

pimples or mosquito bites. It is considered poisonous to drink (HC). The leaves 

are also dried and burned to fumigate a room in which someone has been sick 

(AC). Beaver castor is also burned to fumigate a sickroom (TS). Long ago 

yarrow was burned and the smoke inhaled as a headache medicine. It was put on 

a hot rock, over which the patient held his head, with a blanket draped over his 

head and the rock to trap the smoke from the burning plant (HS). 
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SWEET FLAG, RATROOT. Dzenni. Acorus calamus L. (Araceae) 

The rhizome (see Figure 3-2a) is chewed and sucked and the juice 

swallowed, or rarely boiled, to make a medicinal drink used to treat a cold, 

cough, sore throat, upset stomach, toothache, or other pain (CM; HC; HS; LR; 

SB; TS; Jarvenpa 1982:p.c.; Smith 1973:10). It can be smoked to treat a cough 

(TS). It can also be boiled to make a wash for sore eyes (EH). This plant is found 

only in a few locations within the study area, and is far north of its expected 

range. Thus it probably does not have a long history of use by the Caribou-Eater 

Chipewyan, although now it is their most widely and frequently used herbal 

medicine. Caution must be exercised when gathering it, not to confuse ratroot 

rhizomes with those of the poisonous wild calla (tlh'oghchen~slini; Calla 

palustris; Araceae). The rhizomes look similar, except calla's are green instead 

of pale brown, and are more slender. The two plants grow mixed up together 

(CM; HC). Sometimes ratroot is taken from a muskrat's nest (LR). 
~ 

ROCK TRIPE. Tthets'in. Actinogyra muhlenbergii (Ach.) Schol. 

(Umbilicariaceae) 

This lichen is burned slightly in a frying pan, mashed well, and 

then boiled to make a syrup which is taken internally to get rid of tapeworm 

(HC). It can be chewed for the same purpose (HS). Provencher and LaRocque 

(1976:71-72) describe how eating rock tripe lichen cooked in bannock as a flour 

extender produced severe purgation in Provencher, but did not appear to affect 

his Algonkian Montagnais companions (see also Szczawinski and Turner 1980:45). 

This purgative effect may relate to its use as a taeniafuge. 

GREEN ALDER. K'~ilisen. Alnus crispa (Ait.) Pursh (Betulaceae) 

The young green female cones are boiled to make a medicinal tea 

for treating venereal disease in men (BM; HS). A piece of the stem as thick as 

the index finger and as long as the hand is made into a tea taken to make a 

person with an upset stomach throw up (HC). 



Figure 3-2. 
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a 

c 

Chipewyan Medicines: (a) Ratroot rhizome (Acorus calamus) (168); 
(b) Slice of pond lily rhizome (Nuphar varie atum) (173); (c) Aster 
rhizome and roots (Aster uniceus) {170 ; d Ostrich fern stipe 
bases (Matteuccia strlitliiopteris (172); (e) Pitcher plant leaf 
(Sarracenia purpurea) (17 4); (f) Shield fern stipe bases (Dryopteris 
spinulosa) (171); (g) Wild sarsaparilla rhizome (Aralia nudicaulis) 
(169). 
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WILD SARSAPARILLA. Gaj{e. Aralia nudicaulis L. (Araliaceae) 

The rhizome (see Figure 3-2g) can be chewed and the juice 

swallowed, or boiled to make a tea, to relieve heart pain (CM), upset stomach or 

liver problems (HS). It should be collected in the autumn (HS). 

COMMON BEARBERRY. De(lh)ni. Arctostaphylos uva-ursi (L.) Spreng. 

(Ericaceae) 

The roots are boiled to make a tea drunk to treat a persistent 

cough (HS). 

SAGEWORT. Denek'aze'eya(ha)naid(e. Artemisia campestris L. (Asteraceae) 

The root is chewed and the juice swallowed to cure a sore throat 

(CM) or to make you throw up "when you have a bad system" (HS). 

PURPLE-STEMMED ASTER. ~ "'"" Denetthi'eya(ha)naidie. Aster puniceus L. 

(Asteraceae) 

This plant is abundant at Hocking Lake, Saskatchewan (see Figure 

1-1), where CM goes to collect it. Elsewhere in the north it is uncommon (Harms 

1982:p.c.). Thus, this species may have only a recent history of use by the 

Caribou-Eaters. The Chipewyan name means "headache medicine" and is also 

used to refer to aspirin. The roots (see Figure 3-2c) are dried, mixed with 

tobacco and smoked (CM; LM), or powdered and inhaled (TS) to treat a headache. 

This medicine is still given to fellow elders by LM. The above-ground parts of 

the aster may also be used to treat headaches, but must be collected when they 

are in flower, or they will not be good for medicine (CM). Aster roots can also 

be used in a heart medicine (HS). 

"' ~ SCRUB BIRCH. Int•anbandhaze. Betula glandulosa Michx./B. glandulifera 

(Regel) Butler (Betulaceae) 

Fresh twigs are chewed and put on a deep cut of the hand or foot 

to stop the bleeding (HS). 
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WHITE BIRCH. K'i. Betula papyrifera Marsh./B. neoalaskana Sarg. (Betulaceae) 

The leaves are chewed and plastered on wasp stings to extract the 

poison (AC). 

BLUEBELL. Degaimaribet'anchaye Campanula rotundifolia L. (Campanulaceae) 

The roots are used in medicinal teas to treat influenza, fever, 

lung trouble, or heart trouble (HC; HS). 

SEDGE. Tlh'oghtsen~. Carex aquatilis Wahl. (Cyperaceae) 

The roots are used in a medicine for a woman whose menstrual 

period is delayed (HS). 

RED OSIER DOGWOOD. K'aik'oze. Cornus stolonifera Michx. (Cornaceae) 

The roots are boiled to make a medicinal tea for dizziness 
/ 

(denetthineghel) (HS). The stem is taken as a tea for chest trouble (JS) or to 

cure an inability to urinate (TS). 

FIREWEED. Gondhi'ele': Epilobium angustifolium L. (Onagraceae) 

The whole plant is boiled to make a worm-medicine tea (AC; JS). 

HS said the stems are boiled to make a heart medicine, but he gave the same 

common name and use to the bluebell, fireweed, and pasque flower 

(degaimaribet'anchay{; Campanula rotundifolia, Epilobium angustifolium, 

Anemone patens L. in Ranunculaceae). Since the information from HS is based 

on pressed plants rather than live specimens, the identity of the plant(s) actually 

used is questionable. 

YELLOW BIRCH LICHEN. K'itsanju. Evernia mesomorpha Nyl. (Usneaceae) 

The branched (fruticose) lichen is boiled to make a decoction 

which when cooled is dropped into the eyes to treat snowblindness (HC; HS; LC). 

NORTHERN COMANDRA. Sasjie. Geocaulon lividum (Richards.) Fern. 

(Santalaceae) 

A few drupes are swallowed once a year for persistent chest 

trouble (possibly tuberculosis) (HC). 
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JUNIPER. Datsanj(/. Juniperus communis L. (Cupressaceae) 

One berry-like cone can be eaten as a cure-all medicine (JS). HS 

said that juniper was used as a medicine but he could not remember the details. 

BOG LAUREL. N~godhts'ele. Kalmia polifolia Wang. (Ericaceae) 

The leaves are boiled to make a tea taken to treat diarrhoea (LC), 

or chewed for the same purpose (HS). 
/ 

TAMARACK. Nidhe. Larix laricina (Du Roi) K. Koch (Pinaceae) 
/ 

The cambium (nidhe k'a = tamarack fat) is a common poultice for 

burns (LR; TS) and boils (AC), or can be boiled to make a wash for burns (HC). 

The twigs can also be used in medicine but the details are forgotton (HS). 

LABRADOR TEA. Nagodhi. Ledum groenlandicum Oeder/L. palustre L. var. 

decumbens Ait. (Ericaceae) 

The leaves are commonly chewed and the juice swallowed to cure 

stomach flu and diarrhoea (AC; LC). The tea from the leaves could be used for 

the same purpose but is not as effective (AC; Birket-Smith 1930:76; Thompson in 

Hopwood 1971:140). 

PUFFBALL. 
~ -'/ 

Datsantsie. Lycoperdon perlatum Pers., L. pyriforme Pers., 

Geastrum spp. {Lycoperdales) 

To stop bleeding from a cut, the mature puffball is torn open and 

the inside surface of the skin {peridium), with its adhering cottony mass {spores 

and capillitium), is applied to the wound. A mature puffball may also be 

squeezed to squirt the spores onto the cut to stop the bleeding (BM; HC; HS; JS; 

LM; LR; TS). This is a widely known remedy. Puffballs are also squeezed and 

the spores inhaled to stop a nosebleed {BM; TS). Some people believe it is 

dangerous to inhale the spores {AC; JS). 
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WILD MINT. Tsr{tlh'oghtse"ne'. Mentha arvensis L. (Lamiaceae) 

The above ground parts are boiled to make a tea for treating 

coughs. It is well known throughout the study area, but is most commonly used 

in Fond du Lac because it grows nearby (LM; MB; SB; SS; Morice 1909:604). 

YELLOW POND LILY. Teghaizt. Nuphar variegatum Engelm. (Nymphaeaceae) 

The thick underwater rhizomes are widely believed to have 

medicinal value, but a variety of uses are made of it. Thin slices (see Figure 3-

2b) are chewed, swallowed, and then tea is drunk to relieve arthritic pain, and an 

infusion of the rhizome slices in warm water is used to bathe the affected joints 

(AC). A rhizome slice soaked in hot water can be applied to a boil to draw it out 

(HC; LR; TS). A rhizome slice can be dried, powdered, and dusted on a cut to 

stop bleeding (LM), or simply applied fresh as a poultice on the cut (HS). BM said 

his mother had lots of pond lily rhizome medicine, and took it for something to 

do with a new baby being born, but he cannot remember the exact use. A nurse 

at Black Lake said she has heard of it being used as a chest medicine. 

WHITE SPRUCE. Ts'uchogh. Picea glauca (Moench) Voss (Pinaceae) 

The cambium is scraped from under the bark and used as a 

poultice, or boiled to make a wash for abscessed or decayed teeth and skin sores 

(AC). It can also be mixed with caribou grease for a salve for burns (AC). 

Caribou grease was also rubbed on the face to prevent sunburn (HS). The pitch 

of white or black spruce (el; Picea mariana [Mill.] B.S.P.) is mixed with otter, 

bear, or beaver fat (these are considered to be very "rich") which has been 

burned in a frying pan first (HS), and applied as a salve for sores, infections, 

boils, chapped hands, scratches, or cuts (HC; HS; JS; SB; TS; Jarvenpa 1982:p.c.; 

Smith 1973:10). Thin liquid spruce pitch was used to fill up cracks in the thick 

skin of the heel, which developed in winter when the feet went unwashed in the 

moccasins for long periods. This helped the cracks to heal (HS). AC used the 

grease and pitch mixture to treat this problem. 
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BLACK SPRUCE. El. Picea mariana (Mill.) B.S.P. (Pinaceae) 

In addition to the use of pitch mentioned above, the young cones 

(najuli) of black spruce are boiled and the resulting liquid is used as a rinse for 

mouth infections, toothache, sore throats, and to clear phlegm from the throat 

(AC; HS; Jarvenpa 1982:p.c.). 

JACK PINE. Gane. Pinus banksiana Lamb. (Pinaceae) 

The needles are dried, powdered, and bandaged on frost sores 

(Birket-Smith 1930:42). 

TREMBLING ASPEN, WHITE POPLAR. K'es. Populus tremuloides Michx. 

(Salicaceae) 

The leaves can be chewed and plastered on wasp stings to extract 

the poison (AC). The young seeds were chewed and swallowed by a pregnant 

woman to try to cause an abortion (AC). HS has never heard of this, and does 

not believe any part of the poplar has medicinal value. Such practices were 

strongly suppressed by the Catholic priests. 
, , 

PIN CHERRY. Jiyeraze. Prunus pensylvanica L.f. (Rosaceae) 

HS described a strong cherry syrup medicine from down south, but 

this is probably commercial cough syrup. 

WINTERGREEN. / Sasdzaghe. Pyrola asarifolia Michx., P. secunda L. 

(Pyrolaceae) 

The leaves are mashed with lard and put on a cut for three days to 

stop bleeding and help healing (AC; CM). They can also be chewed to relieve a 

toothache (HS). CM uses P. secunda while HS uses P. asarifolia, but they both 

use the same Chipewyan name for it. 

GOOSEBER Y. Dagh6sj[~. Ribes oxyacanthoides L. (Saxifragaceae) 

The root is boiled, possibly with a water weed, and the tea is 

drunk by a woman whose menstrual period is delayed (HS). 
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PRICKLY ROSE. fntsbl~. Rosa acicularis Lindl. (Rosaceae) 

The roots are boiled and allowed to steep until the water is tea-

coloured. The cooled "tea" is soaked into a cloth, from which it is allowed to 

drip into the eyes to treat soreness, such as from snowblindness (AC; HS). 

RASPBERRY. Tthek~hj{{. Rubus idaeus L. (Rosaceae) 

The roots could be used for an eyewash like rose roots (AC). 
~ 

ARROWHEAD. Denieke. Sagittaria cuneata Sheldon (Alismaceae) 

The root may have been used a medicine, but the details are 

forgotten (HS). 
/ 

WILLOW. K'ai. Salix spp. (Salicaceae) 

The bark was burned, powdered, and placed on "green wounds, 

ulcers, and places contrived for promoting perspiration" (Mackenzie 

1801:clxxxii). 

PITCHER PLANT. Ts'elitili. Sarracenia purpurea L. (Sarraceniaceae) 

The leaf (see Figure 3-2e) is considered to have great medicinal 

value, but is mostly used in compound medicines. A tea made from it is good for 

any problem (MB). This plant is found very sporadically in patches of muskeg 

within the study area. 

CAN ADA BUFF ALOBERR Y. Shepherdia canadensis (L.) Nutt. (Elaeagnaceae) 

The root is used in a heart medicine. Lots of it grows at Grease 

River. The Cree call it snake root and use it for medicine (HS). No Chipewyan 

name could be learned for this plant. 

MOUNTAIN ASH. Naididechene. Sorbus scopulina Greene (Rosaceae) 

The Chipewyan name for this plant translates as "medicine stick", 

which indicates its importance in medicine. It is chewed or more often boiled to 

make a tea taken to relieve cold symptoms, headaches, or a sore chest (AC; CM; 

HS). The tea is also drunk to treat "blood in the body" (hemorrhaging from 
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tuberculosis?) (TS). The tea is drunk by a woman giving birth to make the labour 

easier (BM). Another medicine for making the birth easier was a drink made by 

boiling an otter's nose. Then the baby would slip out of the womb just as quickly 

and smoothly as the otter slips through the water (AC; BM; HS). Mountain ash 

stems could also be boiled and the steam inhaled to relieve a headache or sore 

chest (AC). It was used in many compound medicines, described below. 

CATTAIL. Tlh'oghk'a. Typha latifolia L. (Typhaceae) 

The root was used for a medicine, but the purpose has been 

forgotten (LC). 

CANADA BLUEBERRY. 
, 

Tsanlhchoth. Vaccinium myrtilloides Michx. 

(Ericaceae) 

The root is boiled to make a medicinal drink for headaches (HS). 
/ 

MOUNTAIN CRANBERRY. Nantlh'er. Vaccinium vitis-idaea L. (Ericaceae) 

The berries can be eaten to relieve a bad fever that is suffered in 

the spring (HS). Sweat baths were also used to get rid of a high fever (AC; Rich 

1976:50). 

HIGHBUSH CRANBERRY. 

( Caprifoliaceae) 

!.:'·/ 
DeniJie. Viburnum edule (Michx.) Raf. 

The roots were used as a medicine but the details are forgotten 

(HS). 

UNIDENTIFIED HERBAL MEDICINES 

The root of a plant growing at Wapata Lake, for which the 

description resembles death camas (Zygadenus elegans Pursh; Liliaceae) although 

the location is too far north or east for this plant (Porsild and Cody 1980:211), 

was mixed with other plants as a medicine (the reference was vague: HS). 

The roots of a "big hollow grass" with round basal nodules, that 

grows around Beauval (apparently not Phragmites), are used to treat a sore 
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throat (HS). The seeds of a grass-like plant are mixed with tobacco and smoked 

as a remedy for a headache (Birket-Smith 1930:76). Cuts are bandaged with the 

roots of a grass dried over the fire (ibid.:77). For a sore throat, a paper wasp 

nest ·is boiled and the tea is drunk, and the boiled material can be used as a 

poultice (MB; SB). 

Cinquefoil (Potentilla palustris (L.) Scop.; Rosaceae) might have 

been used as a medicine, but the identity is uncertain (HS). 

A Chipewyan man from Tadoule Lake, in northern Manitoba, used 

to treat headaches with a "rock medicine" gathered in winter only, from the 

North Knife Lake area. Other elders from the area used to use medicine "from 

the ground" (Brandson 1981:p.c.). 

A little hard lump the size of a marble (resin?), found at the base 

of a lightning scar that twists around a tree, is boiled to make a steam to inhale 

or a tea to drink for any ailment (AC). Shavings from the inside of a lightning 

scar on a tree are boiled and the tea is drunk to treat an epileptic fit (BM). 

If a woman's period stopped and she was in pain, warm ashes were 

folded in a long cloth and wrapped around her middle (AC). A warmed bag of 

sand sewn in canvas was used to help someone who could not urinate: "the heat 

melted what was causing the blockage inside the body" (HS). A steam bath made 

in a small hide teepee was used to "steam out" a fever (AC), or to ease sore eyes 

(Birket-Smith 1930:77). 

A mixture of hot water and charcoal can be drunk to treat a 

cough (TS). The Patuanak Chipewyan used to accomplish dental hygiene by 

rubbing cold wood charcoal over the teeth and then rinsing with water (Jarvenpa 

1982:p.c.). Powdered rotted wood is sprinkled on a cut to stop the bleeding (HC). 

Bleeding was a frequent treatment for sickness. The veins of the 

hands were scraped with an awl or fish bone, or the scalp was split with a knife. 
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The nature of the ailments so treated was not specified (Petitot 1868:56). 

Sucking the sick part of the body to remove the "cause" in the form of a small 

stone, a fish bone, etc., was also employed (Birket-Smith 1930:76). 

One non-botanical remedy the Chipewyan employ comes from 

fresh water clam shells ('ut'U'i ghesthene), found on the shores of Lake Athabasca. 

The inside of the shell is scraped into a fine powder, put into a rag, tied, and 

boiled. When cooled, the liquid is squeezed from this bundle into the eye to 

relieve soreness (HS). 

INTRODUCED PLANT MEDICINES 

Birket-Smith (1930:76) stated that chewing tobacco juice is 

dropped into the eye to treat snowblindness. AC and JS denied that it could be 

used on humans, although it is used on dogs. Cold tea or cold tea leaves can be 

put into the eyes to treat snowblindness (AC; LC). Caribou or human milk was 

also used for this (AC). A teaspoonful of black pepper in a cup of tea can be 

drunk to treat diarrhoea (AC). The use of other commercial spices in Chipewyan 

medicine is discussed under Compound Medicines. 

3.3.2 Compound Medicines 

A mixture of ratroot rhizomes, shield fern stipe bases (see Figure 

"' 3-2f), aster roots, and mountain ash stems (dzenni, ts'elidher [ CM's name for 

shield fern; HS and LM call it nftelits'uchogh~] , denetthfteya(ha)naidle, 

naidfdechene; Acorus calamus, Dryopteris spinulosa [ Muell.] Watt in 

Polypodiaceae, Aster puniceus, Sorbus scopulina), tied in a bundle about 8 em 

long by 3 em in diameter, is boiled for 10 minutes in a small pot of water. Two 

cups of the resulting tea is drunk for the relief of internal complaints such a sore 

kidneys (CM; SB). 
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Ratroot rhizomes, ostrich fern stipe bases (see Figue 3-2d), and 

beaver castor (dzenni, nltelits'uchoghe, edhoghe; Acorus calamus, Matteuccia 

struthiopteris [ L.] Todaro in Polypodiaceae, and Castor canadensis in Rodentia: 

Castoridae) are combined in a heart medicine. The inside of the fern stipe base 

has to be green and not brown (i.e. alive) (CM; LM). The castor acts as a 

flavouring or aromatic, and has also been placed on a hot stove so it burns to 

fumigate a room in which someone has been sick (TS), boiled on its own to make 

a medicinal tea for colds (TD), and can be put on a tooth to treat a toothache 

(AC). The mixture is boiled to make a medicinal tea which is taken in the 

approximate dosage of 100 ml of decoction containing the extract of 0.1 g 

Acorus and 0.8 g Matteuccia, four times a day. An alternate dose is to chew a 3 

em piece of ostrich fern stipe base with a 0.5 em piece of ratroot rhizome (1 em 

diameter) every two hours. Of course these amounts and frequencies would not 

be precisely followed in every case, but represent the dosage LM suggested on 

one occasion. It is taken to slow a pounding heart or relieve stomach pain (CM; 

LM). The roots of both plants could be used as well as the rhizomes and stipes, 

although this is not common (LM). 

Ratroot rhizomes, wintergreen leaves, mountain ash stems, and 

pitcher plant leaves (dzenni, sasdzaghe, naididechene, ts'elitili; Acorus calamus, 

Pyrola asarif olia, Sorbus scopulina, Sarracenia purpurea) are boiled together to 

make a medicinal drink, but the exact purpose could not be learned (HC). 

Ratroot rhizomes are boiled with fly-agaric mushrooms (dzenni, 

ebanndzaghe'; Acorus calamus, Amanita muscaria Fr. in Agaricales) to make a 

wash for sore eyes. The mushrooms must be mature and free of parasitic fly 

larvae. The liquid is soaked into a cloth from which it is allowed to drip into the 

eyes (HC; LM). 
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The rhizome of wild calla ( tlh'oghcheneslini; Calla palustris L.; 

Araceae) is considered to be poisonous, so it is rarely taken as an internal 

medicine, and never alone, but only with ratroot which counters its poisonous 

effects. If it was used for medicine, only the white (lower) side of the rhizome 

was used; the green side is too dangerous (LC). One symptom of the poison is 

great thirst. No specific medicinal purpose could be learned (HC; LC; LM). 

Externally, it has been applied as a poultice to leg sores, but is not used very 

often (LM). 
, 

Red baneberry roots (jieslini; Actaea rubra [ Ait.] Willd.; 

Ranunculaceae) are ground up and mixed with about 20 other unknown roots, 

boiled, and the liquid drunk to stop bleeding from the nose. This medicine is also 

used by the Cree (HS). 

The roots of green alder, white birch, juniper (k'ailisen, k'i, 

datsan'el{; Alnus crispa, Betula papyrifera, Juniperus communis), and a "grass" 

are boiled to make a tea which is drunk to relieve menstrual cramps (LM). 

The leaves of wild sarsaparilla are boiled with the stem of 

mountain ash and pitcher plant leaves (gaj{e, naididechene, t'selitili; Aralia 

nudicaulis, Sorbus scopulina, Sarracenia purpurea) to make a tea which is taken 

to relieve the chest when "it doesn't feel good for a long time" (tuberculosis ?) 

(HC). 
, I'/ 

The purple-stemmed aster (denetthi'eya(ha)naidie, Aster puniceus) 

whole plant is mixed with some unknown plants and boiled to make a diuretic and 

emetic tea (HS). 

Aster roots are mixed with fine shavings of shield fern stipe bases 
/ // / 

(denetthi'eya(ha)naidie, ts'elidher; Aster puniceus, Dryopteris spinulosa) and 

smoked with tobacco in a cigarette to treat insanity (LM). 
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White birch roots, bluebell stems, mountain ash stems (k'i, 

degaymaribet'~nchaye', naid{dechene; Betula papyrifera, Campanula rotundifolia, 

Sorbus scopulina), and an unidentified plant are boiled to make a heart medicine 

tea (HC). Water lily rhizomes (teghaize; Nuphar variegatum) are mixed with 

bluebell roots for a heart medicine (HS). 

Sedge rhizomes (tlh'oghtsene; Carex aquatilis Wahl.) are mixed 

with other herbs in a medicinal tea for intestinal problems (HS). 

Seven shield fern stipes, three raspberry roots, and three horsetail 

rhizomes (nlt~lits'uchogh~, tthek~lhj{e, ?; Dryopteris spinulosa, Rubus idaeus, 

Equisetum sylvaticum L. in Equisetaceae) are boiled together to make a wash for 

skin diseases (HS). 

Crowberry roots are mixed with bearberry roots (ts'anlht'eth, 

de(lh)ni; Empetrum nigrum, Arctostaphylos uva-ursi) and boiled to make a 

medicinal tea taken for a cough (HS). 

Pond lily rhizomes, mountain ash stems, and pitcher plant leaves 

(teghaize, naididechene', ts'elitili; Nuphar variegatum, Sorbus scopulina, 

Sarracenia purpurea) are boiled together to make a cough remedy tea (HC; LM; 

MB). 

Black currant roots (nutsene; Ribes hudsonianum) are mixed with 

other roots and boiled to make a medicinal drink for bad colds (HC). 

Pitcher plant leaves (ts'elitili, Sarracenia purpurea) are always 

mixed with other herbs to make medicines for women's ailments. For a cure-all 

medicinal powder (naidfmik'an), pitcher plant leaves are dried, powdered, and 

mixed with about twenty other plants, including introduced spices such as ginger 

and cloves. One teaspoonful is mixed with a teaspoonful of sugar in a cup of 

warm water. If, when you put the powdered medicine into the cup of water, it 

swirls around three times before sinking, then the medicine will help you. If it 
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sinks right away, it will not do you any good to take it (HS). The fact that it 

smells good appears to be important psychologically, which is a significant 

aspect of any medical treatment. 

Spices were important constituents of Turlington's Balsam, a 

popular remedy among the traders and explorers (Rich 1976:48). Ginger and 

other spices were also sold as medicines to Indian medicine men by the traders, 

with a great deal of ceremony and "secrecy". The traders themselves had an 

attitude of indifference or scepticism toward medicines supplied to them by the 

company. For them, the surgeon's chest was a luxury; diet was the essence of 

their problems (ibid.:50-53). Some patent medicines are still popular, such as 

Perry Davis' "Painkiller", which contains spruce oil, red pepper oleoresin, 

camphor, guaiac, and myrrh in 46% alcohol. Although intended to be applied 

externally, it is taken internally with sugar (SB). 

A fragrant brown fungus that grows on willows (k'aitlh'elht'are; 

botanical identity unknown since a specimen could not be found) was dried, 

powdered, and mixed with medicines (TD). 

" ""' Some Chipewyan men used to use love medicines (ts'ekui naidie = 

woman medicine), which were believed to be very powerful. A hair of the 

woman desired was necessary, but HS would not say what other ingredients these 

potions contained. SB thinks one of the ingredients might have been the fragrant 

willow fungus (k'aitlh'elht'are). 

3.3.3 Dog Medicines 

When a dog's eye becomes white, this is treated by spitting 

tobacco juice into the dog's eye and forcing the eyelid shut once. This is 

repeated twice a day for a week (LC). 
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If a dog is sick it may be force-fed a solution of spruce pitch (dze; 

Picea spp.) boiled in water (AC). 

Something which grows on balsam poplars and looks like baby 

powder (crustose lichen?) is force-fed to a dog to rid it of tapeworms (HS). 

3.4 PLANT MATERIALS USED IN TECHNOLOGY 

3.4.1 Construction Materials 

BALSAM FIR. Ts'ureki. Abies balsamea (L.) Mill. (Pinaceae) 

Birket-Smith (1930:41) stated that the Churchill Chipewyan made 

canoe frames of fir, but that far north it occurs rarely if at all (Scoggan 

1957:67). It is more likely white spruce (Picea glauca) that Birket-8mith saw, 

which was commonly used for canoe frames. 

SASKATOON. Kinj{e. Amelanchier alnifolia Nutt. (Rosaceae) 

A straight stem as thick as a finger was used to make an arrow 

(HC). A cane for old people can be made from the stem and root because they 

are very strong (HS). 

SCRUB BIRCH. Betula glandulosa Michx./B. glandulifera 

(Regel) Butler (Betulaceae) 

A bundle of branches can be used as a broom (AC). 

WHITE BIRCH. K'i. Betula papyrifera Marsh./B. neoalaskana Sarg. (Betulaceae) 

The birch is the most useful of all trees to the Chipewyan (see 

Figure 3-3). In addition to its edible sap and cambium, and medicinal leaves and 

roots, birch bark and wood can be used to make many things. 

Sheets of bark, soaked in water to make them flexible, were used 

to make baskets, called "k'itili" (LR; MK; Birket-Smith 1930:48; Brandson 

1981a:31; Churchill 1981:p.c.; Curtis 1928:148; Ebner 1982:p.c.; Fidler 1792:511; 
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Plants and Chipewyan Technology: (a) The birch tree - source of 
useful bark and wood (16); (b) Snowshoe of birch wood and caribou 
hide - the best example of Chipewyan technological use of plants 
(L35). 
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Hall 1981:p.c.; Hearne 1795:plate 5; Idiens 1979:11-12; Jenness 1963:388; 

Leechman 1948:16; Leonard 1981:p.c.; Mason 1913:26; Morice 1909:602; 

Munsterhjelm 1953:138, Oswalt 1966:28; Pikios and Winter 1981:p.c.; Ross 

1862:133). Figures 3-4 and 3-5 provide details of their construction. Birch bark 

baskets are no longer made in the study area. Even fifty years ago there were 

lots of metal pails in the Fond du Lac store, so people did not bother to make 

baskets (SB). Elford and Elford (1981:2) give a Chipewyan word for a basket 

made of sweet grass (Hierochloe odorata (L.) Beauv.; Poaceae): "ts~tlh'ochenet' = 

"beaver grass stem", but HS believes that aboriginal Chipewyan baskets were not 

made of grass. 

Canoes (ts'i) were made almost exclusively from birch bark (MBo; 

TD; Adney and Chapelle 1964:155; Birket-Smith 1930:41; Blanchet 1928:4; 

Breynat 1948:301; Gillespie 1976:8; Goddard 1912:3; Hearne 1795:63; Li 

1964:132; Morice 1910:440; Oswalt 1966:28; Ross 1862:133; Waugh 1919:27). See 

Figures 3-6 and 3-7 for details, and Adney and Chapelle (1964), Li (1964) and 

Waugh (1919) for in-depth descriptions. Spruce bark canoes were made by the 

Chipewyan where no birch bark of suitable size could be found (Adney and 

Chapelle 1964:158; Ross 1862:134; Waugh 1919:32). Bark canoes are no longer 

made in the Fond du Lac region, and have not been used in this area since the 

early 1930's (BM). TD knows of a couple of birch bark canoe remains at 

Firedrake Lake, N. W. T. There were two main sizes of Chipewyan birch bark 

canoe: the family or trade canoe (xanxol~ts'ie) 6.5m x 1.1 m x 36 em, and the 

hunting canoe (nalzets'iaze) 3.6 m x 61 em x 23 em (TD; Adney and Chapelle 

1964:158; Blanchet 1928:4; Gillespie 1976:9). Franklin (1819:146-147) had a birch 

bark canoe built for him at Fort Chipewyan. It measured 9.9m x 1.5 m x 59 em, 

with 73 cedar hoops and a layer of cedar l.aths in the frame. It weighed 136 kg, 

and could carry about 1500 kg: 25 pieces of freight (41 kg each) plus six men with 
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Birch Bark Basket Construction: (a) Birch tree with bark stripped 
off (414); (b) First folds are sewn with moose sinew and needle; (c) 
Edges folded, stitched with spruce roots and awl; (d) Bottom 
flattened and corner folded up, stitched; (e) Seams reinforced 
with spruce roots; (f) Top edges also reinforced; (g) Bark for lid 
traced; (h) 4 edge pieces stitched to lid; (i) Lid seams reinforced; 
(j) Lid hinged to basket with X stitch, catch loops and handles of 
twisted spruce roots added, rocks placed inside to flatten bottom; 
(k) Finished basket's inside (417); (1) Finished basket's outside, 
made by Marie Kasyon of Stony Rapids (415). 



Figure 3-5. 
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Chipewyan Baskets: (a) Birch bark basket belonging to LR, from 
Wollaston Lake, stitched with polypropylene twine (S23); (b) 
Coiled basket of willow rods stitched with dyed roots, from Ft. 
Chipewyan #61B-3-l (CCll)*; (c) Birch bark basket stitched with 
sinew and roots from Ft. Chipewyan #61B-3-2 (CC13)*; (d) Birch 
bark basket lined with fabric (no cat. # avail.) (DD15)* *= photos 
courtesy of Fr. Ebner, Director, Northern Life Museum, Ft. 
Smith, N.W.T.; (e) Chipewyan birch bark basket #962.1.2, photo 
courtesy of the Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre, 
Department of Justice and Public Services, Government of the 
Northwest Territories (417b). 
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Canoe Construction: According to MBo and SB: (a) Canoe bottom 
(ts'i'~tlh'aghe) of birch bark; (b) Bow and stern bark pieces 
(ts'i'intthefilh); (c) Side bark pieces overlap each othe.,r and go 
inside bottom piece; (d) Cross-section 1 gunwales (tsi'eghi) held by 
wooden nails, 2 bark sides, 3 spruce ribs (ts'i'eghos), 4 longitudinal 
ribs, 5 seams stitched with-spruce roots, glued with thin spruce - ~ gum, caulked with thick spruce gum, 6 inside keel (ts'itthighalh); 
(e) Detail of wooden nails for gunwales; According to Hearne 
(1795): (0 Set of ribs bent and lashed in proper shape for drying; 
(g) Canoe bottom of birch bark; (h) Canoe frame 1 bow, 2 stern, 3 
forked sticks supporting bow and stern, 4 gunwales, 5 ribs, 6 
longitudinal ribs placed between ribs and bTrch bark, 7 stones to 
keep bottom steady; (i) Sideview; (j) Top view showing partially 
decked bow and thwarts (ts'i'etth'aghe). 



Figure 3-7. 
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Canoe Technology: (a) Chipewyan birch paddle made by MM (left) 
compared with commercially made paddle (182); (b) Model birch 
bark canoe from Ft. Chipewyan #70B-17-1, photo courtesy of Fr. 
Ebner, Director, Northern Life Museum, Ft. Smith, N.W.T. 
(DD16); (c) Flexible birch planks (here scrap lumber) are tied to 
canoe thwarts as carrying boards (406); (d) Modern replacement 
for the canoe, Cessna 185, being paddled away from shore (l11). 
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their baggage and provisions. He wrote that it was built in the manner described 

by Hearne. 

Other houshold items made from birch bark were meat platters 

shaped like bread pans, boxes with lids, and cups (BM; Birket-Smith 1930:47, 64; 

Curtis 1928:148; Ross 1862:133; Smith 1973:10). A dry, rolled up piece of bark 

was burned as a torch (Birket-Smith 1930:27). 

Birch wood is still commonly used to make asymmetrical 

snowshoe (ay) frames (BA; BM; LC; SB; TD; Birket-Smith 1930:37; Crowe 

1974:48; Davidson 1937:63; Graham 1775:312; Hearne 1795:209; Irimoto 1981:35, 

119; Isham 17 43:138; Morice 1910:433; Oswalt 1966:31; Petitot 1868:32; Ross 

1862:133; Sharp 1973:28). An example collected by Ross from Ft. Simpson, 

N.W.T., is in the collection of the Smithsonian Institution National Museum of 

Natural History, Washington, D.C. (Stuckenrath 1981:p.c.). Other examples of 

Chipewyan snowshoes may be found in the collections of the National Museum of 

Man, Ottawa (Hall 1981:p.c.), Glenbow Museum, Calgary (Churchill 1981:p.c.), 

Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature, Winnipeg (Leonard 1981:p.c.), Northern 

Life Museum and National Exhibition Centre, Fort Smith (Ebner 1982:p.c.), Royal 

Scottish Museum, Edinburgh (Idiens 1979:14, 1982:p.c.), and the National Museum 

of Denmark, Copenhagen (Due 1982:p.c.), where Birket-Smith's collection is kept. 

Snowshoe construction should be done in winter when the frozen wood splits 

more easily and straightly, and the lack of sap in the wood makes it easier to 

steam and bend without splitting. A birch log about 1.5 m long and 25 em in, 

diameter is cut from the straightest birch tree available, and the grain is 

checked for straightness by peeling a strip of bark off. The log is then split 

lengthwise by a series of axe blows in a line, into eight equal sticks. The four 

straightest sticks, with no knots, are selected for the snowshoe frames. Leaving 

the bark on to protect what will become the bottom surface of the snowshoes, 
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the sticks are roughly shaped with a very sharp axe. Final trimming is done by 

drawing with a crooked-knife (besghath) (BA; TD; see Figures 3-3 and 3-8 to 3-11 

for details). Different lengths and widths are made depending on the age/sex of 

the wearer and the expected snow conditions, e.g. 2.5 m x 75 em shoes for 

chasing caribou over deep soft snow, and 1.2 m x 35 em shoes for toboggan trails 

(LC; SB; Petitot 1868:32). The webbing is of babiche (tlh'ulet'ale - very thin 

strips of untanned caribou hide) woven hexagonally (LD; Davidson 1937:34; see 

Figures 3-10 and 3-11 for details). 

The toboggan (bethchene = load-stick) is often made of birch wood 

(BM;TD; Blanchet 1928:6; Fidler 1792:513; Irimoto 1981:35; Macdonell 1760:23; 

Morice 1910:436; Munsterhjelm 1953:92; Ross 1862:133). A toboggan collected 

from the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan at Churchill, Manitoba, in 1928 by Birket

Smith is in the collection of the National Museum of Denmark, Copenhagen (Due 

1982:p.c.). One collected from Slave Lake by Ross is in the collection of the 

Smithsonian Institution National Museum of Natural History, Washington, D.C. 

{Stuckenrath 198l:p.c.). Other examples are in the National Museum of Man, 

Ottawa (Hall 198l:p.c.) and the Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature, Winnipeg 

{Leonard 198l:p.c.). The toboggan is made from two planks split from a log 3 m 

long and 20 em in diameter. Frozen wood is again preferred (TD). For 

smoothing the planks with a crooked-knife, they are held by placing them in 

notches in two logs, then jamming them tight with wedges {SB). To make the 

curve in the head of the toboggan, two trees are found growing close together, or 

else are nailed close together. A log is then split in half, holes are drilled in 

each half, and pegs are stuck in the holes. The boards for the toboggan are 

soaked with boiling water, put between the two trees, bent, and held in place 

with the pegged logs and babiche rope until dry (LM; SB). TD suggested that the 

spreading and blocking method used to curve snowshoe heads could be used for 



Figure 3-8. 
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Snowshoe Frame Construction: (a) Green birch log 1/8 section is 
shaped with crooked-knife (387);(b) BA's crooked-knife (besghath) 
(388); (c) Thomas Disain uses plane (dechenkezus = wood-it slides) 
instead (185); (d) Frame is flexed, soaked if necessary, before 
bending (186); (e) Frame ends tied, centre is spread and wedged 
(389); (f) Tied below tips bottom to bottom, tips are spread and 
wedged (188). 



Figure 3-9. 
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Snowshoe Frame Construction continued: (a) Wedged frames hung 
to dry (189); (b) Ben Adam shows how frames hold shape when 
blocks removed (390); (c) Tips hold their curve (391); (d) Drilling 
pairs of converging webbing-line holes (394); (e) Gouging mortices 
for crossbars (395); (f) BA's hand-drill ('eghaintthi) (393); (g) 
webbing-lines of babiche tied through the holes which meet inside 
wood (396). 
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Figure 3-10. Snowshoe Webbing: (a) Webbing-lines anchor web to frame at tip 
and tail (397); (b) Louise Disain using wet babiche in hexagonal 
weave (191); (c) Weave follows hour-glass pattern from crossbar 
to tip to sides (192); (d) Lines weave at intersection and tail 
crossbar for strength (193); (e) Centre webbing of thick babiche 
wrapped around frame to support foot (195); (f) Webbing tightens 
as it dries (196); (g) In use tip stays clear of snow (134); (h) 
Footstrap holds at ball of foot only so toe grips snow (L36). 
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Figure 3-11. Snowshoe Construction Details: (a) Converging circular holes in 
the frame for webbing-lines, and square mortices for crossbars; 
(b) Webbing pattern for head (and tail) and centre of snowshoe, 
and webbing needle of bone or birch 10 em x 1 em x 0.3 em; (c) 
Chipewyan snowshoe according to Hearne (1795; from R. Glover 
edition 1958). 
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toboggans too. Leechman (1948:18) reported that the palmate part of a caribou 

antler was sometimes attached to the back of the toboggan such that it could be 

pressed into the snow to act as a brake. Planks may be used to give low sides to 

the toboggan (bethchene zfre thela = toboggan side it-is-there), and the bottom 

of the toboggan can be protected with straps of iron (bethchene tlh'aghe thela = 

toboggan bottom it-is-there) (BMc). See Figure 3-12 for details of toboggan 

design. Traditionally it was the woman who pulled the toboggan; dog traction 

was introduced among the Chipewyan during the fur trade period (TD; Franklin 

1819:144; Hearne 1795:208; Macdonell 1760:22; Mackenzie 1801:cxx; Morice 

1910:437; Oswalt 1966:29). 

Single- and double-bladed canoe paddles are usually made of birch 

wood (MM; SB; Ross 1862:133). The paddle (t'oth) made by MM is 163 em long, 

with a blade 13 em wide and 2 em thick. It has a longer, narrower blade than a 

commercial canoe paddle, and a tapered rather than a bulbous hand grip (see 

Figure 3-7a). These differences relate to its manner of use. The Chipewyan 

traditionally used a shallow sweeping stroke with the hands parallel on the shaft 

and changed sides by swinging the paddle over the head to maintain a straight 

course (SB). Modern Canadian canoeists usually use a deep rotating stroke which 

steers as well as propels, with the hands perpendicular to each other on the shaft 

and grip. According to SB, the advantages of the Chipewyan method are that it 

is faster and works both arms equally, so you tire less quickly. The shape of the 

Chipewyan paddle is also suitable for their use of it to pole the canoe through 

shallows (Crowe 197 4:48). The double-bladed paddle (elhats'int'odhe = both ends 

paddle) was used with the little one-man hunting canoes (nalzets'iaze), and 

resembled what Eskimo hunters used with the kayak (MM; SB; Crowe 197 4:48; 

Hall1981:p.c.; Hearne 1795:63; Jenness 1963:388). 
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Toboggan Technology: (a) Chipewyan-style toboggan (bethchene 
ne'a) of birch or tamarack 3 m X 40 em X 2.5 em, 1 head (tthl) has 
simple curve - compare with b and c, 2 ropes holding curve 
(k'etsaghe'onet'ish), 3 dog harness lines (lhinbethtlh'ule), 4 
crossbars (k'enlhtlh'une) tied with countersunk babiche, 5 side 
lines (k'enlhtlh'unetlh'ule), 6 old-style back of crossed sticks 
(tlh'akrue), 7 new-style hollow back board, 8 lines for back and 
carriole bag-(tthitlh'ule), 9 trailing line to catch runaway toboggan 
(tthitlh'ule); (b) BMc's French-style toboggan (banlaybethchene) 
with recurved head, motor toboggan and bicycle behind it (408); 
(c) Model birch toboggan with moose hide carriole bag 
(bethdheth), pouch behind backboard (tlh'ai), and load line 
(bethdaghetlh'ule) crossing over it, from Ft. Chipewyan #53B-2-2 
(EE22)*; (d) Dog whip from Ft. Chipewyan #69B-18-4 (DD17)*; 
*photos courtesy of Fr. Ebner, Director, Northern Life Museum, 
Ft. Smith, N.W.T. 
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Canoe carrying boards (bek'e ts'i ghetinlh = on-top boat you 

carry?) are made of two green birch planks 10 em wide, 2 em thick, and long 

enough to be tied to the middle thwart about 20 em apart, and to the ends of the 

back thwart (see Figure 3-7 c). They are soaked in water overnight before use to 

restore their flexibility. They allow the canoe to be carried inverted on the 

carrying boards, balanced on the shoulders. The boards are tied loosely so they 

may be shifted on the shoulders for comfort, and their springiness cushions the 

weight. The canoe's balance can be held with the fingers only, so it does not 

require great strength to carry the canoe over a long portage (BM; JS; personally 

confirmed). 

Bows and arrows were both made from birch wood (HC; Birket-
, 

Smith 1930:19; Curtis 1928:148). The bow (inlhtin) was made by splitting a very 

straight 8 em diameter birch in half, and then trimming it with a crooked-knife 

to about 3.5 em thick and 1.2 m long. The wood is then thoroughly dried over a 

fire. The bow was not recurved or strengthened in any way. The bowstring 
/ / 

(inlhtintlh'ule) was made from two strands of babiche twisted together (HC; 

Blanchet 1925:2). The arrow (k'a) was made from birch or other wood and tipped 

with an arrowhead (chan'anni) made from quartzite (ttheluze) (HC). HC and SB 

believed the edge on the arrowhead was made by holding a piece of quartzite in 

the left hand and pressing with the tip of the right thumb to break off bits of 

stone. They both used these hand motions to describe arrowhead making, but did 

not know how the thumb alone could chip the very hard quartzite, except by 

magic. These hand motions may actually relate to pressure flaking or knapping. 

Copper arrowheads were also used: TD found one of unknown age on an esker top 

at Firedrake Lake, N.W.T. For shooting, the bow was held horizontally, with two 

fingers under the string and the thumb on top (Gillespie 1976:9). 
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The use of a birch crossbow is mentioned by Breynat (1948:301). 

The Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature in Winnipeg has one made by a 

Chipewyan man in 1968, with the comment on its catalogue card that the maker 

and another elder of Dene Village, Manitoba, remember playing with crossbows 

as children, around the year 1900 (Leonard 1981:p.c.). Possibly the use of 

crossbows was learned from European traders. 

Other objects which can be made of birch wood are drums 

(elgheli) (AC; SB; Birket-Smith 1930:74; see Figure 3-13), axe handles 

(tthenlhchene) (Irimoto 1981:35; Ross 1862:133), snowshoe webbing needles 

(aytlh'ulchene) (TD; see Figure 3-11 b); canoe ribs (ts'i'eghos) AC), wooden nails 

(dechenhotsalh) for the canoe gunwales (ts'i'eghf> (MBo; SB; TD; Li 1964:134); 

dogwhip (eltthaidhin) handles which could be filled with pebbles or lead shot so 

they rattled (SB; see Figure 3-12d); grease lamp bowls (nuntlhese) (TD); and 

" rattles (deldhere) made by bending a strip of birchwood into a figure "6", then 

covering it with caribou hide and enclosing some pebbles (BM; BMc, SB; Birket-

Smith 1930:75; Brandson 1981:23; Hall 1981: p.c.). Birch snowshoe frames served 

as tent poles during the summer on the barrens, where wood is scarce (AC; JS; 

Hearne 1795:55). 
~ 

TAMARACK. Nidhe. Larix laricina (Du Roi) K. Koch (Pinaceae) 

Tamarack wood is commonly used in making toboggans (AC; TS; 

Birket-Smith 1930:38; Hearne 1795:208; Morice 1910:436; Ross 1862:134; see 

Figure 3-12). This may be the "red or swamp spruce-fir" from which Mackenzie 

(1801:clxxxiv) said the Chipewyan made toboggans. Figure 3-12c corresponds 

perfectly with SB's description of the carriole. Tamarack is used as a substitute 

for birch in the construction of snowshoe frames (Birket-Smith 1930:37), drum 

frames (EH; see Figures 3-13a-c), and canoe paddles (SB). The roots were 

peeled, split, and used to stitch birch bark canoes (Adney and Chapelle 1964:16; 
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Figure 3-13. Drum Construction; Cattail Use: (a) Eli Henriaze with a drum he 
made from tamarack wood and caribou hide. Frame: green wood, 
1. 7 m long x 8 em wide x 1 em thick, with bevelled and drilled 
ends, is bent into a hoop about 50 em in diameter, and the 
overlapping ends are lashed together with babiche. Head: Thinly
scraped raw caribou skin is soaked and tied over the frame, 
without stretching, by means of babiche lines passing through 
holes in the lower edge of the frame, to cross the reverse side of 
the drum. A piece of babiche was woven around the intersection 
of these lines for a handhold. Two lines of babiche were stretched 
across the head. The head became tight when the skin dried (413); 
(b) Reverse side of drum showing handhold, drumstick, and modern 
modifications: nailed frame, nailed head, and cross-lines attached 
to frame (410); (c) Drum and drumstick from Ft. Chipewyan 
(catalogue number not available) - photo courtesy of Fr. Ebner, 
Director, Northern Life Museum, Ft. Smith, N .W .T. (EE23); (d) 
Cattail stalks were used in a guessing game, and the fluffy seeds 
were tried as stuffing for blankets and diapers (J15). 
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Birket-Smith 1930:42). The twigs or roots of larch or pine might have been sewn 

onto a bottom piece of birch bark to make a coiled type of basket, but this is 

uncertain (Birket-Smith 1930:48). 

REED. Tlh'oghelghannachelghinla. Phragmites communis Trin. (Poaceae) 

Sections of the hollow stems have been used as pipe ( tthe'unun) 

stems (HS). This must have been only in post-contact times because smoking is 

not aboriginal. This grass would have been encountered only rarely in the 

traditional range of the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan. 

WHITE SPRUCE. Ts'uchogh. Picea glauca (Moench) Voss (Pinaceae) 

When green, the wood is very heavy, but when dry it is the 

lightest of all, and splits straightly and easily. It is therefore commonly used for 

canoe frames, paddles (AC; HC; HS; MBo; SB; Adney and Chapelle 1964:154; 

Oswalt 1966:28; Ross 1862:134), arrow shafts (Curtis 1928:148), and snowshoes 

(Petitot 1868:32). At winter camps near the edge of the woods Blanchet (1928:4) 

often found forms on which small hunting canoes were built in the spring for the 

caribou hunt in the barrens. Such camps are located where there are a few large 

spruce to furnish wood for construction. The branches of white and black spruce 

(el; Picea mariana [Mill.] B.S.P .) are used to make lean-to shelters (dare'tthel), 
---r--

caribou-hide teepee (nibali) poles, windbreaks (onurentthel), tent-base wind 

barriers (tthPali'ele), carpets (elnfdela), caches and meat drying racks (dzinlhtfn), 

and even dog shelters (AC; HC; JS; SB; TD; Curtis 1928:24; Goddard 1912:16; see 

Figure 3-14). 

The fresh roots were commonly peeled, split, soaked in water if 

not very fresh, and used to stitch birch bark canoes (AC; HS; MB; Adney and 

Chapelle 1964:15; Breynat 1948:301; Li 1964:134; Ross 1862:134; Waugh 1919:32). 

To made canoe stitching easier, one woman would sit inside the canoe frame 

while another sat outside, passing the root through the bark to each other (HS). 
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Figure 3-14. Shelter Technology: (a) Teepee sites like this one near Gravel Hill 
Lake, N.W.T., were located on high open land, such as an esker, 
where there was nothing to obstruct the view and the breezes that 
help keep blackflies and mosquitoes away (418); (b) HC's 
semisubnivean winter camp at Ferguson Bay on the south shore of 
Lake Athabasca, near Fond du Lac (419); (c) Log cabins are still 
used by trappers, here relatives of HC at Ferguson Bay (422); (d) 
A dog shelter at Gravel Hill Lake provides slight protection from 
the blackflies (427); (e) Modern houses at Black Lake (R21). 
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Spruce roots are also used for stitching, seam and edge reinforcement, and 

handles of baskets (MK; Mason 1913:26). LR has a birch bark basket from 

Wollaston Lake, Saskatchewan, which is stitched with polypropylene twine (see 

Figure 3-5a). According to HS, women further south used to make small baskets 

of spruce roots, which were dyed different colours, to keep their sewing in. 

Elford and Elford (1981:2) give a Chipewyan word for a root basket: "haninteli". 

Watertight baskets were also made from spruce roots (Curtis 1928:148). The 

Royal Scottish Museum in Edinburgh has four circular, flat-based bowls of coiled 

split spruce roots, decorated with blue, red, and white porcupine quills 

introduced into the weave. Their cultural origin is not known, but they were 

donated by the Hudson's Bay Company trader at Fort Chipewyan in 1859 (ldiens 

1979:11), so they are probably either Chipewyan or Slave. The National Museum 

of Man in Ottawa has part of a coiled spruce root basket collected from the 

Chipewyan of Fort Resolution, N.W.T., by the famous anthropologist J.A. Mason 

in 1913 (Hall 1981:p.c.). He describes it as a plain coil of spruce root on a one

strand foundation of willow twig, without decoration, made by an old Chipewyan 

or Yellowknife woman. He considers basketry to be a lost art in the Great Slave 

Lake region (Mason 1913:26). 

Hard spruce pitch (dze) was melted or boiled with water, 

sometimes with the addition of crumbled charcoal to make it black, and used as 

caulk on the outside seams of birch bark canoes (BM; MBo; Li 1964:135; Ross 

1862:134) and baskets (MK). One method was to place a lump of pitch at one end 

of the seam, then press a hot rock against it and smear the melting pitch over 

the seam (TD ). Birch bark canoes had to be loaded and unloaded while in the 

water - if the canoe was pulled up on land the pitch would break off (HS). The 

soft pitch was used as glue between the sheets of birch bark and on the inside 

seams of canoes (MBo), and to stick together the twisted strands of willow bark 

twine (LM). It was also rubbed on babiche rope to keep it dry and strong when it 
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was to be used in the water, and on babiche snares to prevent them from rotting 

(LM). Spruce bark was used by the Slave and Dogrib to make canoes, since in 

their area the birch do not usually grow large enough to be good for canoe 

building. However, most if not all Chipewyan canoes were made of birch bark 

(Adney and Chapelle 1964:154-155; Curtis 1928:148; Ross 1862:134). Early 

Chipewyan log cabins had spruce bark shingles (Blanchet 1928:3; Ross 1862:134). 

BLACK SPRUCE. El. Picea mariana (Mill.) B.S.P. (Pinaceae) 

The trees are usually too small, twisted, and knotted to be cut for 

construction lumber, but as logs they are used to build deadfall traps and shelters 

(BM; MM). The most common type of temporary shelter was a lean-to 

(daretthel) with snow packed on top, a fire in front, and caribou blankets to sleep 

between (BM). HC still lives, in winter, in a shelter made by digging a 

rectangular hole in the snow down to ground level, lining this pit horizontally 

with small spruce logs, then erecting a canvas tent over this. His semisubnivean 

shelter is heated by a wood stove made from a 10 gallon gasoline drum. Even 

when it is -4ooc outside, this shelter is comfortable (see Figure 3-14b). 

Originally, caribou hide teepees were half buried in the snow for insulation (TD; 

Petitot 1868: Ch. IX p.1). The uses of the branches and pitch are the same as 

those described for white spruce. 

JACK PINE. Gane. Pinus banksiana Lamb. (Pinaceae) 

Birket-Smith (1930:42) stated that the pitch was used to caulk 

canoe seams, but BM says it was not used because it does not dry quickly enough. 

The branches are sometimes used with packed snow in windbreaks around a tent 

(SB). The wood is generally too knotted and full of pitch to be preferred for 

construction other than log cabins - Fond du Lac's name in Chipewyan is "Gane 

Kwen = Pine House". Ross (1862:134) found the "Chipewyan" of the Mackenzie 
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River district using "Banksian pine" to make sleds. It is also used for fishnet 

floats (BM). Down south strips of pine wood were put on the spruce canoe frame 

before the bark was sewn on (HS). Macdonell (1760:23) said that toboggans were 

sometimes made from pinewood. Birket-Smith (1930:39) reports that sled 

runners in the Reindeer Lake area were made from "red pine". This would have 

to be a post-contact practice because toboggans and not sleds are aboriginal. 

BALSAM POPLAR. K'est'ale. Populus balsamifera L. (Salicaceae) 

HC carves toy boats for children from a thick piece of the bark. 

Sometimes canoe paddles are made from the wood, but they soak up water and 

become heavy, and break too easily (HS). The Manitoba Museum- of Man and 

Nature in Winnipeg has a Chipewyan poplar wood cradleboard hoop which was 

covered with cloth. It served to protect the infant's face (Leonard 1981:p.c.). 

TREMBLING ASPEN, POPLAR. K'es. Populus tremuloides Michx. (Salicaceae) 

The wood is used sometimes to make canoe paddles (SB). Knurls 

were hollowed out to make bowls (Curtis 1928:30). 

PRICKLY ROSE. fntsble. Rosa acicularis Lindl. (Rosaceae) 

To make a toy pipe, a small piece is cut off the end of a rosehip 

which is still half-green and hard. The seeds are scraped out and a hollow piece 

of grass (SB), fireweed (BM), or willow twig (TS) is stuck in the bottom for a 

pipestem. Sometimes children put a bit of tobacco or some rose leaves in it and 

actually smoke with it (AC). 

WILLOW. K'ai. Salix bebbiana Sarg., s. myrtillifolia Anderss., s. pyrifolia 

Anderss., etc. (Salicaceae) 

A piece of the stem can be split, hollowed out, and tied together 

again with spruce roots to make a pipestem (TS). The wood can be used to make 

bows (HC; Curtis 1928:148), canoe ribs (AC), emergency snowshoes (AC; Petitot 

1868:32), and wooden nails (TD). A flute or whistle can be made by burning a 
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hole through the length of a dry willow stick. Four or five finger holes can be 

put in it (AC; HS; Birket-Smith 1930:75). McCord Museum in Montreal has a 

Chipewyan wooden whistle (Racette 1982:p.c.), and so does the Manitoba 

Museum of Man and Nature in Winnipeg (Leonard 1981:p.c.). Long ago baskets 

may have been made of flexible young willow twigs (HS). Elford and Elford 

(1981:2) give a Chipewyan word for a willow basket: "k'aiteli". Rope, twine, and 

netting were made from the twisted strands of the fibres from under the bark, 

but they had to be kept wet to remain strong (AC; BM; HC; LM; Birket-Smith 

1930:28; Curtis 1928:148; Morice 1910:443). 

PEAT MOSS. Tthal. Sphagnum fuscum (Schimp.) Klinggr., ~· nemoreum Scop., 

etc. (Sphagnaceae) 

Peat moss is used as a dish scrubber (HC). Chinking between the 

logs of a cabin and insulation may be done with peat moss (AC; HC). 

CATTAIL. Tlh'oghk'a. Typha latifolia L. (Typhaceae) 

"' / / The fluffy seed spikes are called "kalachuze", while the young 

succulent plants in the spring are called "tlh'oghk'a". The fluff (pappus) was tried 

as a stuffing for blankets, but it all went into one lump (BM; HC). Dried sections 

of the stalk were used as rods in a game called "dechen daraze" where you had to 

guess quickly which of two bundles had more pieces (Curtis 1928:38; see Figure 

3-13d). This game was not know by contributors to this study, but they were all 

familar with the similar game of "udzi". 
/ 

To play "udzi", two small objects of any nature were used; one was 

arbitrarily called "k'ask'ore" and the other "k'odeth". To start, one of the pieces 

was held in each hand, and then they were passed from one hand to the other 

very rapidly, sometimes under a blanket. This was done with much shouting and 

beating of drums. People would gamble on their guess as to whether the objects 

were both in one hand, or which in which hand. The score was kept by twelve 
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small sticks and four big sticks. If you won twelve sticks, you pulled one of the 

big sticks, which were stuck in the ground, toward you. If you won three big 

sticks, you won the game, but if you gambled and won the fourth big stick you 

were paid double. Two or more people could play at once. It was a popular 

entertainment at social events, like a "teadance" after a wedding (SB; 

Munsterhjelm 1953:16). Petitot (1868:64) believed the Cree introduced "udzin to 

the Chipewyan. 

UNIDENTIFIED CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 

Thin green mosses (n~nchuse) can be used for chinking log cabins 

(HC; SB). Lumps of moss were stuck on the tops of sticks to make them 

resemble people, and these sticks were placed in two converging rows on open 

ground to funnel caribou into a surround (a circle of fences with snares attached 

to poles in some gaps, which was used to trap and entangle caribou) (Hearne 

1795:206-207). Moss is the stuffing of the caribou hide balls used in a game 

based on cricket and baseball, played in Fort Resolution in 1913. Two such balls 

are in the collection of the National Museum of Man, Ottawa (Hall1981:p.c.). 

The Indians of the Great Slave Lake region dyed porcupine quills 

blue by boiling them with chewed fungus-infected wood (Mason 1913:27). The 

fungus may be Chlorociboria aeruginosa (Qed.) Seaver (Pezizales: Helotiaceae), 

which commonly infects wood and stains it blue-green. Lamont (1977:94) 

mentions the use of green-stained wood as a dye for moose hides and porcupine 

quills by the Slave of the Fort Liard, N.W.T., area. Other colours were obtained 

from berries and autumn leaves, which were also chewed and then boiled (Mason 

1913:27). 

A plant which hurts you (bek~'eyatse; probably stinging nettle: 

Urtica gracilis Ait.; Urticaceae) was used in the Beauval region as a barrier 

around a tent to keep out crawling insects and frogs (HS). Children down south 
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used to fight with nettles, stinging each other (AC). Urtica grows on the Lake 

Athabasca north shore but may be an introduced weed (Harms 1982:86). It is not 

known if southern Chipewyan uses of this plant have spread to that locality. 

Ashes were rubbed on the two ends of wet babiche before they 

were tied, to provide friction so the knot would not slip apart (LD ). Charcoal 

was used as a black paint (Mason 1913:27). 

Wooden stakes were set with ice in trails as a trap for enemies 

during fighting with the Cree or Eskimo (AC). 

Canvas was thought to be made of woven grass when it was first 

introduced by the traders, so the Chipewyan called the canvas tent "tlh'oghb~li" 

which means "grass tent" (BM). 

One mineral product will be mentioned here: red ochre or 

vermillion (tsi), which is the iron oxide hematite. It is used like chalk when 

making snowshoe frames to mark the position of the cross bars, and for snowshoe 

decoration (TD; Morice 1910:434), decoration on birch bark baskets (MK; SB), and 

also might be mixed with medicines (CM). 

3.4.2 Plants Used in Hunting, Fishing, and Trapping 

Caribou hunting today remains one of the most important 

subsistence strategies of the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan (see Figure 3-15a). While 

some of the meat is eaten fresh (see Figure 3-15b), much of it is dried for 

storage (see Figures 3-15c,d, 3-16a,b). Caribou hides are tanned and made into 

beautiful and practical clothing (see Figures 3-16c,d). Fish is the second most 

important food for the Chipewyan. Nets are widely used; formerly they were 

made by hand with wooden implements (see Figures 3-16e,f) but usually now are 

purchased factory-made. Trapping has served two quite different roles: the 

snaring of supplemental food such as hares, and fur trapping for supplementary 
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Figure 3-15. Caribou Hunting: (a) Caribou of the Beverly Herd at Gravel Hill 
Lake, N .W .T. 8/81 (X9); (b) Cooking fresh caribou tongues and 
meat on spits (P24); (c) Raw meat cut into thin sheets and dried 
on spruce pole racks in sun, with smoky fire to keep flies away 
(372); (d) After scraping the flesh and hair off, raw hides are made 
into bags for the dried meat (375). 
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Figure 3-16. Hunting Products; Fish Net Tools: (a) Partially dried meat from 
the kill site is brought to camp and dried until crisp, and boards 
may be put around racks to keep smoke in (373); (b) Dried meat in 
bags, and hides are stored on stages of spruce poles (376); (c) 
conical pole on which caribou hides are scraped during tanning 
process (37 4); (d) winter mitts of moose, caribou, and beaver hides, 
with glass beads, and wool blanket lining (438); (e) AC's wooden 
fish net needle with twine (381); (f) Wooden net mesh measure 
from Ft. Chipewyan #55B-4-8, photo courtesy of Fr. Ebner, 
Director, Northern Life Museum, Ft. Smith, N. W. T. (BB 1). 
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cash or trade income. In the following section the use of plants as tools for 

hunting, fishing, and trapping will be described. 

YARROW. T'anchaydelgai. Achillea millefolium L. s. lat. (Asteraceae) 

The fragrant leaves were part of a trap bait for lynx, along with 

wild mint (tsatlh'oghtsene; Mentha arvensis) (HC; HS; LM; see Figure 3-20a). 

GREEN ALDER. K'ailisen. Alnus crispa (Ait.) Pursh (Betulaceae) 

Pieces of the bark or stems are chopped up and boiled to make a 

red-brown dye for caribou hides and twine fishnets (AC; HS; HS). Fishnets are 

dyed when the twine is too white, so that it will be harder for the fish to see the 

net and avoid being caught (AC). When dyed, however, the net becomes weak 

and does not last very long (HS). The wood is burned with peat moss to smoke 

hides as part of the tanning process (ES). 

WHITE BIRCH. K'i. Betula papyrifera Marsh./B. neoalaskana Sarg. (Betulaceae) 

The bark is rolled into a cone to make a trumpet used to imitate 

the call of a moose cow or calf, for hunting (AC; Birket-Smith 1930:23; Curtis 

1928:147; Jarvenpa 1980:92). The Glenbow Museum in Calgary has a Chipewyan 

birch bark moose call (Churchill 1981:p.c.). A long roll of burning birch bark was 

placed in the bow of the canoe, so a man with a fish spear could see by its light 

the fish at the bottom of the water (Birket-Smith 1930:27). A special birch bark 

container was made to hold the beaver castor used in trap baits (Morice 

1910:126). 

FIREWEED. aondhi'ele. Epilobium angustifolium L. (Onagraceae) 

The plants were laid in a thick layer for fish to be cleaned on: 

"old-timer's plywood" (HC). 

FOXTAIL BARLEY. Tlh'oghk'a. Hordeum jubatum L. (Poaceae) 

The long sharp "seeds" (sharp-awned glumes and lemmas of 

spikelets) of this grass are called "tlh'oghk'a" = "arrow grass" (BM), or 

"tlh'oghena" = "enemy grass" (AC). They are recognized as a hazard for dogs 
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comparable to porcupine quills, and a nuisance for people since they stick into 

your clothes (AC; BM; HS; LC; see Figure 3-20a). When people wanted to get rid 

of dogs that were running loose, the seeds were mixed with some meat, which 

would act just like poison (HC; LM). Presumably the sharp seeds would puncture 

the gastrointestinal tract, causing death by hemorrhaging and sepsis. Now the 

dogs are simply shot, so that they will not form packs and chase the caribou 

when the herd approaches the town, disrupting the vital subsistence hunting. 
I 

TAMARACK. Nidhe. Larix laricina (Du Roi) K. Koch (Pinaceae) 

Rotted tamarack wood is burned to smoke fish (AC; SB), and hides 

(Irimoto 1981:35). For smoking fish a wooden smokehouse (lherkwen) may be 

built, with long narrow racks for the fish surrounded on three sides by sloping 

walls of horizontal wooden poles. A smouldering fire is built under the entire 

length of the racks. For smoking hides, wooden poles are erected in a cone like a 

teepee, and the hides are draped over this frame so it is completely covered. 

Then a smoky fire is built inside it. Both of these types of smokehouses can be 

seen in use in Stony Rapids, Black Lake, and Fond duLac today. 

PINEAPPLE WEED. Matricaria matricarioides (Less.) Porter (Asteraceae) 

BM and LC recognize this plant as an introduced weed. BM 

associates its appearance with discarded orange peels around the Hudson's Bay 

Company Store, thinking there is some connection between the two. This is not 

surprising since the weed has a citrus-like smell. HS thinks pineapple weed 

might have been used mixed with other materials as trap bait for lynx. The use 
, 

of plants in trap baits (eni) always appears to be related to their strong smell. 

WILD MINT. Tsatlh'oghtsene. Mentha arvensis L. (Lamiaceae) 

The pleasantly smelling leaves are mixed with beaver castor for 

red fox bait (TS). They are also used in lynx bait (HC; LM). 
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BLACK SPRUCE. El. Picea mariana (Mill.) B.S.P. (Pinaceae) 

The young cones were boiled to make a dye for fishnets (AC). The 

branches are boiled, sometimes with alder twigs and bee's wax, and then metal 

traps are soaked in the solution to remove the smell of humans from them. The 

pitchy coating also helps to prevent the traps from rusting (AC; HC; 

Munsterhjelm 1953:92). Spruce saplings or branches are stuck in the snow in the 

middle of open spaces such as frozen lakes, and traps ('inlhdz~se) are hidden 

around them. When wolves come to urinate on them as territorial markers, or 

other furbearers come to them looking for shelter or food, they get caught in the 

traps (AC). 
,, 

Spruce saplings are used to make spring-pole (xuie), toss-pole 
, , 

(dalhant'an), and dragging-pole snares (binlh) for porcupines, hares, beaver, lynx, 

and caribou (MM; SB; Mackenzie 1801:cxxv; see Figures 3-17 and 3-18). It was 

believed that snare lines should not be tested once they have been set, or the 

game would snap the line for sure (SB). Deadfall (dachet'an) traps for mink, 

marten, and wolverine are made from spruce logs. A trapper can make about 20 

deadfalls in a day (MM; see Figure 3-19). Cooper (1938:82) considers the 

sampson-post type deadfall trap to be very ancient among the northern 

A thapaskans, while the lifting pole types of snares may be introductions from the 

Cree (ibid.:32-49). Pitch is rubbed on babiche snares to prevent the rawhide 

from rotting (LM). Spruce boughs are laid down in overlapping layers to make a 

carpet on the ice to sit on while jigging for fish through a hole in the ice- this 
/ 

method of fishing is called "jeth thinda = hook sitting" (SB). Drying racks for 

thinly sliced caribou meat are made with green spruce poles for the uprights (so 

they will not burn) and dead dry spruce poles for the crossbars; green crossbars 

would give the meat a bitter flavour (AC; JS; Mackenzie 1801:cxxi; see Figures 

3-15c and 3-16a). Two sticks of spruce wood bevelled at one end, and nailed 

together to form a V-shaped pelt stretcher for wolves or arctic white fox, are 
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Figure 3-17. Snares: (a) Spring pole hare snare of bent 1.8 rn spruce sapling, 
twine, brass wire, made by SB (203); (b) Toss pole hare snare 
(heavy end of 4 rn pole projects through forked tree to act as 
lever) of spruce and twine, made by MM (198); (c) Slip-knot 
releases 10 ern wide brass noose, made by MM (204); (d) Catch
twig (edhindare; 9 ern x 0.5 ern) releases twine noose, made by 
MM (201). 
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Figure 3-18. Snares continued: (a) Snare (bfnlh) with 11 em wide noose of 
doubled and twisted brass wire attached to spruce pole, for hare 
or porcupine, made by MM (206}; (b) Dragging pole snare for lynx 
described by MM - pole pulls out of snow to prevent snaping of 
snare, but will tangle in bushes, quickly exhausting lynx while 
noose chokes it to death; (c) Beaver snare described by MM -
positioned where a narrow band of thinner ice indicates the 
beaver's underwater route. 
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Figure 3-19. Deadfalls: (a) Marten deadfall (dachet'an) made by MM: two 3.5 m 
x 10 em spruce logs cross each other to provide killing weight 
(211); (b) Trigger mechanism gf marten deadfall, showing 34 em x 
1 em horizontal bait stick (eniredechene) supporting vertical 9 em 
x 1 em Sampson post (echa'a), supporting falling logs (n~ni) (213); 
(c) Wolverine deadfall made by MM with three 4 m x 13 em falling 
logs (214); (d) Meat frozen on 74 em x 4 em bait stick end is 
sheltered on three sides by stakes, boughs, and snow, so animal 
must go between logs. Sampson post (23 em x 3 em) is dislodged 
by animal pulling at bait, allowing logs to fall on its back and kill 
it (215). 
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part of the National Museum of Man, Ottawa, collection (Hall 1981:p.c.). Moose 

hides are smoked with spruce wood fires in the Cold Lake area (Goddard 1912:3). 

The Alberta Provincial Museum has a Chipewyan fishnet that is made of spruce 

roots (Hrapko 1981:p.c.). 

JACK PINE. Gane. Pinus banksiana Lamb. (Pinaceae) 

Pine is never used for smoking hides or meat because it contains 

too much pitch (BM). Pine or spruce wood is used for making square fish net 

floats (BM). A knot of the pine tree was used inverted as a good substitute for a 

fish hook, which was set under the ice on a line of babiche to catch trout 

(Macdonell 1760:30). 

TREMBLING ASPEN. K'es. Populus tremuloides Michx. (Salicaceae) 

HS's sister in Patuanak makes lye soap from "poplar" ash and 

rendered caribou grease, and rubs it into a moose hide when tanning it to make it 

soft (HS). BM translated the word "k'es", said by HS, as "poplar", which is the 

local English name for aspen. If balsam poplar had been meant, HS would have 

said "k'est'aie". This illustrates the problem in using common names, and the 

importance of learning the Chipewyan plant names. 
I' 

WILLOW. K'ai. Salix bebbiana Sarg., ~· myrtillifolia Anderss., S. pyrifolia 

Anderss., etc. (Salicaceae) 

Long strips of the fibres from under the bark were twisted into 

" rope or twine which was used long ago to make fish nets (tabinlh) (AC; BM; HC; 

LM; Birket-Smith 1930:28; Curtis 1928:148; Morice 1910:134; Smith 1973:3). 

Formerly willow bark fibre nets were twisted into twine and tied into nets by 

hand underwater, lest the bark become too brittle and break (Leechman 1948:16). 

Wooden net weaving shuttles of European design and commercial twine are used 

today (AC; see Figure 3-16e). An example of the tapered wooden block which is 

used as a mesh measure is in the collection of the Northern Life Museum in Fort 
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Smith, N.W.T. (Ebner 1982:p.c.; see Figure 3-16f). Breynat (1948:301) wrote 

that the Caribou-Eaters of the Fond du Lac region made fishnets of willow roots, 

but it is much more likely the bark fibre twine that was used. A willow branch 

with the leaves on was bent into a ring, and raised about 20 em above the ground 

by means of small legs of branches bent together and lashed with willow bark 

twine. Ptarmigan snares of sinew thread were suspended between the legs 

(Birket-Smith 1930:26). Beaver skins were stretched on a willow branch which 

was bent into a ring (ibid.:63). Babiche snares are often wrapped with thin strips 

of willow bark to protect them against moisture and deterioration (Morice 

1910:128). A hunter would rattle a moose shoulder blade against some willows to 

attract the attention of a bull (AC). 

PEAT MOSS. Tthal. Sphagnum fuscum (Schimp.) Klinggr., ~· nemoreum Scop., 

etc. (Sphagnaceae) 

Damp peat moss is put on top of a fire to make it smoke for 

curing hides or meat (AC; BM; HC). 

TANSY. Tlh'oghtsen. Tanacetum huronense Nutt. (Asteraceae) 

The Chipewyan name means "grass that smells". CM crushed the 

fragrant leaves and mixed them with other materials as trap bait for the white 

fox. Other elders were scornful of using this plant for white fox bait, but HS 

mixed it with meat for lynx bait. 

OTHER PLANT MATERIALS USED IN HUNTING, FISHING AND TRAPPING 

Morice (1910:128) describes the use by Dene hunters of chewed 

Heracleum (Apiaceae) root in bear snare bait, but this plant does not grow in the 

Fond du Lac region (Porsild and Cody 1980:480), so he must be referring to 

another Athapaskan group than the Caribou-Eaters. 

Long water weeds (tetlh'oghe) that look something like fireweed 

(Epilobium) are a hazard because they tangle with fish nets and swimmers (AC). 
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Any kind of tree could be used to make snares and deadfalls. Any 

kind of wood could be used to make the bait and sampson posts for deadfalls, but 

it must be dry wood because green wood will not slide properly (MM; SB). 

Flat, narrow, tapered wooden boards with rounded edges are used 

as pelt stretchers (dh~dhchene = hide stick) (see Figures 3-20b,c). The 

approximate lengths of the boards used for some of the different fur bearers are: 

muskrat (50 em), mink (90 em), silver fox (120 em), lynx (150 em), arctic fox (160 

em), and wolf (250 em). The animal is skinned from tail to head by peeling back 

the skin and turning it inside out, so that the result is a tubular pelt with only the 

limbs' skin open flat. Care is taken to keep the skin intact, including the ears, 

nose, and lips. The inside out pelt is slipped onto a board of suitable size and 

gently scraped with a knife to remove all traces of flesh and fat. The back of 

the pelt is then stretch and nailed to the board: first the two lower corners, then 

the middle of the lower edge. The board is flipped over and the front of the pelt 

is stretched at the two lower corners and nailed. The two sides of the pelt are 

then stretched and nailed, leaving only the middle of the front loose. A slightly 

pointed stick is trimmed to about the right thickness and slipped up the middle of 

the pelt's front to take up any slack. The middle of the lower edge is then pulled 

tight and nailed to this stick. After one day the pelt is taken off the board, 

turned fur side out, and put back on the board for another day. Finally the pelt 

is taken off the board, the fur is combed, and the pelt is stored where it will be 

safe from the weather and dogs (JS). 
, 

A round pole with a blunt conical point (bek'ezinelji; see Figure 3-

16c) is used to support a caribou hide while it is being scraped, as part of the 

tanning process. The hide is draped over the pole, and the hair is shaved off with 

a sharp knife, taking care not the cut the skin. The hide is then turned over and 
/ 

fleshed with a tool (enitth'elh) made from a caribou (or moose) legbone (tibia) cut 
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Figure 3-20. Plant Materials in Trapping: (a) Aromatic leaves of white
flowered yarrow (Achillea) are mixed with meat for lynx bait; 
long sharp seeds of foxtail barley (Hordeum) were mixed with 
meat to kill stray dogs (P2); (b) Pelt stretcfimg boards for white 
fox (160 and 124 em) (436) (c) Muskrat pelt inside out, stretched 
and scraped, on mink stretcher board (91 em) (434). 
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on a 450 angle about 15 em below the knee joint, and given a serrated edge. Any 

remaining traces of flesh and hair are scraped off both sides with a tool 

" I (etth'inle) made from a split caribou tibia, which is held by the ends and drawn 

sideways over the hide. Now sometimes a metal scraper shaped like a curved 

spatula is used instead. Caribou brains (raw or boiled) are then rubbed 

thoroughly into the hide and allowed to dry. The hide may be smoked at this 

point to give it greater durability, or the smoking step may be omitted if a soft, 

white, scentless leather is the desired product. The hide is next soaked in cold 

water, wrung out, and pulled, stretched, rubbed, and scraped thoroughly while it 

is drying. This will be done on a rack over the smoky fire if smoked leather is 

being prepared. The soaking and working will be repeated until the leather 

reaches the desired thinness and suppleness (AC; LT; SB; Macdonell 1760:23). 

Tanning is such hard work that few young women want to do it now; hides are 

sometimes sent out for commercial tanning. 

A wooden shovel or scoop was used to remove pieces of ice from a 

hole that was chopped with an ice pick, so that a beaver could be hooked out of 

the water after being driven from its lodge (AC; Birket-Smith 1930:25). 

The Glenbow Museum in Calgary has a Chipewyan wooden fish 

decoy (Churchill 1981:p.c.), something which is not mentioned in the literature. 

Information on the exact provenance and details of its use were not available. 

The direction of snowbanks, beds of lichens and mosses which 

cover the trunks of the trees, the inclination of the trees, the direction of the 

wind, and the course of the stars are the compass of the Chipewyan. A notch 

made in the trees, a broken branch, and a shoot of fir (spruce) planted in the 

snow are the beacons which show them their route, if the wind comes to fill in 

the prints which the snowshoes leave in the snow (Petitot 1868:32). Traplines are 

commonly marked by cutting blazes in the trees with an axe (AC; BM; HS). 
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Rotted wood and moss are put on a fire to make it smoke for 

curing hides (LR). Sometimes caribou hides are dyed brown with tea (SB) or 

powdered rotted wood (ES). 

One animal product will be mentioned here: beaver castor is 

always used for lynx bait (HC; HS; Ross 1861:435). If a fishnet is smoked before 

use by putting a piece of castor on a hot rock underneath it, the net will catch 

lots of fish (HC). 

3.4.3 Observations on Plants Eaten by Animals 

SWEET FLAG, RAT ROOT. Dzenni. Acorus calamus L. (Araceae) 

The Chipewyan name for this plant, "dzenni", translates as 

"muskrat food". 

COMMON BEARBERRY. 

(Ericaceae) 

De(lh)ni. Arctostaphylos uva-ursi (L.) Spreng. 

The Chipewyan name translates as "crane food". Cranes used to 

be shot for food, but are now protected by law because of their low numbers. 

WILD CALLA. Tlh'oghcheneslini. Calla palustris L. (Araceae) 

Bears eat as much of the rhizome as they can find, after coming 

out of hibernation. It makes them act as if they are a bit drunk, but it helps 

them to wake up (HC; LC; LM). Muskrat eat it too (LM). 

"CARIBOU MOSS" LICHENS. Tsanj6. Cladina spp., Cladonia spp., etc. 

All Chipewyan recognize these lichens as caribou food, and know 

how slow they are to grow back after a fire, affecting caribou herd movements 

(HC; BM). 

RED OSIER DOGWOOD. K'aik'oze. Cornus stolonifera Michx. (Cornaceae) 

Bears like to eat the bitter white berries (HS). 
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SHIELD FERN. 

(Polypodiaceae) 

Nit eli ts'uchoghe. Dryopteris spinulosa (Muell.) Watt 

Bears eat this fern when "it is like water in their liver" (LM). 

YELLOW POND LILY. Teghaize. Nuphar variegatum Engelm. (Nymphaeaceae) 

Beaver get fat eating the thick rhizomes. Pieces are often found 

floating near a beaver lodge (BM; HC; SB). 

REED. Tlh'oghelghannachelghinla. Phragmites communis Trin. (Poaceae) 

The thick rhizome is eaten by moose, caribou, and muskrat (HC; 

LM; MB; SB). 

BLACK SPRUCE. El. Picea mariana (Mill.) B.S.P. (Pinaceae) 

The tips of the branches are eaten by starving caribou, and this 

causes abortions among the cows (AC). 

JACK PINE. Gane. Pinus banksiana Lamb. (Pinaceae) 

Porcupines like to eat pine bark (HS). The cones are eaten by 

squirrels (HC). 

BULRUSH. Tlh'oghchogh. Scirpus lacustris L. s. lat. (Cyperaceae) 

Bears eat the succulent rhizomes in the spring (AC). 

MUSHROOMS. Ebandzaghe. (In general). 

Large mushrooms are called "dlfe'ebandzaghe", which can be 

translated as "squirrel's apple". Squirrels pick the mushrooms when they are 

mature and store them in the branches of spruce trees (SB; personal observation). 

"Ebandzaghe" literally means "ear on the front", which describes the appearance 

of polyporous fungi that grow on the trunks of trees. Perhaps apples, introduced 

in the northern stores within the last fifty years, were given this Chipewyan 

name because of a fancied resemblance to fungi. 

Caribou love to eat mushrooms and will seek them after a rainy 

period brings them out (AC). Kelsall (1968:73) also reports this: "the fungi are 
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perhaps the most avidly sought foods after they become available in summer ••• 

fungi featured prominently in stomach contents of caribou analysed in the 

summer and early autumn". 

3.4.4 Plants Used_ in Making Fire 

In this subsection three terms will be used to describe distinct 

functions of plants used in fire making. "Tinder" here refers strictly to materials 

used to catch a spark, which will produce a glowing hot coal from which kindling 

may be lit. "Kindling" here refers strictly to small material which can be ignited 

by a piece of tinder or a match, to produce small flames from which the fuel can 

be lit. "Fuel" is the principal material burned for heat, light, and smoke. 

WHITE BIRCH. K'i. Betula papyrifera Marsh./B. neoalaskana Sarg. (Betulaceae) 

The thin surface layers of birch bark (dalat'uz~) are very 

flammable and so are good for kindling a fire. When travelling in winter, pieces 

of this bark are picked up and put in the pockets while on the trail. Thus even if 

it is very cold and hard to start a fire, the material is ready to get one going 

immediately, at the touch of a match or tinder (BM). 

HUMMOCK MOSS. Nodhul£ Dicranum groenlandicum Brid (Dicranaceae) 

The Chipewyan name for this barren ground moss means "hollow 

moss". It grows tightly packed together in fairly dry hummocks, which allow a 

long narrow clump to be cut which will hold its shape. The dried clump is soaked 

in melted caribou grease and then allowed to harden. The top of the greased 

clump can then be ignited and it will burn just like a candle, producing a large 

smoky flame which gives quite a bit of light (AC; HC; HS; JS). 

TINDER FUNGUS. 

(Hym enochaetaceae) 

ch'anlhtthi. Inonotus obliguus (Pers.) Pil. 

This fungus grows as a sterile conk in wounds on living birch trees 

(see Figure 3-21a). The rough black exterior is chopped off and the soft yellow-
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Figure 3-21. Fire Making: (a) Tinder fungus (Inonotus) on cut down birch tree 
(68); (b) Harry Crookedneck has cut out soft yellow-brown centre 
of fungus, to be dried for tinder (177); (c) Quartzite spark striker 
(383*); (d) Quartzite spark anvil (384*); (e) Striker clipping anvil 
makes sparks which ignite tinder fungus to produce coal from 
which dried grass is kindled (385* *= photos by D. Dyck); (f) Dry 
lichens on dead spruce twigs make good kindling (Z23); (g) Conical 
firewood pile near Stony Rapids (423). 
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brown inside is dried in the sun to make tinder (all contributors confirmed this; 

see Figure 21b). The Northern Life Museum in Ft. Smith, N.W.T., has a piece of 

Chipewyan tinder from Ft. Chipewyan, Alberta (cat. no. 55B-4-6). It is described 

as a brown-orange fungal growth from a birch tree. It is used with a flint and 

striker, and is very flammable (Ebner 1982: p.c.). From the colour photograph 

provided by Father Ebner (negative no. FF3), this tinder clearly appears to be 

Inonotus. Hearne (1795:179) states that both the Northern and Southern Indians 

(Chipewyan and Cree) boiled the inside of the tinder fungus (which the Northern 

Indians called "Jolt-thee") for a considerable time. This treatment improved the 

texture so much that when thoroughly dried, some parts of it were nearly as soft 

as sponge. Chipewyan contributors to this study do not consider such treatment 

to be necessary (HC; LM). The tinder is ignited by sparks struck from a flint and 

steel, or aboriginally two pieces of quartzite (ttheluz~) (BMc; TD; see Figure 3-

21e). David Thompson used his pocket knife and the flint from his gun to ignite 

touchwood obtained from a birch tree by his Chipewyan guides (Thompson in 

Hopwood 1971:139). Quartzite stones of suitable size and shape for strikers and 

anvils (tlh'elh) were gathered from eskers or stream banks. Two chosen by TD 

from an esker at Firedrake Lake, N.W.T., are shown in Figures 3-21c,d,e. The 

spark-ignited tinder burns slowly to produce a glowing hot coal which is not 

easily (i.e. accidentally) extinguished. The coal can be blown upon to produce 

enough heat to ignite dried grass or birch bark kindling, from which the fuel can 

be lit (BM; BMc; HC; HS; TD; Hearne 1795:179; Morice 1907:9 and 1909:599; 

Thompson in Hopwood 1971:139). Curtis (1928:148), Goddard (1912:13), and 

Morice (1909:599) mention a fire-drill, or a fire-stick which was twirled between 

the palms on "touch wood" to start a fire, but none of the elders interviewed 

here had ever heard of this use of tinder. Goddard translates "L'eL" as "fire

drill", but contributors to this study translate the same word "tlh'elh" as "spark

striker". 
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BLACK SPRUCE. El. Picea mariana (Mill.) B.S.P. (Pinaceae) 

Spruce trees which have been killed by forest fires but are still 

standing are one of the main sources of fuel (BM; Irimoto 1981:35). Such trees 

dry out well and are slow to rot, so they burn easily and produce lots of heat. 

They are abundant in the Fond duLac, Stony Rapids, and Black Lake areas due to 

the frequent forest fires, and are readily accessible from the road. Wood fires 

are still the main source of heat for most houses in these communities. Fuel oil 

is available and is used in some houses and government buildings, but it is 

expensive since it has to be brought in by barge from Waterways, Alberta. 

JACK PINE. Gane. Pinus banksiana Lamb. (Pinaceae) 

Pine is frequently used as fuel, especially in the Black Lake area, 

where it grows close to the village (Sharp 1973:28; Irimoto 1981:35). 

UNIDENTIFIED PLANTS USED IN FIRE MAKING 

A fragrant brown fungus that grows on willow trees 

(k'~itlh'elht'are) was dried and used as tinder. The Chipewyan name translates as 

"willow spark-striker lining" i.e. something which grows on willows and was put 

like a lining around the tool used to make sparks (HC; HS; LM: SB; TD). Most 

elders are familiar with the Chipewyan name and function, but all agree that it 

does not grow in the Fond du Lac region, and none know exactly what it looks 

like. Some younger people use "tlh'elht'are" to refer to Inonotus, as an alternate 

or substitute name for "ch'~nlhtthi". Hearne (1795:180) describes a second tinder 

fungus, in addition to the birch tinder fungus (ch'~nlhtthi; Inonotus obliquus), 

growing on birch trees and quotes its Chipewyan name as "clalte-ad-dee". This 

name bears some resemblance to "tlh'elht'are", since "tlh' " sounds something like 

"cl" to the untrained ear, and "d" and "r" are interchanged in some speech 

communities. Hearne (1795:179) describes a third kind of tinder fungus which 

grows in flakes on decayed poplar trees, but does not specifically state that the 

Chipewyan used it. 
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To kindle a fire dry spruce twigs covered with various fruticose 
/ 

lichens (detthin; see Figure 3-21f) are gathered, as is dried grass (AC; CM; SB; 

Goddard 1912:13). On the barrens a thick round patch of mosses and lichens on 

the sand oizetthlthene = whiskeyjack's skull) is burned, and tea can then be 

boiled on the resulting hot sand (AC). Hearne (1795:20) states that moss was the 

only fuel available in places on the barrens. When leaving a campsite the moss 

was set on fire to provide a smoke signal to guide followers (ibid.:119-120). 

Grease lamps (nuntlh'es~) were made by putting melted caribou 

grease in a bowl of birch wood (stone bowls were not used). A wick 

(n~ntlh'esEftthegh~) twisted from dry grasses taken from a mouse's nest was laid 

across the grease in the bowl with one end sticking up to be lit (TD). A piece of 

cotton rag (Birket-Smith 1930:47), or a piece of string wrapped around a rock, 

soaked in grease, and then put in the middle of the bowl of grease (AC) could 

also serve as wicks. 

3.4.5 Plants Used in Personal Care 

PUFFBALL. Datsantsie': Lycoperdon perlatum Pers., L. pyriforme Pers., 

Geastrum spp. (Lycoperdales) 

The spores were used as baby powder to prevent chafing (HC). 

Children sometimes play with puffballs, squirting out the spores (BM). 

WHITE SPRUCE. Ts'uchogh. Picea glauca (Moench) Voss (Pinaceae) 

BLACK SPRUCE. El. Picea mariana (Mill.) B.S.P. 

Dry rotted spruce, willow (k'~i; Salix spp.), or other kinds of rotted 

wood were wrapped in a piece of caribou hide and then pulverized to a very fine 

powder (echinshjere = wood-rotted) which was dusted on babies to prevent 

chafing. It also had deodorant properties (AC; ES; HC; HS). The Patuanak 

Chipewyan apply the crumbling, powdery inner wood of fallen jack pines to the 
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skin of infants to reduce diaper rash (Jarvenpa 1982:p.c.). While rotted wood 

baby powder is apparently no longer used, it is widely known among the elders. 

Charcoal was occasionally used as baby powder (ES; HC; HS). Charcoal was also 

used long ago to tattoo people: the Chipewyan had three black strokes down each 

cheek, which were formed by pricking the skin and rubbing the charcoal in 

(Graham 1775:312; Isham 1743:178). When someone died he was put on a wooden 

platform built like a meat stage (see Figure 3-16b), not buried (AC). 

FOWL BLUEGRASS. Tlh'ogh. Poa palustris L. (Poaceae) 

The "seed heads" (panicles of spikelets) were boiled to make a 

rinse which women used on their hair after washing it, to make it grow longer 

and thicker (AC). 

TREMBLING ASPEN, POPLAR. K'es. Populus tremuloides Michx. (Salicaceae) 

Green poplar wood is burned, and the ashes (k'esleze) are boiled, 

or put into a gunny sack through which boiling water is poured. The resulting 

caustic solution (containing potassium) is boiled with rendered caribou or dog fat 

to make soap. This was then cut into bars and put on a wooden stage to dry (A C; 

BM; ES; HS). HS's sister in Patuanak, Saskatchewan, still makes lye soap this 

way. Rust can be removed from traps by putting the caustic liquid on them and 

scrubbing them with grass (BM). 

WILLOW. K
,,.. 
a1. Salix bebbiana Sarg., S. myrtillifolia Anderss., ~· pyrifolia 

Anderss., etc. (Salicaceae) 

To curl her hair, a woman would remove the bark from a forked 

willow twig, heat it in hot sand, catch a lock of hair in the fork, and roll the hair 

up around the twig. This is called "k'ai heridhilh" (BM; ES; HS). 

PEAT MOSS. Tthal. Sphagnum fuscum (Schimp.) Klinggr., ~· nemoreum Scop., 

etc.(Sphagnaceae) 

Yellow or white peat moss was dried, cleaned of twigs and dirt, 

and used as a diaper. Aboriginally a lump of peat was placed directly between 
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the baby's legs, and the baby was carried on the mother's back inside her clothes 

(AC; HC; LR; SB; Birket-Smith 1930:43; Curtis 1928:26; Hearne 1795:201; 

Munsterhjelm 1953:62; Oswalt 1967:37). Red peat moss was not used because it 

would irritate the baby's skin (AC; BM). Babies never got diaper rash when they 

were in a peat moss diaper (AC), which may be because dry peat moss is ten 

times as absorbent as cotton, and also has antiseptic qualities (Schofield 

1969:29). In historic times peat moss was used in a "moss-bag" (tthaldheth). 

Dry, clean moss was spread on a square of soft caribou hide. A piece of flannel 

was put over the moss and the baby was laid on it. The flannel was folded first 

up over the baby's feet and then around the body, then more moss was packed 

around the baby. Finally the hide was folded over the feet and around the body, 

and then it was laced up. The moss-bag could be put on a pack board or in a 

cloth sling on the back when carrying the baby for a long distance (AC; LR; 

Birket-Smith 1930:43-44; Ross in Mason 1889:168). Jones and Dixon (in Mason 

1889:165-166) both describe a sort of bark chair into which Chipewyan infants 

were strapped, with peat moss placed around them to keep them clean. Dixon 

notes that the moss was not changed very often, which resulted in sores and 

lasting scars on children. Their terms "Tinne" and "Chipewyan" are synonymous 

with "Athapaskan", and these references are probably to natives of the 

Mackenzie River and Yukon areas. HC said it was better when people used peat 

moss diapers because they would rot when disposed. Now all over the bush you 

can see discarded "pampers," and they pollute the water at Black Lake, making 

people sick. 

,. " / CATTAIL. Kalachuze. Typha latifolia L. (Typhaceae) 

The fluff (pappus) was mixed with peat moss to make diapers 

warmer and more absorbent (SB; see Figure 3-13d). BM warned that if a child 

gets the fluff in his face he could choke on it. 
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3.5 PLANT MATERIALS USED IN RITUAL 

3.5.1 Divination 

TINDER FUNGUS. Inonotus obliguus (Pers.) Pil. 

(Hym enochaetaceae) 

The dried yellow-brown inside of the tinder fungus was used in a 

divination ritual called "etsen dek'on", which means "it smells when it's burning". 

The tinder was chopped very finely and arranged into two long narrow piles 

which lay end to end. Each pile was selected to represent one of two events: for 

example, one pile the hunters returning from a trip, and the other pile a herd of 

caribou coming to a water crossing near camp. To divine whether the hunters 

will get back to camp before the caribou herd passes the am bush location, the 

opposite ends of the two piles of tinder are ignited at the same time. Whichever 

pile burns through to its other end first will indicate the event which will occur 

first. This ritual was also used to foretell which of two hunters would get back 

first from a trip (BM; HS; JL; TD; TS; see Figure 3-22a). 

SCAPULIMANCY. Egonla KeritsL 

Another form of divination is scapulimancy, foretelling the future 

by marks made by heat on a caribou scapula (egonla =shoulder blade). Although 

the use of charcoal and the heat of a low fire are the only "connections" with 

plant use, scapulimancy as still practiced by the Chipewyan will be described 

here because of its significance as one of the few surviving Chipewyan rituals 

associated with man-environment interactions. 

On the broad surface of a clean, dry caribou shoulder blade 

vertical marks are made with a piece of charcoal to represent the days of the 

week, e.g. lllXlll, which would represent Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday (X), 

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday (see Figure 3-22b). With the marks on the 
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Figure 3-22. Divination: (a) Powdered tinder fungus is put into two narrow piles 
and opposite ends are ignited - first pile to burn through 
represents event which will occur first; (b) Caribou shoulder blade 
with charcoal marks (lllXlll) used by MK to foretell arrival date of 
caribou herd at Gravel Hill Lk., N. W .T. (GG 1); (c) Caribou 
shoulder blade with similar marks (llXllll) found among refuse of 
previous hunters provides independent confirmation (GG2). 
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upper surface, the shoulder blade is held by the narrow portion (glenoid fossa) 

over a low fire, without touching the flames or coals, until a scorched spot 

appears on the upper surface. The cha.,rcoal mark nearest the scorched spot 

represents the day the caribou will come to the interception place. It can be 

done to predict events other than caribou movements (SB). 

When MK decided to do the ritual on the first day of a hunting 

trip to Gravel Hill Lake, N.W.T., in August, 1981, she joked with AC and JS 

about it: they said people used to do it long ago, but they did not really believe in 

it. The result was a prediction that the caribou would come the next day. A 

careful search by the entire hunting party revealed no fresh signs of caribou in 

the area, but at about 7:00 p.m. on the predicted day, JS spotted a herd of about 

fifty caribou and shot one. The elders laughed even harder that the prediction 

came true, and said that their ancestors must have been right after all. Among 

refuse left by a different hunting and trapping party that came from Black Lake 

the previous year, another similarly marked shoulder blade was found. The 

scorched spot was in the same position on the bone, although the day marks 

started on a different day than those on MK's bone (see Figure 3-22c). 

This ritual shows obvious influence from the church in the use of a 

seven day week and an "X" for Sunday. The fact that Sunday is marked with an 

"X" is significant for the fact that caribou are not hunted, nor are carcasses or 

hides processed by the devout on a Sunday (AC; MK). This observance of 

Christian sabbath restrictions is not universal: JS shot two caribou on a Sunday. 

Another form of divination that has been practiced within the 

memory of BM and HS uses a bear's kneecap (patella). The bone is put on a hot 

rock or stove, and if it starts to rock back and forth on its own, without anyone 

touching it, this is interpreted to mean that the caribou will come soon. HS saw 

this done at Wapata Lake by the elder brother of AC, and BM saw it done by an 

old lady at Squirrel River. 
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3.5.2 Church and Chipewyan Ritual 

TINDER FUNGUS. Inonotus obliguus (Pers.) Pil. 

(Hym enochaetaceae) 

BLACK SPRUCE. El. Picea mariana (Mill.) B.S.P. (Pinaceae) 

About sixty years ago, birch tinder fungus was mixed with spruce 

pitch and burned as incense in Roman Catholic Church ritual by Father Riou at 

Fond duLac. It was placed in a covered bowl suspended on a chain. When the 

cover was lifted and the bowl swung on the chain, the incense burned, and when 

the cover was replaced the incense went out (AC; SB; TS). Father Gamache, the 

current priest at Fond du Lac, does not use this, and says that incense is rarely 

used in the northern churches (Gamache 1981:p.c.). Father Mokwa at Black Lake 

also is not familiar with tinder fungus incense (Mokwa 1981: p.c.). 

JACK PINE. Gane. Pinus banksiana Lamb. (Pinaceae) 

On Palm Sunday the Catholic priests at Fond du Lac and Black 

Lake sprinkle holy water on 20 em long pine branches, or sometimes spruce (el; 

Picea mariana) and bless them, as substitutes for the palm-leaf crosses given to 

congregation members elsewhere in the world. This is meant to be a reminder of 

Christ's return to Jerusalem one week before his crucifiction, when he was hailed 

as· the messiah and palm branches were laid before him (Gamache 1981:p.c.). 

The blessed pine branch is called "el bege tedzel" which means "branch on which 

water is sprinkled" (AC; LC; LM; SB). In at least one case, however, this 

Christian ritual use of a plant has been modified to a Chipewyan ritual use. LC 

pulled a few needles off a blessed pine branch and burned them during a severe 

thunder storm, with the idea that the smoke from the burned needles might 

chase the storm away. This was the only such use learned (e.g. LM only 

recognized the Catholic significance of it) and how seriously LC believed in what 

he did is not known. When told about it, Father Gamache interpreted this as an 

adaptation of the Christian religion to Chipewyan traditional beliefs. 
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3.5.3 Beliefs Related to Herb Gathering 

One ritual that is always practiced when collecting plant 

medicines involves the concept of "paying the earth". Whenever plants are 

removed from the earth for medicines, some tobacco, matches, or something 

else of value must be buried there in payment. If this is not done, the plant will 

have no medicinal value (CM; HS; LM; Jarvenpa 1982:p.c.; Smith 1973:9). 

It is believed that the same medicinal plant from different 

locations will have different strengths. For this reason plants will be collected 

from specific locations and not others which might be more convenient. 

Medicinal plants must be collected from an area where no people live, or they 

will not work (CM). For example, ratroot (dzenni = muskrat food; Acorus 

calamus) is collected from a small lake just north of Richards Lake, and just to 

the south of Fond du Lac (CM; HC; LM). This lake has no name on the 

topographical maps but is widely known in the area as "Dzenni Tue'", i.e. 

11Muskrat-Food" Lake (see Figure 1-1). Mountain ash (naidWechene; Sorbus 

scopulina) is always collected from Tobey Point on Fir Island in Black Lake (CM; 

HC; HS; LM; see Figure 1-1). HS twice sent some mountain ash sticks to a 

medicine man living further south who asked him for it. Medicinal plants should 

not be collected near salt deposits- they are not poisonous, but are not good for 

medicines (LM). 

The Chipewyan believe that the waters of Gotue, a small lake 

near the north end of Selwyn Lake, N.W.T., and Lac Ste. Anne, just west of 

Edmonton, Alberta, have curative powers. Plants associated with these lakes are 

believed to make good medicines as well (AC; LR; SB). Plants that grow near a 

spruce tree that bleeds if you break off a branch, found on Sand Island in 

Wholdaia Lake, N. W .T ., also have curative powers (JS; LM). 
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There are two related beliefs associated with the ability of a 

treatment to help a specific person. If a person wishes to take a curative bath in 

Gotue, they should throw some clothes into the lake as an offering. If the 

clothes spin around about three times before sinking the treatment will help; if 

they float back to shore the treatment will not help. When powdered medicine is 

dropped into a cup of water, the powder must spin around about three times 

before sinking, or the patient will not believe that the treatment will help (AC; 

HS). 

Patuanak Chipewyan, in addition to using some simple remedies of 

their own, frequently pay for more complex plant medicines from Cree 

"medicine men", and these complex medicines are believed to have greater 

potency. The Chipewyan of the Fond du Lac region are occasionally visited by 

Cree "medicine men" and "medicine women" from Montreal Lake, Saskatchewan, 

and other locations. Reports on their skill vary, but generally they charge 

exorbitantly for the performances and roots they provide. SB paid $100 for such 

a treatment which was supposed to restore his sight, after a cornea transplant at 

the Prince Albert Hospital failed. He received no benefit from the Cree 

treatment, and did not think the effort was worth the price, despite being 

anxious to get his sight back. Some Chipewyan elders are angry at this situation 

because charging heavily for medical services goes very strongly against 

Chipewyan tradition (BM; LM). 

3.5.4 The "Inkonze" Belief 

An important belief associated with the use of plants for 

medicines is the need for "inkonze", which translates roughly as "to know 

something a little" (Smith 1973:8). Petitot (1868:192) calls it "all the science" of 

the Chipewyan. This magical power is needed to recognize and successfully 
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employ medicinal plants. BM's uncle, who had a big bag with many pockets, each 

of which contained a medicine wrapped in a piece of white caribou hide, told him 

that anything you see could be a medicine if you knew how to use it. Maybe you 

do not know anything about it, but if you dream about it you should act out your 

dream. If a Chipewyan person dreams of using a particular plant or other object 

to help a sick friend or relative, then the dreamer will be confident that the 

treatment really will help, and the dream will be acted out (LM; BM; Smith 

1973:8). For example, LM learned to use the ostrich fern stipe base 

(nlt~lits'uchoghe'; Matteuccia struthiopteris) as a heart medicine through a dream 

he had when he was a young man. SB dreamed that when he visited his niece who 

was very ill, he put a little square of flannel under her back and she started to 

laugh, so he actually went to see her and did this, and she quickly recovered. 

The medicinal value of an herb is not simply a property of the 

plant, but also depends on the administrator. If you know the medicinal plants 

but do not have "inkonze", you preparations will not help (HS). 

No living Chipewyan is believed to have much "inkonze"(CM), 

although many elders respect the ability of LM to heal with herbs; his father was 

also a widely respected healer. Lowie (1909:14) states that shamanistic activity 

flourished until recent times at Fond duLac, and within the memory of men still 

living at the fort, there was a Fond du Lac man who was believed to have the 

ability to transform himself into a wolf and thus hunt the moose. Stories about 

this man have survived to the present (SB). 

To perform magic, a man with "inkonze" would set up a tiny 

caribou-hide tent (shunsh) without any apparent opening, strung between some 

trees by taut babiche lines. Taking a small drum with him, he would somehow 

jump into the tent and start to beat the drum and sing. The babiche lines would 

vibrate and sing like fiddle strings as he did his magic (AC; SB; Franklin 

1819:143; Petitot 1868:176). 
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One old man was supposed to be able to use his "inkonz~" power to 

bring medicines up from the bottom of a lake. He put a blanket over a sick man, 

did some magic singing, and then lifted the cover off the man. Under the cover 

were two bottles of medicine, one yellow and one tea-coloured, which tasted 

good. One old lady did not believe in his power so he reached into her clothing 

and brought out a snake in one hand and a frog in the other (BM and HS). 

Belief in someone's possession of "inkonze" has been abused in the 

past to magically cause someone's illness or death. "So credulous are they that 

they attribute many of their misfortunes to arise from the mauvaise medicine" 

(Macdonell 1760:18). The Chipewyan believed very strongly in this, and 

attributed serious illnesses and death to sorcerers' activities, especially among 

the Cree and Eskimo (Jenness 1963:387; Munsterhjelm 1953:63). Cree medicine 

men took a piece of birch bark and folded it, then cut it into the shape of a man. 

They made a medicine, put it inside the figure, and then poked it with a knife 

where they wanted the victim to be hit. The man could be far away but he would 

be killed right away by this bad medicine (BM and HS). Some Chipewyan 

believed one defence against "bad medicine" was to mark the body in certain 

places with red and blue ink (BM). Because of the "heathen" nature of "inkonz~" 

and the abuse of power, the Catholic priests and the police actively sought to 

undermine the influence of reputed sorcerers and suppress such beliefs (SB). 

McCord Museum in Montreal has a Chipewyan conjurer's wand: a 

"stick bent around at one end, forming the small-headed lacrosse of the west, 

covered with black cloth, the bent end covered with fur; bound at the straight 

end with hide, and having eleven eagle's feathers attached by thongs of hide to 

the top. Total length, including curve: 20 inches" (Racette 1982:p.c.). This is 

interesting as a material expression of Chipewyan ritual behaviour, which is 

mostly known from the highly coloured accounts of Mackenzie and other early 

writers. 
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A method of curing that involved a belief in magic was when a 

sick child was wrapped entirely in a hide with the hair on the outside. This 

bundle was rolled through a low fire so that the hair on the hide singed. It was 

believed this would kill the disease (AC). It is also believed that, in general, root 

medicines will not help old people very much, just the younger people (HS). 

Many younger people do not believe in the value of the traditional medicines. 

3.5.5 Plants in Legends 

One type of tree is almost a modern legend. In Chipewyan it is 

called "ts'uludhe" which means "spruce tall and straight (like a stove pipe)". This 

might not refer to a particular species of tree, since all species known to grow in 

the area have other names. Balsam fir (ts'ureki; ~ balsamea) is believed by 

BM to resemble a tree that grew in a few locations in the study area, and might 

possibly be the species referred to. However, there are no botanical records for 

it occuring that far north in Saskatchewan (it does come as close as the 

Athabasca River in northeastern Alberta- Moss 1959:34-35). Possibly "ts'uludhe" 

is just a growth form of white spruce (ts'uchogh; Picea glauca). Several of the 

elders say they have seen a single "ts'uludhe" in certain widely scattered 

locations, such as one on Fir Island in Black Lake, one at Selwyn Lake, and a few 

to the south, but no current location could be learned (HS). This tree is supposed 

to have great medicinal value. The collector is not supposed to chop the limbs 

off, but rather saw them off right against the trunk. An old man called Napoleon 

told HS a story about how one night while hunting caribou on snowshoes he saw 

some "ts'uludhe" on a hilltop. He decided to come back the next morning to take 

some twigs for medicine, but when he got there the trees had disappeared. 

In the Cold Lake Chipewyan legend "The Jackfish That Became a 

Man", the jackfish gets caught when he mistakes the net for some water weeds 

(Goddard 1912:31). In the legend "The Boy Who Became Strong", the boy has to 
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fight some giant lynx to get some berries which his chronically ill mother needs 

to eat to survive (ibid.:36). 

Crowhead (or Ravenhead) is a legendary hero of the Fond duLac 

Chipewyan who saved a boy from Cree attackers by hiding him in a hollowed out 

rotten birch tree (k'i; Betula papyrifera) (Lowie 1912:176). 

There is a legendary boy who is half human and half caribou, 

called "His-Grandmother-Raised-Him". In one story collected at Fort Chipewyan 

by Lowie (1912:182), the boy told his grandmother to cut plenty of pine branches 

and put the ends in the fireplaces of each lodge in a camp abandoned by their 

people. She called him when the sticks were burned, and he pulled them out. 

Those stick-ends that were in the fireplaces of his uncles' lodges were burned 

into the shape of a caribou hoof, while the others were burned to rounded ends. 

The boy told her this meant that his uncles would always have caribou, while the 

other people would starve. 

In another episode of the same legend recorded by Petitot 

(1868:184), while searching for his kidnapped sisters, "His-Grandmother-Raised

Him" passed through a country where everybody lived on gum (presumably spruce 

gum): "11 arriva dans un pays dont tous les habitants se nourrissaient de gomme; 

mais il n'y fit pas un long s~jour". 

According to a Chipewyan legend, the ptarmigan helped a man make 

the first pair of snowshoes. He was sitting in his tent during the winter, trying 

to make snowshoes even though he did not know how. While he was trying to web 

them, a ptarmigan perched on the top of his tent. Suddenly the ptarmigan turned 

into a woman who sat beside him. She taught him how to make the snowshoes, 

and became his wife (Birket-Smith 1930:89; Gamache 1981:p.c.; Petitot 

1868:183). 
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According to the legend "The Magical Trees", long ago men and 

women going off together would sometimes leave their little ones alone at home 

with a small fire and, by "medicine", could send in large trees to feed the fire. 

However, when the medicine got weak, the branches would sometimes hurt the 

children. Once a woman, on returning home, found her baby's belly torn and the 

tree covered with blood. She was furious and began beating the tree. Since then 

the trees can not be made to come in by themselves (Lowie 1912:189; Reynolds 

and Garr 1973:19-20). 

Lowie (1912) gives a number of legends from the Wisaketcak 

group on the origin of plants. Since these legends originate with the Cree and 

are only retold to him by the Chipewyan, and therefore do not represent 

aboriginal Chipewyan beliefs about plants, they will not be repeated here. 



4. DISCUSSION 

4.1 NUMERICAL SUMMARY 

The use of plants by the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan of northern 

Saskatchewan is summarized by the type of use and by the number of plant 

families, genera, and species involved in each category, in Table 4-1. The 

numbers must be considered approximate, because Chipewyan plant use does not 

always relate to a single plant species. For example, any species of Salix might 

be used for a hair curler, but different species of Rubus have different uses, so 

for this table Salix was given one species while Rubus was given three. Some 

totally non-specific uses of plant material, such as the eating of caribou rumen 

contents, are not included in the table because the use of a particular plant 

species is not intentional, and many families, genera, and species are actually 

involved. The use of deliberately introduced plants such as vegetables and 

tobacco has also been excluded. 

It can be seen from Table 4-1 that Chipewyan medicine involves 

the largest number of plant species (52), followed by technology (34), food (34), 

and ritual (5). Undoubtedly a number of these uses were learned from other 

cultures, such as the use of labrador tea leaves (nagodhe; Ledum groenlandicum) 

for a beverage from the traders (thus indirectly from eastern North American 

cultures), or the use of red osier dogwood cambium (red willow; k'a'ik'oz~; Cornus 

stolonifera) as an aromatic tobacco additive from the plains cultures to the 

south. 

It is important to know not only what plants were used by the 

Chipewyan, and how many, but also in what botanical and ecological context 

they were used. Since there is no single reference available on the flora of the 

region to the east and north of Lake Athabasca, the following papers were 

135 
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Table 4-1. Topical Summary of Plant Usage 

USE CATEGORY FAMILIES GENERA SPECIES 

FOOD: Fruit 7 12 19 

Other Parts Eaten 11 13 14 

Tobacco Substitutes 5 6 6 

TOTAL 17 26 34 

MEDICINES: Used Alone 26 40 43 

Compounds 19 22 22 

Dog Medicines 1 1 1 

TOTAL 32 48 52 

TECHNOLOGY: Construction 7 11 14 

Hunting, Trapping 8 14 14 

Animal Foods 9 10 10 

Fire Maki~g 5 5 5 

Personal Care 6 8 9 

TOTAL 20 31 34 

RITUAL: Divination 2 2 2 

Church and Chipewyan 2 3 3 

Legends 2 3 4 

TOTAL 3 4 5 

GRAND TOTAL 35 60 72 
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consulted to obtain an approximate number of the plants to be found in the 

region traditionally exploited by the Chipewyan of northern Saskatchewan: 

Abouguendia (1981): S shore L. Athabasca, Argus (1964): S shore L. Athabasca, 

Argus (1966): NE Saskatchewan, Harms (1977): W shore Wollaston L., Harms 

(1978): Cluff L., Harms (1982): N shore L. Athabasca, Harms et al. (1980): boreal 

Saskatchewan, Jasieniuk and Johnson (1979): SE of Great Slave L., MacLaren 

Plansearch Services Ltd. (1981): NE of Fond DuLac, Miiner-Wille (1981): Fond du 

Lac, Porsild and Cody (1980): SE Mackenzie District, Raup (1936): Athabasca -

Great Slave L. region, Scotter (1961): Black L., and personal collections from 

the Fond duLac- Black L. region, Sask., and the Send of Gravel Hill L., N.W.T. 

The number of plant families, genera, and species available for 

exploitation are contrasted with the numbers of families, genera, and species 

actually used by the Chipewyan in Table 4-2. All numbers must be considered 

approximate, since no comprehensive floristic study of the region has been done, 

and Chipewyan usage does not always relate to a particular species. 

It can be seen from Table 4-2 that the Chipewyan use at least 72 

species of plants, but this only represents about 10% of the total plant species 

found in their environment. Reasons for the use of the above numbers and 

proportions of plants will now be discussed. 

4.2 THE ROLE OF BOTANICAL ORIGINS 

In addition to the influence on Chipewyan ethnobotany of 

introduced ideas, there is the influence of deliberately or accidentally introduced 

plants. Some plants, such as pineapple weed (named as any weed "tlh'oghslini"; 

Matricaria matricarioides), are clearly recognized as having been accidentally 

introduced by the traders (BM), so their use has to be a recent invention. Others 

were deliberately introduced, such as rhubarb (no Chipewyan name; Rheum 
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Table 4-2. Extent of Plant Usage 

PLANT CATEGORY FAMILIES GENERA SPECIES 

USED AVAIL. % USED AVAIL. % USED AVAIL. % 

Fungi 3 ? ? 4 ? ? 4 ? ? 

Lichens 2 15 13 2 31 6 2 97 2 

Liverworts 0 8 0 0 11 0 0 15 0 

Mosses 2 32 6 2 52 4 2 103 2 

Vascular Plants 29 67 42 52 204 25 64 497 13 

TOTALS 36 122 29 60 297 20 72 712 10 
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rhaponticum) which was cultivated by trappers, survived after the gardens were 

abandoned, and is now occasionally harvested (AC). The origins of other useful 

plants, such cattail and ratroot, are more obscure. 

When Raup (1936:195) conducted his phytogeographic survey of 

the Athabasca - Great Slave Lake area in the 1930's, cattail (Typha latifolia) had 

not been noted anywhere in the Pre-Cambrian region to the east of Wood Buffalo 

National Park in northern Alberta - N.W.T. (i.e. almost the entire pre-contact 

territory of the Chipewyan). Scotter (1961) did not find cattail in the Black Lake 

Region. Argus (1964:143) found it at Carswell Lake just south of Lake 

Athabasca, but not in the far northeast of Saskatchewan (1966). Harms found it 

only in disturbed sites at Wollaston Lake (1977:179), Cluff Lake (1978:52), and 

the north shore of Lake Athabasca (1982:p.c.), and believes it is introduced. 

Jasieniuk and Johnson (1979:254) consider it to be rare at Porter Lake east of 

Great Slave Lake. It is now abundant in a few ponds beside the road between 

Stony Rapids and Black Lake, but was not found elsewhere in the study area. 

Cattail seeds can be carried long distances on a light wind, and might easily have 

been on road-building equipment or other vehicles brought up from the south, so 

it is probably accidentally introduced. Only a few elders know any specific uses 

for this plant, and this knowledge may have originated with people living further 

south where it grows more commonly. 

Sweet flag or ratroot (dzenni; Acorus calamus) has been used by 

people throughout its world-wide range as a medicine (Loub 1979:48-54). In 

North America it is probably native to· the southern boreal forest, but has 

become widely distributed. Porsild and Cody (1980:191) believe it was probably 

recently accidentally introduced in the Northwest Territories, but quote a report 

from Father Petitot in 1891 that he found it growing along the stream banks near 

Lac la lVlartre northwest of Fort Rae, N.W.T. In Saskatchewan it is found 
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sporadically as far north as the Churchill River (Heilman-Ternier and Harms 

1975:79), the Lac Tie a la Crosse area (Harms 1982:p.c.), and Prince Albert 

National Park (Breitung 1957:19). Raup (1936), Scotter (1961), and Argus (1964; 

1966) did not find ratroot in northern Saskatchewan. Harms did not find it at 

Wollaston Lake (1977) but did find it in one location at Sandy Lake near Cluff 

Lake (1978). Ratroot is abundant at Muskrat-Food Lake (see Figure 1-1), where 

the rhizomes are collected for medicine by several of the elders. 

Black (1978:258-259) suggests that disjunct populations of ratroot 

in western Quebec are the result of deliberate implanting of the rhizomes in an 

attempt to insure a supply of this plant in a convenient location. Gilmore 

(1931:90-91) draws the same conclusions about some populations of ratroot in the 

western plains region. Acorus does not have an efficient seed dispersal 

mechanism like Typha, but does grow well vegetatively from rhizomes. Since 

Muskrat-Food Lake is frequented by Chipewyan, and Lac la Martre by the 

culturally closedly-related Dog-Rib people, it seems likely that these northern 

populations of ratroot have propagated vegetatively from rhizomes either 

accidentally dropped or deliberately planted by native people. 

Plants are not introduced into areas solely by human activity. 

The environment of the Chipewyan has always been dynamic, with climatic 

changes resulting in the dying out of some plant species and the introduction of 

others. On a smaller scale, fire has always been an important factor in the 

ecology of the north. It initiates compositional changes in the vegetation, which 

allow a temporary increase in animal productivity accompanied by a decrease in 

species diversity (Polson 1981:235). In Chapter 2 the evolution of the boreal 

forest and tundra regions of northern Canada was described in some detail, as 

were the habits of the caribou. This information is relevant to ethnobotany 

because the Chipweyan were, and to a large extent remain dependent upon their 

environment, and its variability has a pronounced effect on their lives. 
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The Chipewyan in precontact times exploited the region from the 

southern edge of the tundra (the caribou calving grounds) to the southern edge of 

the northern transitional forest (the maximum winter range of the barren ground 

caribou). Archaeological evidence suggests that their appearence in north

central Canada coincided with the beginning of a warming trend about 2600 

years ago. At this time the forest - tundra ecotone made a minor recovering 

shift northward from the southern position it retreated to about 3500 years ago. 

The caribou have adjusted their range to cope with the gradually shifting 

ecotone, and so have the Chipewyan. Thus the botanical environment of the 

Chipewyan has indirectly determined their range. 

While in aboriginal times the Chipewyan moved with the caribou 

and hence with their changing botanical environment, the introduction of trading 

encouraged the Chipewyan to be less nomadic. It was at this time that the 

Chipewyan became divided into progressive trapping bands living in the boreal 

forest and conservative hunting bands that continued to exploit the subarctic 

transitional forest. The Fond du Lac Chipewyan were called "Caribou-Eaters" 

because of their conservative lifestyle, but they did spend an increasing amount 

of time close to the Lake Athabasca region trading post. This resulted in 

increasing contact with the boreal forest flora, and species involved in range 

expansion northward were more likely to be encountered and their uses learned 

from other Chipewyan and Cree living to the south. This would seem to be the 

case for plants like cattail (tlh'oghk'a; Typha latifolia) and balsam fir (ts'ureki; 

Abies balsamea), neither of which grew in the traditional area of Chipewyan 

exploitation. 

4.3 SEASONAL PLANT USAGE 

At the time of the first contact with traders in the Lake 

Athabasca region in 1778, the Chipewyan were intercepting the caribou at their 
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spring and fall migration lake-crossing points of William Point, Pine Channel, and 

Stony Rapids. This means that the flora of the Athabasca region would be either 

in the early spring or late autumn growth stages. This would limit the number of 

plants available to be used. The shoots of bulrush (tlh'oghchogh; Scirpus 

lacustris) and sap of birch (k'i; Betula papyrifera) would be usable in the spring, 

" and cranberries (nantlh'er; Vaccinium vitis-idaea) and highbush cranberries 
, ,, 

(denijie; Viburnum edule) ripen in the fall and remain on the bush throughout the 

winter. Raspberries (tthekalhj{e; Rubus idaeus) and strawberries (ldzlaze; 

Fragaria virginiana) would be overripe by October. During the summer the 

Chipewyan would have been in the southern Northwest Territories, where they 

would be eating cloudberries (nadl~re; Rubus chamaemorus) and barren land 

" , / 

blueberries (hoteltsanlhchodhe; Vaccinium uliginosum var. alpinum). 

With the nucleation of the Chipewyan around trading posts in the 

Lake Athabasca region, they spent more of their summer along the southern edge 

of the transition forest, where they were more likely to encounter fruits such as 

the strawberry and saskatoon berry (kinj{e; Amelanchier alnifolia). For winter 
, 

use the mountain cranberry (nantlh'er; Vaccinium vitis-idaea) was frozen with 

lard to make "jletlh'ese", or lard and dried powdered caribou meat to make 
, 

pemmican (etsis), and blueberries (tsanlhchoth; Vaccinium spp.) were dried over a 

low fire. These fruits were the only plant foods other than caribou rumen 

contents to be used to any extent in winter, and could be gathered throughout 

the traditional and modern ranges of the Chipewyan. 

4.4 THE NUMERICAL EFFICIENCY OF PLANT USE 

Table 4-2 shows that only about 10% of the available plant species 

were used by the Chipewyan. While this seems to be a very low proportion, to 

count all species as being potentially useful is unrealistic. To determine the 
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efficiency of plant species exploitation it is first necessary to select criteria for 

usefulness, such as edibility, content of medicinally valuable constituents, or 

suitability for construction materials. Next a list must be compiled of plants 

known to occur in the region which possess properties of value according to the 

set criteria. Then the species actually used can be contrasted with the available 

potentially useful plants. 

While the Chipewyan have definite preferences in construction 

materials for particular items, such as birch wood (k'i; Betula papyrifera) for 
/ 

snowshoes and tamarack (nidhe; Larix laricina) for toboggans, they adapt readily 

to the materials at hand. Therefore, it can be safely assumed that construction 

properties are well enough known and actual species use depends on immediate 

availability, so these criteria would not be suitable for a measure of species use 

efficiency. The use of plants in medicine has a strong ideational component not 

apparent from an examination of the plant itself, and so little phytochemical 

research has been conducted on subarctic plants that it is impossible to 

determine how many species are potentially useful. Edibility is the only 

characteristic of subarctic plants that has been studied to any extent, so that a 

specific comparison of plants that were eaten, with plants that could be eaten, is 

possible. 

A list of edible plants that grow within the region traditionally 

exploited by the Chipewyan of northern Saskatchewan was compiled from the 

following references: Porsild (1953), Shay (1980), Szczawinski and Turner (1978 

and 1980), and Turner and Szczawinski (1978 and 1979). Availability was checked 

mainly with Porsild and Cody (1980), and other floristic papers quoted for Table 

4-2. Since it is impossible without a very detailed study to determine the 

relative edibility of different species of an edible genus, the comparison was 

restricted to the generic taxonomic level. The results are presented in Table 4-

3. 
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Table 4-3. Efficiency of Use of Edible Plant Genera 

Genera Available Used Genera Available Used Genera Available Used 

Actinogyra X Lactuca Rubus X 
Alisma Larix Rumex 
Allium X Ledum X Sagittaria 
Amelanchier X Lonicera Salix 
Arabis Matteuccia Saxifraga 
Aralia Mentha X Scirpus X 
Arctostaphylos X Menyanthes Sedum 
Arenaria Myrica Senecio 
Astragalus Nuphar Shepherdia 
Betula X Oryzopsis Sium 
Bromus Oxycoccus X Smilacina 
Caltha Oxyria Solidago 
Cerastium Pedicularis Sonchus 
Chenopodium Petasites Sorbus 
Chrysanthemum Phragmites X Sparganium 
Cirsium Picea X Stellaria 
Corn us X Pinus X Taraxacum 
Elymus Plantago Triglochin 
Empetrum X Polygonum Typha X 
Epilobium X Polypodium Urtica 
Fragaria X Populus X Vaccinium X 
Galium Potamogeton Veronica 
Glyceria Potentilla Viburnum X 
Hedysarum Prunus X Viola 
Hippuris Ribes X TOTALS: 76 24 
Hordeum Rosa X PERCENT USED 32 
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It can be seen from Table 4-3 that the Chipewyan of northern 

Saskatchewan actually used 3296 of the plant genera that were potentially useful. 

Since a number of these genera may not have been abundant enough to have 

dietary significance, the proportion of potential food plants used might have 

been much higher. Nevertheless, it is very unlikely that all available edible 

species would have been used, for both cultural and biological reasons. 

The eating of plants did not have a very high cultural value. SB 

said that upon their first encounter with European vegetables at work camps, 

some Chipewyan wondered "why there was all that 'grass' on the plate". Most 

young Chipewyan believe their ancestors never ate any plants, although AC and 

HS both expressed their fondness when they were young for bulrush shoots 

(tlh'oghchogh; Scirpus lacustris). Wild vegetables are almost totally forgotten, 

and fruits are the only plant foods still consumed in quantity. Even fruit 

preservation has declined in recent years (AC). When asked why the Chipewyan 
, 

never ate the tubers of arrowhead (denieke; Sagittaria cuneata) which some Cree 

groups eat, the reply was: "Well, the Cree eat anything!" (SB). The Chipewyan 

apparently do not consider berry picking to be "work". Christian sabbath 

restrictions that apply to meat and hides do not apply to gathering fruit. 

Cultural reasons for the lack of significance of plant foods may 

have biological origins. Biological reasons relate to plant productivity, the 

energetic efficiency of harvesting edible plants, and their dietary significance. 

4.5 BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTIVITY 

Productivity is a measure of the rate at which communities 
of plants and animals bind energy into various kinds of organic 
material. The energy comes from sunlight. The organic material can 
be things harvested directly by man such as meat, berries or leaves. 
Organic matter can also be in the form of plant and animal parts that 
are not used by man but which serve as food for microscopic plants 
and animals. These small organisms break down this unharvested 
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material and return its chemicals to the soil and water for use by 
future generations of plants and animals. In these ways, biological 
productivity is a link in the chain that starts with sunlight and ends 
with the harvest or the rotting of plant and animal material (Peterson 
1976:85). 

4.5.1 Productivity in Northern Canada 

The fundamental controlling force in plant productivity is the 

amount of energy from the sun that hits the plant's leaf during its growing season 

(Peterson 1976:90). The mean annual length of the growing season for the Stony 

Rapids region is 130 days, and for the Gravel Hill Lake region about 100 days, 

compared with 170 days for Saskatchewan's grain belt (Rowe 1972:156). Thus if 

all other factors were equal, primary productivity on a yearly basis in the region 

exploited by the Chipewyan would be only 59% - 7696 of the productivity in 

southern Saskatchewan. In fact, the mean net primary production of dry matter 

in tundra and alpine ecosystems is 140 gjm2Jyr and for boreal forest ecosystems 

it is 800 gJm2Jyr, compared with 1200 gjm2Jyr for temperate deciduous forests 

(i.e. 1296 - 6796) (Berkes and Farkas 1978:157). It is important to note, however, 

that tundra production on a daily basis during the short growing season, with its 

very long days, is comparable to many temperate meadow plant communities 

(Peterson 1976:92). 

The moisture regime for the Chipewyan territory is the same as 

for most of Saskatchewan: dry subhumid, which means that the water needed for 

optimum plant growth (potential evapotranspiration) ranges from just enough to 

a deficit of -20 according to the "Moisture Index" of Rowe (1972:155). 

Therefore, despite the many lakes, streams, and muskegs, water can be a 

limiting factor to plant growth in the region. 

Low soil temperatures in the north limit the decay of organic 

material and cycling of nitrogen from organic material. This results in poorly 

developed soils and a low supply of nitrogen, both of which limit productivity. 
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However, there can be a large variation in primary productivity over very short 

distances, depending on the substrate (e.g. rock, soil, peat) (Peterson 1976:90). 

Higher productivity is found in black and white spruce and feather moss 

communities than in jack pine and lichen communities. This is because the 

feather moss communities are generally in basal slope positions with higher 

water movement, which leads to a continuous renewal of nutrients (Johnson and 

Rowe 1977:37). The higher primary productivity of these riparian (water course 

margin) habitats attracts moose, which are found here more commonly than in 

any other plant communities (Polson 1981:222), so secondary productivity is also 

higher. The significance of plants to the Chipewyan diet, both directly through 

their primary productivity, and indirectly through their contribution to secondary 

productivity, are exemplified in Figure 4-1a. 

4.5.2 The Role of Fire in Productivity 

Fire has a very significant effect on northern productivity and the 

availability of plants useful to the Chipewyan. When fire burns off the forest 

cover the amount of direct short wave radiation reaching the ground is greatly 

increased due to lowered albedo, the reflectance of light by vegetation. The 

blackness of burned areas absorbs energy in summer, and the greater snow cover 

in winter insulates and therefore decreases heat outflow. Fire overcomes the 

slow breakdown of humus in the north, mineralizing it so that nutrients are 

available for recycling (Lewis 1977:25). 

With the release of nutrients and increased energy there is a flush 

of herbaceous and woody growth. Crowberry, labrador tea, blueberry, mountain 

cranberry, birch, and alder, all useful plants to the Chipewyan, readily grow back 

vegetatively. The cones of jack pine and black spruce open and release their 

seeds when the heat of a fire breaks their resin seal, making them very 
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Plant Productivity: (a) Cloudberry (Rubus chamaemorus): primary 
productivity; and caribou moss lichens: secondary productivity 
through caribou, enter Chipewyan diet (D14); (b) Flush of 
productivity after fire (FS); (c) Highly productive riparian habitat, 
and edge effect of vegetation islands in burned matrix (J16). 
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successful at reinvading burned stands (Johnson and Rowe 1977:46; see Figure 4-

1b). 

Fire rarely completely demolishes a forest, but due to the 

vagaries of wind, topography, and the distribution of wetlands and water bodies, 

leaves islands of undamaged vegetation. In fact, the patchwork pattern of the 

boreal forest may be as much due to isolated remnants in a burned matrix as to 

spot fires in an unburned matrix (Rowe and Scotter in Winterhalder 1981:78; see 

Figure 4-1c). This patchwork is very important to the Chipewyan because it 

allows them to find Canada blueberries, strawberries, pin cherries, raspberries, 

and red currants in burned areas, and to hunt moose which come to feed on the 

young birches (Polson 1981:224). Nearby unburned patches of pine forest support 

a rich ground cover of lichens, which are food for the caribou, and abundant 

mountain cranberries. On the other hand, large scale destruction of winter range 

by fire is one of several factors limiting barren ground caribou populations. 

Lewis (1977) found that the Indians of Northern Alberta, including 

Cree, Beaver, Slave, and Chipewyan, used controlled burning to modify the 

boreal forest environment so as to enhance the yield of useful species of plants 

and animals commonly found in recently burned areas. Indian use of fire 

involved controls such as seasonality, time of day, fuel conditions, wind, weather 

conditions, frequency of burning, natural and man-made firebreaks, and manual 

control along the edges of small burns (ibid.:23). Specific purposes included the 

creation and maintenance of meadows; the renewal of aspen-birch stands and 

marshes; the controlled burning of abundant grass, brush, and deadfalls which 

would be a serious wildfire hazard in the summer, especially around camps and 

towns; the killing of trees to make firewood; and trail clearing (ibid.:33-42). 

Many of these practices relate to fur trapping, but according to Lewis (1977:26), 

even the more conservative and nomadic Athapaskans would have benefitted. 
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Berries grow abundantly in the burns, and destruction of the dominant thick 

carpets of mosses allows the regeneration of lichens and other caribou forage 

plants. None of the Chipewyan contributors from the Stony Rapids region had 

heard of controlled burning. Wildfires in the area are frequent and sometimes so 

large that they seriously damage caribou winter range. 

4.5.3 Primary Productivity and the Chipewyan 

Blueberries, cranberries, cloudberries, fireweed, and cattail are 

all so productive in the north that they have been, or certainly could be 

important food sources for the Chipewyan and other subartic inhabitants. Some 

other plants are productive enough that they could be used at least occasionally, 

although there is no evidence that the Chipewyan ever have used them. One 

example of this might be lamb's-quarters (Chenopodium album L. and related 

spp.). "The young leaves and tops make an excellent salad ingredient or they 

may be cooked as greens. The seeds can be separated from the surounding tissue 

by winnowing in the wind. They can be cooked to a mush, dried, and ground into 

flour or used in soups and stews. Some people claim that the greens of this plant 

are better tasting than spinach" (Szczawinski and Turner 1978:102). This 

introduced species, and Chenopodium berlandieri Moq., a closely related native 

species, are common weeds in the Stony Rapids region. 

To provide one example of problems in productivity, it was 
~ 

noticed in collecting specimens of arrowhead (denieke; Sagittaria cuneata) that 

although the plants were numerous along the shore of the Fond du Lac River at 

Stony Rapids, not one plant had a tuber bigger than 5 mm. Therefore this edible 

plant is available and abundant in places, but is practically useless. 
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4.5.4 Secondary Productivity and the Chipewyan 

The Chipewyan traditional diet was almost entirely carnivorous. 

Depending on secondary producers (animals) is less efficient, in terms of food 

calories obtained from the conversion of sun energy, than harvesting primary 

producers (plants). However, in terms of calories expended in obtaining food 

versus the food's caloric content, the Chipewyan have through millenia of 

experience employed the most efficient general subsistence strategy: caribou 

hunting. 

In the barrens, at least half of the plant material produced is 

below ground in the form of roots, and is therefore unavailable to grazers like 

the caribou and muskox (Peterson 1976:91). The primary productivity available 

to grazers is important in a study of Chipewyan subsistence because grazers can 

digest fibrous forms of plant materials that man can not digest. By eating rumen 

contents the Chipewyan benefit directly from this, and by eating the meat they 

benefit indirectly. 

Potential harvest is not equivalent to total biological production. 

Man must share the production with other carnivores in the food chain, and leave 

a large enough fraction of the annual biological production to maintain the 

population that produced it. An area of high biological productivity does not 

necessarily imply that it is an area of high harvest potential. Yield may depend 

on other factors such as accessibility, nature of organisms produced, and the 

point in the food chain from which the harvest is taken. On the basis of present 

information it is not possible to estimate how many people could obtain a 

livelihood directly from northern lands without exceeding their productive 

capacity (Peterson 1976:94). 
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4.5.5 The Energetic Efficiency of Edible Plant Use 

Low subarctic productivity provides reasons why some edible 

plants growing within the range of the Chipewyan are of little dietary value. 

However, low productivity does not necessarily imply that a large output of 

energy is needed to secure food in this environment. In Canada's north the 

hunting and gathering method of food production provides about 10 calories of 

food for each calorie of energy invested. In contrast, industrialized food systems 

require 5 to 10 calories of energy (fuel) to obtain one food calorie (Peterson 

1976:86). 

The Caribou-Eater Chipewyan have a long history of a very 

successful subsistence strategy based on the hunting of caribou. Their success 

has earned them the appellation of an "orginal affluent society", although Smith 

(1978:68) has pointed out that caribou migrations and foraging ranges are erratic, 

sometimes making it necessary to employ alternate survival strategies. Fish 

were an important alternative, but plants were only of minor importance. 

The environment of the Chipewyan is heterogeneous, having a 

discontinuous distribution or mosaic of resource patches. Ninety per cent of 

their traditional food sources were mobile, clumped, and unpredictable. The 

Chipewyan made disproportionate use of certain components of their environ

ment by congregating at locations central to possible resource points of 

migrating caribou or aggregations of subherds. These locations were chosen on 

the basis of shared information between hunting groups on the general direction 

of caribou movement (Heffley 1981:138). The location of good patches of 

blueberries and cloudberries was also known and shared, and extended family 

groups camped near these patches for gathering and socializing. The search path 

for resource patches of certain types was therefore non-random. Other plant 

foods such as bulrush shoots and pin cherries were exploited in a random fashion. 
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They were not usually actively sought in particular locations, but rather gathered 

and eaten immediately when encountered en route to known destinations. 

The energetic efficiency of exploiting plant resources was not 

important since usually they were not sought deliberately, except in the broader 

context of a social event. Recreation foraging may represent a deliberate 

departure from norms of efficiency in a society (Durham 1981:226). The success 

of caribou hunting as a subsistence strategy, with fishing as an alternative, 

allowed the Chipewyan to maintain a narrow diet breadth of preferred resources. 

The diet breadth was expanded in times of near starvation to plant foods such as 

"' rock tripe (tthetsin; Actinogyra muhlenbergii) and birch cambium (k'i k'a; Betula 

papyrifera), but many edible plants apparently were ignored (see Table 4-3). 

In the boreal forest, plant harvesting can be very efficient: wild 

rice gathering by the western Ojibwa gave an energy output:input ratio of about 

100:1, and large yields of flour were obtained from cattail rhizomes gathered by 

the Iroquois: 12,000 kg dry rhizomes/ha of swamp providing two litres of flour 

per hour of work (Arnason et al. 1981:2199). 

While exploiting caribou and virtually ignoring edible plants may 

not have been the optimum survival strategy, their continued existence shows 

that the Chipewyan are adequately adapted to their environment. Durham 

(1981:220) points out the fallacy of the "all-knowing computationally perfect 

decision maker" in optimal foraging strategy theories. Nelson (1973:319) 

compared the level of exploitative skills and knowledge between the Athapaskan 

Kutchin and the Eskimo. He concluded that because of a cultural emphasis on 

striving for perfection, the Eskimo had achieved a higher degree of adaptive 

perfection than the Kutchin, who were still adequately adapted. Thus the 

meagre use of plant foods by the Chipewyan cannot be related directly to the 

energetic inefficiency of plant use. They had a subsistance strategy that was 
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adequate and satisfactory to them without many plant foods, and when they did 

gather plants, it was coincidental to other activities. 

4.6 THE DIETARY SIGNIFICANCE OF CHIPEWYAN PLANT FOODS 

It is just those arctic plants that are eaten by preference by 
nearly all arctic tribes, that have the highest content of ascorbic acid 
as well as of thiamine, and the methods of preparation and of storing 
vegetable foods used by these people are perhaps the best possible in 
the circumstances for the preservation of vitamins (Porsild 1953:15-
16). 

From Table 4-1 it can be seen that 19 species of fruits and 14 

species of vegetable or beverage plants have been used by some of the northern 

Saskatchewan Chipewyan at some time. It must be emphasized that not all of 

these plants are even recognized as being edible by all the people. These figures 

represent a compilation of information from a variety of people with their own 

opinions and memories. 

The most important family of fruit to the Chipewyan is the 

Ericaceae, which includes two species of blueberries, two species (and genera) of 

cranberries, and two species of bearberries that are used (Vaccinium 

myrtilloides, V. uliginosum, V. vitis-idaea, Oxycoccus microcarpus, 

Arctostaphylos alpina, A. uva-ursi). The next most important is the Rosaceae, 

of which the cloudberry, raspberry, dewberry, strawberry, pin cherry, saskatoon 

berry, and rose hip are used (Rubus chamaemorus, R. idaeus, R. acaulis, Fragaria 

virginiana, Prunus pensylvanica, Amelanchier alnifolia, Rosa acicularis). 

Fruits were one of the few sources of carbohydrates in the 

precontact diet. Most of the calories in the diet came from fats, which provide 

9 calories per gram of water-free fat, as compared to 4 calories per gram of 

carbohydrate or protein. It has been suggested that the introduction of 

carbohydrates such as flour and sugar, and purified lard have contributed to the 

decline in Indian health (Berkes and Farkas 1978:156). In the low carbohydrate 
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and high protein diet, the blood glucose level is maintained by glucose synthesis 

from amino acids released by the digestion of dietary protein. This involves 

some adaptation by the body, and the extensive digestion of proteins requires a 

high intake of water to dilute the metabolic load of urea (Draper 1977:312). The 
~ 

Chipewyan originally just drank water, but the introduction of tea (ledi, from the 

French "le the") and the use of labrador tea (n~godhi; Ledum groenlandicum) as a 

beverage and not just a medicine, quickly became popular. 

Other important nutrients to come from fruits are vitamins and 

minerals. Cloudberries provide 200 i.u. of vitamin A and 158-475 mg of vitamin 

C per 100 g (Berkes and Farkas 1978:167). Alpine bearberries, crowberries, 

currants, rose hips, blueberries, and cranberries are also good sources of vitamin 

C. Saskatoon berries have three times as much iron and copper as raisins (Turner 

1981:2334-2343). Table 4-4 lists some of the nutritional constituents of some 

Chipewyan fruits and vegetables, and a few potentially useful indigenous plants. 

More detailed information can be obtained from the major reference for the 

table, Arnason et al. 1981. 

One of the major findings of Heller's (1964:428) study of Alaskan 

Athapaskan diets was the extreme variation in the mean daily intake levels of 

the eleven basic food nutrients studied. Low intake levels were more common in 

late winter and early spring when stored local food supplies are, in general, 

greatly reduced and new supplies are not yet available. Among the Chipewyan, 

stored foods were mainly dried and frozen caribou meat and fish, rendered 

caribou lard, raw cranberries frozen with lard, dried blueberries, and in recent 

years cloudberries and blueberries cooked with sugar and bottled. The preserving 

processes would destroy some of the vitamin content, but the fruit would still be 

nutritious and important for variety in the diet. 
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Table 4-4. Nutritional Constituents of Some Chipewyan Plant Foods 

PLANT PART KCAL PROT CH FIBRE FAT MINERALS VITAMINS 
l]'Og %FW 96FW 96 FW %FW 

a!!!Ym all 36 1.5 8.2 1.2 0.2 Na,K,Ca,P,Fe B1,B2,Niac,C,A 

amelBDChier fr 1.6 2.4 0.9 Ca,Mg,P,Cu,Fe 

Arctosta~h~los fr 3.0 c 

Em12etrum fr 3.1 c 

E~ilobium If C,A 

Fragaria fr 37 0.7 8.4 1.3 0.5 Na,K,P,Fe B1,B2,Niac,C,A 

.I&s1wn If 9.8 c 

Mentha If 45 2.7 7.7 1.1 1.3 Ca,P,Fe B 1,B2,Niac,C,A 

O~coccus fr 46 0.4 10.8 1.4 0.7 Na,K,Ca,P,Fe B1,B2,Niac,C,A 

Prunus fr 2.4 7.4 2.2 Ca,Mg,P B2 

Ribes fr 39 0.8 9.7 1.9 0.2 Na,K,Ca,P,Fe C,A 

~ fr 8.9 51.8 25.6 5.8 Ca,P B1,B2,Niac,C,A 

Rubus chamaemorus fr 2.4 8.6 3.2 0.8 Ca,P,Fe, B1,B2,Niac,C,A 

Rubus idaeus fr 57 1.2 13.6 3.0 0.5 Na,K,Ca,P ,Fe B1,B2,Niac,C,A 

Scirpus rt 0.4 13.5 

Typha rt 240 6.9 81.4 3.1 

Vaccinium sp. fr 62 0.7 15.3 1.5 0.5 N a,K ,ca,P ,Fe B1,B2,Niac,C,A 

Vaccinium vitis-idaea fr 0.4 12.2 1.3 0.5 Ca,P,Fe B1,B2,Niac,C,A 

Chenopodium If 43 4.2 7.3 2.1 0.8 Ca,P,Fe B1,B2,Niac,C,A 

Sagittaria rt 4.4 24.9 1.0 8.0 B2 

Matteucci! sh 20 2.5 3.3 0.5 0.3 Na,K,Ca,Fe B2,Niac,C,A 

Abbreviations: PROT = Protein, CH = Carbohydrate, 96 FW = g/100 g fresh weight, fr = fruit, If= leaf, rt = 
root, sh =shoot, Niac. = Niacin. 

Based on Arnason ~ .!!!· 1981, Berkes and Farkas 1978, Turner 1981. 
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In early spring the only fruit available to the Chipewyan would be 

those that had remained on the bush all winter (jfet'eth). These include the 

highbush cranberry and rose hip. They would provide some vitamins, but more 

important at this time of year are birch and poplar sap, cattail, bulrush, and reed 

shoots, and fireweed leaves. Fireweed leaves contain 18,708 i.u. of vitamin A 

and 220 mg of vitamin C per 100 g, as compared with 200 i.u. of vitamin A and 

50 mg of vitamin C per 100 g of an orange (Berkes and Farkas 1978:167). These 

wild vegetables are also important for the fibre they add to the diet, which 

promotes the smooth operation and health of the digestive tract (Turner 

1981:2351). Birch sap is a rich source of sugar (Berkes and Farkas 1978:156), and 

the green vegetables are rich in vitamin A and C (Heller 1964:427). Labrador tea 

is also high in vitamin C (Turner 1981:2337). The Chipewyan recognized them as 

healthy foods as well as treats after the monotonous winter diet (AC; BM; HS; 

LM; SB). 

Plants were not the only source of vitamins in the diet: raw 

moose meat contains 4 mg of vitamin C per 100 g, and organ meats contain 54 

mg of vitamin C per 100 g, although it must be remembered that vitamin C and 

the vitamin B complex are broken down by oxidation and the heat of cooking. 

The Canadian Minimum Daily Requirement for ascorbic acid (vitamin C) is 30 mg 

(Berkes and Farkas 1978:168). Meat is also rich in vitamins of the B complex, E, 

and K, and fish oils are rich in the fat-soluble vitamins A and D (Draper 

1977:309-310). Caribou bone marrow and cooked fish heads are fair sources of 

calcium (Heller 1964:426). Since the Chipewyan commonly eat dried raw caribou 

meat, organ meats, caribou marrow, and boiled whole fish, they do not require 

plant foods to meet vitamin and mineral requirements. 

One of the most frequent and important sources of plant material 

in the Chipewyan diet, especially in winter, was the contents of the caribou , 
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rumen. Scotter (1981) estimates that in the late 1950's the Chipewyan of the 

Stony Rapids region used about 150 caribou per family per year. Gordon (1981:1) 

quotes estimates ranging from 40-50 caribou per person per year, or 250 per year 

for family of four with dogs. Caribou rumen contents therefore have been a 

frequently available food item. Porsild (1953:20) believes that the dietary value 

of caribou rumen contents must be high, because of the high vitamin C and 

thiamine content of arctic willow and ground birch, which are common 

constituents of caribou browse. Draper (1977:310) suggests that the vitamin C 

content is probably rapidly destroyed by rumen microoganisms using it as an 

energy substrate. However, the lichens which form the majority of the browse 

especially in winter contain a variety of nutrients. Cladina, Cladonia and 

Cetraria hemicelluloses are indigestible if consumed directly by humans but in 

the caribou rumen are broken down by bacteria to yield 61% carbohydrates. 

They also contain vitamins A, c, and D, and 1% - 5% protein (Llano 1951:385-

422). Another lichen commonly eaten by the caribou in winter, Peltigera 

apthosa, which is abundant in the Stony Rapids region, contains about 18% crude 

protein (Scotter 1981). Caribou rumen contents are preferred by the Chipewyan 

in winter (Hearne 1795:204), and at this time its contribution to the diet is very 

significant. Unfortunately, most younger Chipewyan in the Stony Rapids region 

have adopted European-Canadian ideas about what is appealing as food, so only a 

few of the elders have actually eaten rumen contents. 
~ 

Rock tripe (tthetsin; Actinogyra muhlenbergii) is no longer used 

by the Chipewyan, but many elders in the Stony Rapids region remember its 

value as a thickener for soups of fish, fish eggs, or caribou blood. While it might 

provide very small amounts of vitamins and minerals, these would not be enough 

to be nutritionally significant. Its main food value appears to be in providing 

bulk and filling the stomach in times of famine. There are many instances on 
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record of it being used successfully to prevent starvation, such as during the 

arctic expeditions of Sir John Franklin and Sir John Richardson. If not leached in 

at least one change of water the bitter lichen acids may cause digestive upset 

(Szczawinski and Turner 1980:43-45). Birch cambium (k'i k'a; Betula papyrifera) 

was another food available in the early spring when other foods were scarce. 

Other than the provision of nutrients, which are a valuable but not 

essential contribution of plants to the diet, and the prevention of starvation, 

plants were important for their contribution of variety to the diet. One example 
, 

of this is the use of wild onions (tlh'oghtsiaze; Allium schoenoprasum). As Father 

Gamache of Fond du Lac (1981:p.c.) and Simpson (1821:360) have noted, in some 

years fish are virtually the only food available. All Chipewyan contributors who 

mentioned the use of wild onions referred to their use as a flavouring for boiled 

fish. The importance to health of variety in a diet which is often monotonous 

should not be underestimated. 

4. 7 THE FUTURE OF EDIBLE PLANT USE 

The extent of wild food use was initially a major issue of 
contention in the 1972/73 court case between the developers [of the 
LaGrande River hydroelectric project] and the native groups [Cree 
and Inuit of eastern James Bay] trying to stop the project. One side 
argued that in the contemporary society, a hunting way of life, if not 
dead already, had little future, as argued previously by some anthro
pologists [Van Stone, 1963] • The other side argued that the land and 
animals were crucial to the native people and that their hunting way 
of life was viable both economically and ecologically [ Feit, 1973] • 
Judge Malouf [ 197 4] ruled in favour of the native peoples, accepting 
the evidence given on behalf of the native parties, even though the 
decision was subsequently overturned by a higher court. This 
argument continues to be relevant in the late 1970's with respect to 
the development of the Mackenzie Valley and western arctic 
[Berger, 1977] (Berkes and Farkas 1978:155). 

There is no long-term assurance that southern Canada will 
always have food available for shipment to less productive parts of 
the country. Local food production, based on the natural biological 
productivity of plants and animals, will increase in importance as 
human populations increase and as agricultural and industrial food 
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production faces increased scarcity of its main raw material, fossil 
fuels (Pimental et al. in Peterson 1976:94). 

The above quotes indicate how the future of traditional foods in 

the diet of Canadian native people has become a politically and economically 

contentious issue. Jarvenpa (1979:358) noted a decline of approximately 38% in 

the per capita consumption of "bush foods" (primarily large mammals) by the 

Patuanak Chipewyan from 1971-1975. Wild plant consumption decreased from 

4% to 1.5% in that period (ibid.:361). From a nutritional point of view, the 

supplanting of traditional foods by commercial foods has direct and indirect 

detrimental effects. Among northern peoples the incidence of obesity, diabetes, 

acne, heart disease, and dental decay have increased concurrent with new 

dietary practices such as the consumption of canned food and carbohydrates 

(Schaefer in Romer et al. 1981:161-162). Direct harm can come from the 

overconsumption of something as seemingly innocuous as tea. Among the James 

Bay Cree, Berkes and Farkas (1978:165) found that excessive tea drinking caused 

a high intake of caffeine which interferes with carbohydrate metabolism; a high 

intake of fluoride which is antagonistic to calcium, magnesium, iron, and vitamin 

C; a high intake of manganese which may enhance the uptake of mercury; and a 

high intake of tannin which is antagonistic to iron, thiamine, and vitamin A. 

Indirectly, the availability of processed food discourages the use of nutritious, 

readily available local resources and creates a dependency on products which 

require importation and cash payment. Common temperate vegetables have not 

been able to satisfy dietary requirements in northern Canada because their 

transportation over long distances, with inevitable delays, results in produce of 

poor quality, infrequent supply, and prohibitive cost (Romer et al. 1981:162). 

For the Chipewyan, who now eat potatoes, bread, sugar, and drink 

lots of strong tea, plant foods have never been very significant. However, the 

low northern productivity and lack of tradition of plant use do not mean that 

there is no potential value in promoting the use of indigenous plants. 
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Of the 34 indigenous plants used for food or drink by the 

Chipewyan, eight are plants identified by Turner (1981:2332-2343) as having 

"exceptional" potential for use in a modern diet: strawberies, raspberries, wild 

onion leaves and bulbs, saskatoon berries, fireweed leaves, labrador tea, cattail 

shoots and rhizomes, and mountain cranberries (Fragaria, Rubus idaeus, Allium, 

Amelanchier, Epilobium, Ledum, TyPha, Vaccinium vitis-idaea). Others with 

potential are bearberries, crowberries, pin cherries, currants, rose hips, cloud

berries, bulrush shoots and rhizomes, blueberries, and highbush cranberries 

(Arctostaphylos, Empetrum, Prunus, Ribes, Rosa, Rubus chamaemorus, Scirpus, 

Vaccinium uliginosum, Viburnum) (ibid.). Plants with "exceptional" potential that 

were not apparently used by the Chipewyan but do grow within their region of 

exploitation are lamb's-quarters leaves and seeds, ostrich fern fiddleheads, rice

grass grains, arrowhead tubers, and stinging nettle leaves (Chenopodium, 

Matteuccia, Oryzopsis, Sagittaria, Urtica) (ibid.). 

Some of these plants already have a commercial value, such as 

ostrich fern fiddleheads. Others could undoubtedly be significantly improved in 

quality and yield through selection, hybridization, and cultivation. All could add 

diversity, interest, and nutritional value to the diets of people everywhere 

(Turner 1981:2331-2332). 

Productivity of these plants may not be a major problem. 

Northern species are adapted to the low temperatures, extended photoperiod, 

cold soils, and occasional frosts of the summer growing season, in contrast to 

southern vegetables which require protection if grown under these conditions. 

The growth of northern plants is usually suboptimal however, and simple 

ameliorative techniques such as the use of styrofoam insulation, polyethylene 

tent covers, and fertilizers have been demonstrated to increase yields by 4 to 25 

times over plants sampled from selected natural habitats. For example, the 
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yield of Oxyria digyna increased from a natural tundra site production of 0.38 g 

dry weight, to 10.2 g dry weight in a nutrient and temperature ameliorated cold 

frame garden in Rankin Inlet, N. W. T. These techniques can also be used to 

obtain comparable yields from temperate leaf crops, but these are much lower 

than yields that could be obtained in southern regions (Romer et al. 1981:163). 

Some northern edible plants can only be consumed in moderation 

because they contain small quantities of toxic substances, such as oxalic acid 

(which may irritate mucous membranes and damage kidney tubules) in dock 

(Rumex) (Turner 1981:2341) and knotweed (Polygonum) (ibid.:2339). Even blue

berries contain an antithiamine factor (Arnason et al. 1981:2198). Selective 

breeding could possibly remove or reduce the concentration of toxins (Turner 

1981:2348). Often methods of preparation can be very important to the quality 

of plant foods: cooking may be necessary to break down toxins, as with nettles 

(Urtica), or to make it more digestible, as with wild onions (Allium) (ibid.:2349). 

Contamination would also have to be examined before any new (or 

renewed) resource is exploited extensively. Mercury, selenium, cesium-137, 

radioactivity, and fecal coliform organisms are all contaminants from natural 

and human sources which have entered subarctic food chains in various locations. 

Nickerson et al. (1973:25-26) quote a few studies comparing contaminants in 

consistently used native foods with imported foods, and their effects on the 

consumers, but they note that such studies are rare. 

A glance at any map of northern Saskatchewan will quickly give 

the impression that with all the lakes, streams, marshes, and muskeg, there is 

very little land that edible plants could be grown on. However, cattail, bulrush, 

reed, and arrowhead are all aquatic or semiaquatic plants, and labrador tea, 

blueberry, cloudberry, and dock all have muskeg for their natural habitat. The 

value of burned areas for fireweed and berries has already been discussed. For 
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any wild edible species, there is always the danger of over-utilization, resulting 

in depletion or even extinction of some local populations. This would be quite 

possible for wild onion or reed (Allium, Phragmites). Plant resources would have 

to be managed just as it is now recognized that caribou populations must be 

managed. 

The first step in a programme of subarctic agriculture will have 

to be the generation of sufficient interest among the inhabitants. An attempt to 

start greenhouses in Fond duLac, Stony Rapids, and Black Lake in the summer of 

1980 failed due to lack of local interest and the probability of vandalism. The 

agricultural representative for the provincial Department for Northern 

Saskatchewan, who came to promote the project, left totally discouraged 

(personal communication). 

It will then be necessary to persuade the federal and provincial 

governments to provide financial support for the development of northern 

agriculture. By encouraging the cultivation and use of plants indigenous to 

northern Canada, with research by agricultural colleges and institutes into the 

enhancement of productivity and usefulness, numerous advantages for Canadian 

society as a whole are possible. The nutrition of northern peoples could be 

improved by abundant locally available produce. Where transportation costs are 

not prohibitive, this produce could be marketed in southern Canada, providing 

the double economic benefits of lower costs of food importation to the north and 

financial gain from produce exported to the south. It would decrease the need 

for government subsidization of living expenses among northern peoples, and 

through improvements in health reduce the suffering and cost of sicknesses made 

worse by imbalanced diets. It would reinforce the value of cultural practices 

which many young native people seem to view as irrelevant in the modern world, 

and provide an avenue for the adaptation of traditional subsistence patterns to 
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the modern Canadian economy. Thus, many benefits are possible, but the 

participation of teachers, businessmen, priests, and citizens all will be required 

to make a start toward such goals. 

4.8 MEDICINAL PLANT NUMBERS 

Table 4-1 shows that there were almost twice as many species of 

plants used alone as there were used in compound medicines (43:22), but in fact 

there is considerable overlap: 15 species are used both alone and in combination 

with other plants, such as aster (Aster) and ratroot (Acorus). Of the plants used 

alone, the families Pinaceae, Ericaceae, Rosaceae, and Asteraceae contributed 

the most species (5, 5, 4, and 3 respectively). The Asteraceae was statistically 

the most important family for medicinal plants used by North American Indians 

(Moerman in Arnason et al. 1981:2321). From the viewpoint of frequency of use, 

the above list would have to include the families Araceae, Nymphaceae, 

Sarraceniaceae, and the order Lycoperdales (i.e. ratroot, pond lily, pitcher plant, 

and puffballs). Most plants that have been used alone probably have also been 

used in mixtures because compound prescriptions are very common (BM). 

In compound medicines eight plants were mentioned which 

apparently are not used alone: calla, shield fern, ostrich fern, fly agaric, 

baneberry, horsetail, crowberry, and black current (Calla, Dryopteris, 

Matteuccia, Amanita, Actaea, Equisetum, Empetrum, Ribes). Four of these 

plants are poisonous: calla, fly agaric, baneberry, and horsetail, and in the case 

of calla its use only in a compound was specified because the Chipewyan consider 

it poisonous. Calla, fly agaric, and horsetail are only used externally. 

Many of the plants used as medicines by the Chipewyan are 

uncommon in the study area. Some have very unusual shapes, such as Sarracenia, 

Equisetum, and Matteuccia. Such features may have aroused curiosity and led to 

the attribution of supernatural qualities such as their ability to cure disease. 
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Mystical aspects are important in most folk medicine. The "Doctrine of 

Signatures" was prevalent among old European herbalists, who used a plant that 

resembled a human organ to treat ailments of that organ. No evidence of this 

doctrine was found in Chipewyan medicine. Some of their remedies have been 

chosen for obvious physical properties, such as pitch which seals the wounds in 

trees and is used by them to seal wounds in people. Taste and smell are also 

important, e.g. the bitter taste of Acorus rhizomes and the highly aromatic roots 

of Aster and twigs of Sorbus. Taste can detect the astringency of tannins, the 

analgesic property of some chemicals, and febrifuges and diaphoretics are 

associated with bitter principles (Arnason et al. 1981:2202). 

The most common ailments treated by the Chipewyan with herbal 

medicines are colds (10 remedies), wounds (9), upset stomach (9), skin troubles 

(9), tuberculosis (8), heart trouble (7), and snowblindness (6). Other ailments 

treated with herbal medicines are headache, toothache, kidney pain, arthritis, 

menstrual cramps, delayed menstruation, delayed parturition, anuria, diarrhoea, 

venereal diseases, intestinal worms, liver trouble, fever, dizziness, epilepsy, and 

insanity. Arnason et al. (1981:2202) found a plausible chemical and pharma

cological basis for at least 2596 of the plant species used by the Indians of 

eastern Canada to treat ailments of obvious etiology, such as wounds, gastro

intestinal disorders, colds, and pain. Ritualistic treatment was resorted to by all 

North American Indians for ailments of mysterious origin. 

Dogs apparently are only treated for two ailments other than 

injuries: intestinal worms and eye trouble. The abundance of human medicines 

for snowblindness suggests that this has been a very common problem. The 

Chipewyan may interpret the white film that forms over a dog's eye as 

snowblindness, which would explain the use of tobacco juice to treat it (Birket

Smith 1930:76 describes the use of tobacco juice to treat human snowblindness). 
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The finding presented in Table 4-1 that 52 species of plants are 

used as medicines by the Chipewyan is in direct contradiction to many of the 

literature sources already quoted, and to the impression gained by Father 

Gamache, who has lived in Fond du Lac since 1926. A combination of several 

factors may account for this blatant discrepancy. 

Few Chipewyan medicinal plants were known previous to this 

research because the material culture of the Chipewyan, other than a few items 

of technology, has never been of significant concern to anthropologists working 

with these people (J.G. Smith 1982:p.c.). The only detailed study of Chipewyan 

medicine that has been published is D.M. Smith's work on their magico-religious 

beliefs (1973). This concentrates on the cultural context of their use. 

An understanding of the beliefs involved in medicinal plant use 

also contributes greatly to an explanation for the discrepancy. BM said 

repeatedly that any plant could be a medicine if you knew how to use it. LM 

described how he learned through a dream of the use of ostrich fern 

(nltelits'uchoghe; Matteuccia struthiopteris) as a heart medicine. This 

emphasizes the vagueness of the term "traditional" as applied to uses of plants. 

Obviously at least some medicinal uses of plants are recent inventions, but the 

process of their discovery is very definitely "traditional". Since this process 

occurs with individuals, a single person may use a particular plant in a particular 

way which is unknown and possibly derided by others. Thus the number of plant 

remedies recorded here is deceptive if the contributor citations are ignored, 

because no one person knows or would ever consider using all the remedies. Each 

has his or her own small repertoire. The descriptions given above represent a 

synthesis of what was learned by talking to 25 individuals over a period of 8 

months. 
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Other possible reasons for a large number of remedies being used 

now are the greater variety of ailments the Chipewyan have suffered since 

contact with Europeans. Mackenzie (180l:cxxiv) described the principal 

maladies of the Chipewyan as rheumatic pains, the flux (diarrhoea), consumption 

(tuberculosis), and venereal disease which led to premature decay (syphilis?). 

Diseases have also occurred with greater frequency since settlement nucleation 

in the 1940's (Brandson 1981:9; Gamache 1970:30-34). This has kept many more 

people in closer contact, facilitating the spread of diseases. It has created 

pollution of water supplies and other public hygiene problems, which act as 

sources of disease. Chipewyan living in the modern communities may not go 

hungry as often as their ancestors did because the stores provide a constant 

supply of food, but their nutrition is poorer due to the popularity of Western 

foods high in starches and sugars, and low in sources of vitamins such as organs 

meats, caribou rumen contents, fruit, and shoots. Settlement life has made 

continuous access to "bush" foods difficult. This problem has not become critical 

in the Fond du Lac - Black Lake region because caribou and fish are still the 

major source of protein, and some vitamins are still obtained from caribou lard 

and dried raw meat. Wild fruits are still eaten frequently but no other plant 

foods are eaten to any significant extent. HC, who has lived away from the 

settlements for most of his life, has noticed the decline in health of the young 

people. The abuse of alcohol and other social problems also have a serious 

impact on the health of many people in the north. 

Finally, the increase in the frequency of contact with other 

cultures, both native and white, through television, radio, and air travel, has 

provided many more opportunities to learn new plant medicines. Contributors to 

this study and that of D.M. Smith (1973:10), have made it clear that some 

remedies have been learned from the Cree, and others, such as the use of spices, 
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reflect a combination of European folk remedies and Chipewyan adaptation. The 

cultural conflict between the Catholic Church doctrine and Chipewyan 

traditional beliefs such as "inkonze", and the use of remedies associated with 

sexual matters (e.g. abortion, fertility, venereal diseases, "love potions"), might 

have made some people reluctant to describe their use of medicinal plants to 

Father Gamache. If an interest and a willingness to believe in the value of their 

knowledge is not shown, people are not likely to reveal their beliefs. 

Lamont (1977:44) noted this same discrepancy between her finding 

of 42 plants used as medicines by the Slave of Fisherman Lake, N. W. T ., and the 

literature. Her suggested reasons for the difference were either an increase in 

the use of medicinal herbs, or simply a slowness of foreigners to gain such 

knowledge. Leighton (1982:93-95) found that 78 plant species were used in 

healing by the Saskatchewan Woods Cree, which is many more than were 

previously recorded in the literature. She attributes this difference in part to 

the intensiveness of her investigation, and in part to the possible recency of 

some of their remedies. As evidence she cites the high degree of variability in 

species used for healing seen among groups of Cree who have access to similar 

floras, and the paucity of information on remedies in reports from traders who 

spent much time with the Indians. She suggests the decline in the overall state 

of health of the Indians may have created a need for more remedies. Arnason et 

al. (1981:2201) also conclude that among the native peoples of eastern Canada 

new uses were evolved for native plants, and introduced plants were added to the 

native pharmacopoeia in response to the devastating effects of previously 

unknown diseases like smallpox, tuberculosis, and venereal diseases. 

Anthropologists have often noted that people being interviewed 

tend to supply the answers they think the interviewer wants, and not necessarily 

what they really believe. This could lead to a lot of false information being 
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published and perpetuated. This situation was recognized and adjusted for in this 

study by asking many different people about uses of the same plant, and asking 

the same people the same questions again in a subsequent field season. In a few 

instances where self-contradictions apparently occurred, the information was 

discarded. Contradictions or different opinions by other contributors were 

included with their citations, because judgements cannot be passed fairly, and 

these contradictions may simply reflect different uses, rather than any 

deception. 

4.9 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CHIPEWYAN MEDICINES 

Traditional medicine covers all those areas of the world where 

modern medicine has not yet been introduced (rural areas) or is retarded due to 

difficulties of penetration (urban areas). In the Canadian north, permanently 

located doctors are scarce: they tour Stony Rapids, Black Lake, and Fond du 

Lac, and nurses are stationed in the first two but not currently in the latter. 

Traditional medicine therefore retains some usefulness in these communities, 

and if scientifically examined, could be used as an effective channel of 

communications and means of "primary care" in public health programmes. It 

represents a model of health care which is completely responsive to man in a 

local psychological and physical context. It may offer some alternatives in 

economic terms to the ever-increasing expenditure on modern drugs and medical 

aids. With the intimate connection to the natural habitat, it also can represent a 

potential ground for development at nutritional, agricultural, economic, and 

social levels (Tempesta 1980:164). 

The future development of plants used medicinally by the 

Chipewyan will encounter many difficulties. A thorough phytochemical 

screening of all the Chipewyan remedies would take much time and money. The 
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isolation, purification, and identification of all potentially active compounds 

detected in the screening would be a very complex, lengthy, and expensive 

undertaking. There are often problems in the biological screening of plant 

extracts. Assuming the plants have been accurately identified to allow 

reproducible results, which is not always the case in published reports, there are 

often problems with preparing plant extracts into suitable dosage forms. Active 

constituents are often present in very low concentrations, and may not be water

soluble. Different organic fractionations may be necessary to extract all the 

active constituents and separate them from interfering substances. Evaluating 

several fractions in a broad screening program would be expensive in both time 

and money (Farnsworth and Bingel 1977:18-21). 

Money is a critical factor, because government, academic, and 

industrial institutions are often reluctant to provide adequate funds, for long 

enough periods, so that a screening of traditional plant medicines could be 

expected to yield clinically useful agents. This is in part due to a few infamous 

cases where modest investments of time, money, and effort did not pay off, due 

to incompetence at some step in the evaluation. Also, screenings of this sort are 

generally thought to be cost-prohibitive, although in fact they are at least as 

productive as comparable programmes of research into the chemical synthesis of 

new drugs. It is estimated that to develop a new drug from discovery through 

clinical trials to a marketable form may cost at least $3 million. During the past 

twenty years, even at a low level of research funding, one new drug from higher 

plants has been marketed every 2.5 years, on the average. With the natural 

product market in the U.S. now estimated at $3 billion at the consumer level, the 

research and development costs for drugs from higher plants appear to be a 

"bargain". However, the apathy of institutions devoted to synthetic drugs and 

government agencies that do not understand the need and potential value of 

pharmacognosy must first be overcome (Farnsworth and Bingel 1977:7-9). 
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If a thorough study is to be done on the herbal medicines of the 

Chipewyan, it should contain the following information for each plant: 

1. Internationally recognized botanical name and plant part. 

2. Location of preserved voucher specimens. 

3. Detailed collection information: date, time of day, season, 

growth stage, habitat, precise geographical location, method 

of preservation, results of any field tests. 

4. Macroscopic and microscopic characters so that the 

commercial material can be proved to be genuine. 

5. Simple chromatographic examination to ensure that the drug 

has not been exhausted, or has not deteriorated during storage, 

or is not an unusual chemical race lacking in some of the 

important constituents. 

6. Some simple types of standardization to ensure that the drug 

has been carefully prepared and stored (e.g. water soluble or 

alcohol soluble extractives, ash values, volatile oil determi

nations). 

7. Constituents if known, and the methods used to isolate and 

identify them. 

8. Medicinal uses, with some guidance on dosage and galenical 

preparations. 

9. Warning about adverse side effects or toxicity if known. 

(Fairbairn 1980:101-102). 

The potential of Chipewyan ethnobotany to lead to new drug 

discoveries is real, since many useful drugs obtained from plants have been 

discovered following investigations initiated on the basis of their descriptions in 

ethnobotanical reports. Ethnobotany should be complementary to other 
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approaches to drug discovery that are now being employed, such as the screening 

of large numbers of randomly selected plants for one or more types of biological 

activity, or the survey of computerized literature information on previously 

reported activity, folk use, taxonomic relationships, phytochemistry, and 

toxicity, which will result in a list of plants which can be ranked by an arbitrary 

scoring system for their potential for physiological activity (Farnsworth et al. 

197 4). 

"The scientific analysis of the curative value of plants must not 

be detached from the plants' ecological ambience, and the analysis of plants as 

medicines invented by man must not be detached from their cultural context" 

(Bernardi 1980:96-97). Thus a purely chemical and biological study of Chipewyan 

plant medicines will not provide a complete explanation of their use. 

While medicinal herbs are natural objects, their selection for use 

and preparation make them products of man. The involvement of ritual and 

magic with medicinal plant use almost entirely effaces their natural origin. The 

scientific approach is certainly the work of man, but it is firmly founded on 

nature: it does not deny it (ibid.). The definition of "medicine", therefore, varies 

with the point of view: in "traditional" practice it signifies an array of ideas and 

concepts, with aspects of mystery and supernatural power, in addition to the 

remedies and treatments recognized as "modern" medicine (Vogel 1970:22). 

Among the Chipewyan there are concepts of "inkonz~" power necessary to know 

remedies and effect cures, and the necessity of paying the earth with a little 

tobacco or a few matches for medicinal plants taken from it. These concepts 

are just as important in understanding the effectiveness of herbal remedies as a 

knowledge of phytochemical constituents and physiological activities. 

"Scientific analysis might perhaps yield no confirmation of the 

actual medicinal value of a plant, in the sense of its chemical components and 
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pharmaceutical efficacy. It will always, however, help towards a better 

understanding of man's mind and of his behavior" (Bernardi 1980:97). 

4.10 TECHNOLOGICAL USES OF PLANTS 

Table 4-1 shows that 34 species of plants are used in the 

technology of the Chipewyan. Five main categories of technological use were 

distinguished: construction; hunting, fishing, and trapping; plants eaten by 

animals; fire making; and personal care. 

For construction the Pinaceae is the most important plant family 

in terms of the number of species used. Because of the abundance of spruce, 

pine, and tamarack they are by far the most commonly used materials. 

However, the Chipewyan have shown themselves to be keenly aware of the 

hardness, flexibility, grain, and pitch content of the various woods. This is 

reflected in their choice of particular woods for particular jobs. It is interesting 
, 

that a conifer: tamarack (nidhe; Larix laricina) is commonly chosen as a 

substitute for a deciduous tree: birch (k'i; Betula papyrifera). Conifer woods are 

generally much softer than deciduous woods; birch is very hard. However, 

Chipewyan contributors and literature sources all agree that toboggans, 

snowshoe frames, canoe paddles, and drum frames could all be made from 

tamarack, although in each case birch is the perferred wood. Other than 

hardness of the wood, an important factor in this substitution is that while birch 

and tamarack both grow as far north as the tree line (Porsild and Cody 

1980:48,256), in the northern part of its range the birch rarely grows big enough 

to be of much use, while at Gravel Hill Lake the tamarack are abundant and of a 

reasonable size in sheltered patches. Balsam poplar (k'est'ale; Populus 

balsamifera) grows fairly large at Gravel Hill Lake in sites with deep organically 

rich soil, but its wood is rarely used because of its open grain and brittleness. 
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Aspen (k'es; Populus tremuloides) is preferred to its close relative, balsam 

poplar, but is also rarely used. 

The hunting, fishing, and trapping aspects of Chipewyan 

technology involve the use of 14 different species of plants, according to Table 

4-1. One of the most interesting types of plant usage involves the use of 

strongly scented plants in trap baits. Three species of the Asteraceae: yarrow, 

pineapple weed, and tansy (Achillea, Matricaria, Tanacetum), plus mint (Mentha; 

Lamiaceae) were used. Since pineapple weed is a fairly recent introduction to 

the Chipewyan region, it shows the adaptability of trappers in using whatever 

they think might help. The lack of agreement between contributors for the use 

of tansy shows that this type of use can be highly individualistic: each trapper 

has his own opinion about what might work. Availability of scented plants is 

probably an important factor in their use: Achillea is widely available and there 

is a consensus on its use, while Tanacetum is very limited in distribution and its 

use varies. All plants that are mixed with bait are used for trapping lynx, and 

two are also used for fox. This suggests that in the opinion of Chipewyan 

trappers, the lynx are for some reason more sensitive to plant odours than other 

animals. This might relate to the well-known fondness of cats for catnip 

(N epeta; Lamiaceae), another member of the mint family. 

Plants that were described by Chipewyan contributors as being 

eaten by animals (Table 4-1: 12 species) were included in technological plant uses 

because of their relevance to hunting and trapping. If a hunter or trapper knows 

what his prey eats, he will have a good idea of where to find the animal. This 

information also has relevance to food and medicine, because the use by animals 

of some plants, such as reed rhizomes (Phragmites), was mentioned in connection 

with their edibility by humans. The use of wild calla (Calla) and shield fern 

(Dryopteris) by bears is attributed to the animal's physiological problems: coming 
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out of hibernation and liver trouble, respectively. This could easily have some 

relation to the use of these plants in Chipewyan medicine, such as the use of 

shield fern stipes in a compound medicine for internal problems. 

As shown in Table 4-1, five species of plants were specifically 

used in fire making. These uses include tinder, kindling, and fuel. With the long, 

cold winters of the subarctic environment, fire making is an essential art for 

survival. That the use of birch tinder fungus (ch'~nlhtthi; Inonotus) has persisted 

to the present in a form virtually identical to that recorded by Hearne in 1795 is 

indicative of its effectiveness and continued relevance. It is unfortunate that 

although both Hearne and a few of the contributors to this research have 

mentioned a second kind of tinder fungus (k'aitlh'elht'ar~), its botanical identity 

could not be learned. The use of a moss (Dicranum) for the body of a lard candle 

is something for which no literature references were found, and is therefore very 

interesting. The sample made by AC and JS at Gravel Hill Lake burned very 

well, producing a bright if somewhat smoky light. 

The use of plants in personal care encompasses nine species in a 

variety of uses. It is interesting that the method of the manufacture of soap 

seems identical to the method of the European-Canadian pioneers, yet it was 

described as something practiced before the whitemen came. The technique may 

have been introduced long ago, or it could reflect an independent invention, 

although the former seems more likely. The willow twig hair curler would work 

on the same principle as one of the electric tools that are so popular today. Peat 

moss made a disposable diaper in some respects superior to modern ones. 

4.11 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF RITUALS INVOLVING PLANT USE 

The use of birch tinder fungus with pitch as incense by Father 

Riou, and the use of the Palm Sunday pine branch by LC as a charm against a 
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storm, seem to represent a sort of cross-cultural exchange. The Catholic priests 

certainly discovered the pleasant smell of burning tinder fungus (Inonotus) 

through the Chipewyan use of it either as tinder or possibly in the divination 

ritual. The priest then incorporated it into Catholic church ritual (neither 

Father Gamache nor Father Mokwa, the current priests at Fond duLac and Black 

Lake, have ever used tinder fungus incense). LC, on the other hand, took the 

blessed pine branch which is a substitute for the palm cross of Catholic church 

ritual, and incorporated it into his own ritual. This is indicative of the 

adaptability of the Chipewyan, and even of the priests, to isolation and the need 

to learn from others. 

Tinder fungus divination, scapulimancy, and patellimancy, as 

described by Chipewyan contributors now living in the Stony Rapids area, all 

have a common focus on the timing of events. While this does not prove that 

their functions or applications are identical, this feature can be used as a 

common point for analysis of the significance of Chipewyan divination. 

Scapulimancy is widespread and of great antiquity throughout the 

northern hemisphere. In China archaeological evidence of scapulimancy spans 

several millenia, and such evidence also appears in the remains of the almost 

3,000 year old Choris culture of northwestern Alaska. In North America 

scapulimancy has been widely reported among Algonkian people such as the 

N askapi, Montagnais, and Mistassini Cree, and A thapaskan people such as the 

Dogrib, Kutchin, Tutchone, Tagish, Atna, and the Inland Tlingit (Slaughter 1982: 

97-98). Various interpretations of the functions of scapulimancy have been 

proposed. Slaughter's (1982) review and criticism of proposals will be briefly 

summarized here. 

Scapulimancy usually involves heating a caribou (or other 

animal's) scapula over a low fire, then interpreting the resulting cracks and 
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scorch marks as answers to questions about future weather, health, other 

personal concerns, or especially about obtaining adequate supplies of caribou 

meat. Scapulimancy is practiced in areas with a severe climate and marginal 

subsistence resources. Among some cultures such as the Naskapi the technique 

is only resorted to in times of dire need (Henriksen 1973:49). 

O.K. Moore proposed that scapulimancy randomizes hunting when 

it is interpreted as dictating the direction in which hunters should proceed. 

Going where the scapula indicated rather than where experience indicated would 

be beneficial because random hunting would reduce the hunting pressure on a 

given band of caribou, making them less shy of humans (i.e. easier to hunt) and 

preventing over-depletion of a particular herd. However, conservatory measures 

do not help people in dire need, caribou do not significantly vary with hunting 

pressure in their shyness, generally only one caribou band is within range of the 

hunters at a given time, and the theory of hunt randomization is invalid. The 

scapula does not crack and scorch randomly but according to fairly constant 

physical features, ! priori knowledge of caribou behaviour influences the 

objectivity of interpretation, and caribou are not distributed randomly or 

uniformly over the hunting range, so random hunting would be less likely to 

succeed. 

G. Henriksen interpreted scapulimancy as a device for solving 

dilemmas in decision-making among the Naskapi. By externalizing the decision 

of where to hunt, an aspiring hunt-leader would not lose prestige if he failed to 

find the caribou, but would gain prestige if he succeeded. Thus it would reduce 

the social risk of assuming leadership in critical situations, which normally 

causes considerable indecision and delay in selecting a leader and taking action. 

A. Tanner found that this explanation of scapulimancy does not 

apply to neighbours of the N askapi, the Mistassini Cree. They used scapulimancy 
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after a decision had been reached by more logical means, and not to promote 

group action or to uphold the authority of the group leader. Tanner suggested 

that scapulimancy is a means of reaffirming the connection between the hunter 

and the spiritual world, and the spiritual nature of the hunt. Slaughter (1982:102) 

suggests that future research on the function of scapulimancy follow the lead 

provided by Tanner. 

Among the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan caribou hunting had a strong 

spiritual aspect. This is revealed in the legends of the half caribou-half human 

"His-Grandmother-Raised-Him" character (see Lowie 1912; Reynolds and Garr 

1973), and in many beliefs, e.g. about not capturing or abusing caribou lest the 

herd never return to the area (Miiner-Wille 197 4:7). Divination techniques 

obviously involve contact with the spiritual world since they seek answers to 

questions beyond human knowledge, such as "Where are the caribou now?" or 

"When will they come here?" It is an act of faith to perform such rituals, so 

Tanner is correct, but he seems to be merely stating the obvious. 

Divination materials vary: caribou scapulae, bear patellae, tinder 

fungus powder (Inonotus), etc. Divination purposes vary: answers are sought for 

where to hunt for caribou (Henriksen 1973:49), for when caribou will come to a 

known location (AC; BM; HS; JL; MK; SB; TD; TS), for confirmation of a decision 

(Tanner in Slaughter 1982:102), or for other personal concerns (BM; Slaughter 

1982:98). The common feature of divination is not caribou hunting, or decision

making, but the relief of anxiety. 

In answering questions that cannot be resolved by logic or 

experience, divination functions like prayer in other religions, by providing 

"divine guidance" which reassures people and helps them to make related 

decisions. Divination relieves anxiety among the Naskapi by telling them where 

to look for caribou during the severe winter when the caribou are scattered over 
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the land in small bands, constantly on the move to find sheltered locations where 

browse is not buried under deep and hard-packed snow (Slaughter 1982:100). 

Once they have this answer, the Naskapi can select a leader and take action; 

even if the answer is wrong at least they are out hunting and not dithering in 

camp, so the chances of finding caribou are improved. Among the Mistassini 

Cree divination could provide reassurance that decisions based on logic and 

experience are correct, and that the spiritual connection between hunters and 

nature is strong. 

The focus of Chipewyan divination techniques on the timing of 

events reflects their confidence that the caribou will not fail them (see 

Duchaussois 1928; Muller-Wille 197 4). Scapulimancy was performed by MK 

during the late-summer migration period rather than the winter foraging period 

when the Naskapi practice it. She had no doubt the caribou would come to 

Gravel Hill Lake, but the timing was of some importance because the hunting 

party was depending on the caribou for an adequate supply of meat (fish and fowl 

were available but caribou is the preferred food). The answer from divination 

that caribou would come the next day relieved anxiety, and indicated that it 

would not be necessary to make a concerted effort to fish and hunt for birds and 

small game. 

The Chipewyan of today do not take scapulimancy seriously (MK), 

nor do the Naskapi (Henriksen 1973:30). This is in part due to less anxiety since 

store foods and direct government aid are readily available to prevent 

starvation. Another siginficant factor in the disappearance of such practices is 

that the Christian ritual of prayer has supplanted the traditional ritual of 

divination. 

4.12 RITUALS ASSOCIATED WITH PLANT USE 

D.M. Smith (1973) gives a detailed description and analysis of the 
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importance of the Chipewyan belief in "inkonz~". Its main relevance to 

Chipewyan plant use is in the realm of medicine, where the possession of this 

power is an essential aspect of the discovery and prescription of herbal 

medicines. Some of Smith's conclusions will be summarized here: 

The magico-religious beliefs and practices surrounding 
inkonze were matters directly related to life in a difficult natural 
habitat, i.e., illness, the food quest, leadership, and social control. 
The elderly people ... see a decline in the number of people with 
relevant or "usable" inkonze to the point where none of consequence 
exist today. •.. This is the result of the coming of the priests, who 
were opposed to traditional magico-religious customs, and of Euro
Canadian medical personnel, who frightened the people into thinking 
that root medicines might be dangerous... In a larger sense [it] is 
because the associations of the people to the "bush" are now much 
weaker. The roles of people with inkonze are simply no longer very 
necessary for the new settled town life. The control of the 
political, economic, and religious means is today largely in the hands 
of white personnel and institutions •.. leaving the traditional [leader 
and ] curer with little or no role to play. Yet, the old ones still 
believe [and ] belief in inkonze [may] continue or even become 
stronger among the young as recent efforts to revive Indian culture in 
other areas of Canada spread (Smith 1973:19-20). 

What D.M. Smith (1973) wrote about the Chipewyan of the Fort 

Resolution area is to a large extent also true about the Chipewyan of Fond du 

Lac, Stony Rapids, and Black Lake. Elders here also believe that no person now 

living in the region has very much "inkonze". The limited availability of medical 

care in Fond duLac has maintained the relevance of traditional curing to some 

extent, and the belief in the power of "inkonz~" remains strong among some 

elders. 

The belief that it is necessary to pay the earth for medicines 

taken from it is symbolic of a sense of reciprocity between the Chipewyan and 

their environment. This is more often described in the literature on the 

Chipewyan with reference to behaviour toward the caribou. "A widespread 

tradition holds that caribou never die, unless killed, but if one is captured or 

mistreated his spirit will go to the others and warn them to remain away from 

the area" (J.G. Smith 1978:72). Payment of the earth shows that this need to 
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respect the spirit of essential resources extends to plants as well as animals. It 

emphasizes the attitude of the Chipewyan that the environment is not simply a 

storehouse to be exploited, but that an interrelationship exists which must be 

carefully maintained for mutual survival. Unfortunately, the more one-sided 

approach characteristic of European-Canadian resource use appears to have 

replaced the traditional approach among many younger Chipewyan people. 

The belief that the same medicinal plant from different locations 

will have different strengths has been clearly confirmed by modern phyto

chemical research. Growth conditions such as soil type, amount of light and 

moisture, and temperature all affect the presence and amount of various 

chemical constituents of the plant. Often there can be genetic differences, with 

one chemical race of the same species having a much greater concentration of 

certain compounds, or some completely different constituents. Different parts 

of the plant, different growth stages, and different times of the day and season 

can also influence chemical composition (Swain 1972:139). Cultural beliefs are 

not based specifically on a knowledge of chemical composition, of course, but 

either on experience or mystical factors. The greater value of mountain ash 

(naidtdechene; Sorbus scopulina) from Fir Island, as compared with mountain ash 

growing further south, or the importance of collecting aster 

(denetthi'eya(ha)naidie; Aster puniceus) when the plant "tops are blue" (CM)(i.e. 

in flower), are thus Chipewyan beliefs which may easily have a basis in fact. 

The belief that powdered medicine must swirl in the cup before 

sinking if it is going to be effective, relates to the psychosomatic aspect of 

healing. It is widely known that belief in a cure is a major contributing factor to 

its effectiveness (the "placebo" effect). The Chipewyan belief takes advantage 

of the placebo effect by boosting the patient's confidence that the remedy really 

will help. If the medicine did not swirl, other remedies might be tried until one 

was found in which the patient had confidence. 
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4.13 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PLANTS IN LEGENDS 

The recounting of legends is a very important part of the 

education of young people. It provides explanations for things they do not 

understand, teaches them about things beyond their experience, and emphasizes 

cultural values such as proper behaviour and attitudes toward aspects of their 

environment essential to survival. Listening to legends is important to people of 

all ages as a form of entertainment which encourages social cohesion. Learning 

through oral legends is especially important in cultures without a written 

language. 

Most Chipewyan legends are about real or mythical animals and 

their relatiohship to man and the rest of the environment. Some are about the 

actions of superheroes. Very few legends of the Chipewyan make specific 

references to plants. 

The stories about the tall and straight spruce, "ts'uludhe", focus 

on the fact that it is something out of the ordinary in an environment which is 

for the most part intimately familiar. It might have a real identity, possibly 

balsam fir (Abies balsamea), which is not known from the Stony Rapids region. 

All contributors agreed that "ts'uludhe" is rare in the region exploited by the 

Chipewyan. The story about several of these trees vanishing in the night 

provides a culturally acceptable reason for why it is so hard to find. In any case 

it is obviously considered to be more than just an unusual tree, judging by the 

stories told about it. 

The story about "waterweeds" that catch a jackfish could 

represent a warning about the hazards of swimming among weeds. If a strong 

swimmer like the jackfish gets caught, what chance would a child have? Other 

stories about people surviving on berries or spruce gum, or hiding from enemies 

in a hollow birch log, present good examples of resourcefulness for people to 

follow. 
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Legends can also represent moral lessons, as in the "Magical 

Trees" story about trees who feed the fire without the need for any work by 

people. This seems fine until children start getting hurt by the trees. This story 

could be interpreted as a lesson about the responsibility of parents to ensure that 

their children are properly cared for. 

Legends may also provide a window opening into the past, as in 

the Chipewyan origin myths. The story about interpreting the shape of burned 

sticks from a fire may represent a lost divination technique, or more likely the 

practice of examining the fireplaces of abandoned camps to see what the people 

there had been eating. This would give some idea if there were caribou in the 

area. 

The study of legends with references to plants is an important 

part of ethnobotany, for the leads it offers into an understanding of the people's 

attitudes towards their botanical environment. It can show something of how 

people view their relationship with plants, and may reveal uses of plants that 

could not be obtained from contributors. 

4.14 CHIPEWYAN PLANT TAXONOMY 

The names that the Chipewyan give plants suggest some aspects 

of how they view plants in relation to themselves and their environment. As 

previously mentioned, Chipewyan plant names do not necessarily correspond on a 

one to one basis with scientific species or English common names. Their name 

for willows is "k'~i", which corresponds well with the English and the generic 

taxon Salix. The Chipewyan expand this taxon with modifiers to include alder 

(Alnus crispa): "k'ailisen" = "willow that smells", and red osier dogwood (Cornus 

stolonifera): "k'aik'oze" = "willow which is red". In English the red osier dogwood 

is often referred to as red willow. The Chipewyan classification of spruces does 
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not correspond to English or scientific nomenclature. Black spruce (Picea 

mariana) is called "el", which in some speech communities of Chipewyan is also 

the word for "branch". White spruce (Picea glauca) is called "ts'uchogh" which 

means "spruce that is big", and balsam fir (Abies balsamea) is called "ts'ureki" 

for which no literal translation could be learned. Thus white spruce and balsam 

fir are different "species" of the same Chipewyan "genus", while black spruce is 

in a separate "genus". Time does not permit a detailed comparison here, but in 

general plants that bear at least a superficial resemblance to one another are 

placed in the same generic level taxon, with modifiers to distinguish species. 

The Chipewyan do not have a single word which includes all 

plants. Elford and Elford (1981:18) give "plant (growing): n6nesye". AC 

translates "noneshe" as "something is growing" which may refer to vegetables in 

a garden, but does not correspond exactly with the English word "plant". The 

highest plant taxa are "t'~nchay" = "flowers", "dechen" = "trees" (or "sticks"), 

"tlh'ogh" = "grass" (very inclusive), " "jie" = . " "berries", "ebandzaghe" = 

"mushrooms", "tsanju" = "lichens", and "tedlare" = "algae". These taxa are on the 

level of the scientific order and division, but are empirical, not systematic. 

/ " There are no families, e.g. pincherry (jiyeraze; Prunus pensylvanica) is not 

/" lumped with saskatoon berry (kinjie; Amelanchier alnifolia) into a family 

corresponding to the Rosaceae. 

There is a great wealth of words in the Chipewyan language to 

describe plant associations and/or habitat types. For example, "tthai tel" means 

"sandy flat" literally, but to a Chipewyan speaker it connotes an open stand of 

jack pine (Pinus banksiana) in sandy soil, with a thick ground cover of "caribou 

moss" (Cetraria, Cladina, Cladonia), such as is found along the portage trail that 

bypasses Elizabeth Falls on the Fond du Lac River near Black Lake. There are 

different words to describe the seral stages of an area recovering from a forest 
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fire, e.g. "hobai" = "recently burned ground", to describe the different degrees of 

wetness and passability of muskeg, e.g. "nft~li" = dry muskeg, "elethjere" = soft, 

wet, rotten muskeg, and to describe different kinds of bush, e.g. "gane tth'edhe" 

refers to impassably dense pine saplings. It is not surprising that the Chipewyan 

language should be rich in such terminology because it relates directly to the 

food quest: the presence of browse for particular game, berries, and ease of 

travel. 

Many individual plant names reflect an association with animals. 

The pitcher plant (Sarracenia purpurea) is called "ts'iHitili" which means "frog's 

pail", a logical reference to the tubular shape of the leaf and the wet habit. 
/ / 

Alpine bearberry (Arctostaphylos alpina) is called "jizenaghe" which means 

"whiskey jack's eye": the berry is big, round and black, like the eye of the very 
,, 

inquisitive bird it refers to. What the Chipewyan call bearberry, "sasjie", is the 

northern comandra drupe (Geocaulon lividum). 

Some fruit names refer to their shape: the strawberry (Fragaria virginiana) 
,. / 

is called "idziaze" which means "berry like a little heart". The name for the 
/ / 

glandular birch shrub (Betula glandulosa) is "int'anbandhaze" which translates 

literally as "berry-leaf-round-little", an apt description. The skunk currant 
/ 

(Ribes glandulosum) is called "jitlh'oghaze" which means "little grassy berry", in 

reference to the little glandular hairs on the berry. One plant that has two 

names depending on the growth stage is the cattail (TyPha latifolia). In the 

spring when the shoots are a succulent white inside, it is called "tlh'oghk'a" 

meaning "grass fat". The fluffy seed spikes that open in the fall are called 

"k~lachuz~", for which no literal translation could be learned, but it seems to 

refer to the fluff (pappus and seeds) at the top of the stem. The complicated 

name for reed "tlh'oghelghannachelghinla" (Phragmites communis) means "grass 

which is connected together" in reference to the obvious nodes of the stem. 
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Other plant names refer to the type of place where such plants 

are found. Raspberry (Rubus idaeus) is called "tthek~hjl~" which means "rock

flat-berry", because it is often found growing over flat rocks. The bog cranberry 

(Oxycoccus microcarpus) is called "tunelhesaze" which literally translates as 

"fog-little", but means "something little which is hard to see like looking through 

fog", because the plants are tiny and grow in among the mosses of wet muskeg. 

Fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium) is called "gondhi'ele" which means ttnew 

branch", because it is one of the first plants to grow in a recently burned area. 

Some plant names reflect their use. Aster (Aster puniceus) is 
/ // 

used as a headache medicine, and its name is ndenetthi'eya(ha)naidie" = nperson's 

head it hurts (for) medicine". Some of these names are not widely known, and 

may be the name only one contributor uses for it, but others such as mountain 

ash (Sorbus scopulina), which is called "naididechen~" = "medicine stick", are 

known to several elders. 

Finally, some plant names show the influence of the missionaries: 

ndegay mari bet'anchayen = "Holy Mary's flower", a name mainly applied to the 

bluebell (Campanula rotundifolia), but also possibly to the pasque flower 

(Anemone patens) or other bluish flowers. 

Chipewyan plant names have a wide variety of origins and in many 

cases are specific and directly equivalent to scientific taxa. They do not 

correspond perfectly, however, and in most cases for individual plants are not 

more specific than English or botanical nomenclature. Most plant names can be 

broken down into monosyllabic root words, but for some no literal translation 

could be learned. 



5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The Caribou-Eater Chipewyan of northern Saskatchewan have 

used at least 72 species of plants for food, medicine, and materials in technology 

and ritual. These uses are summarized for each species in Table 5-1. 

The totals for each category of use indicate that the greatest 

number of plants are used in single-constituent medicines (43), followed by 

compound medicines (22) and fruit (19). The most versatile plants are indicated 

by the totals of uses for each species in Table 5-1. These are black spruce (Picea 

mariana), jack pine (Pinus banksiana), and white birch (Betula papyrifera/_!!. 

neoalaskana). They are still commonly used in construction and as firewood. 

Some fruits are still widely eaten, especially blueberries (Vaccinium myrtilloides, 

V. uliginosum), cranberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea), cloudberries (Rubus 

chamaemorus), and strawberries (Fragaria virginiana). Sweet flag or ratroot 

(Acorus calamus) is still used as a medicine by many elders. Most other plants 

mentioned in this report are now used only infrequently, or not at all. 

At least 36 plant families are represented by the species used by 

the Chipewyan. Plant family use is summarized in Table 5-2. Members of 17 

families are used for food. The most important of these are the Ericaceae and 

the Rosaceae, mainly for their fruit. Members of 30 families have medicinal 

uses, of which the most important families are the Araceae, Pinaceae, 

Ericaceae, and Rosaceae. Of 20 families used for technology, the most 

important are the Pinaceae, Betulaceae, and Salicaceae. For materials in ritual 

at least 3 families are used or discussed, of which the Pinaceae and the 

Hymenochaetaceae are the most important. The most versatile families are the 

Betulaceae (8 categories of use), the Ericaceae (6), the Poaceae (6), and the 

Pinaceae (12). 
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Table 5-1. Chipewyan Plant Use Summary 

FOOD MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY RITUAL 
F 0 T A c F c HA F p DC L T 

SCIENTIFIC R T 0 L 0 0 0 UN I E I H E 0 
u H B 0 M R N N· RR vu G T 

PLANT NAME I E A N p s TU ES I R E A 
T R c E N D T I S 0 NC N L 

c D 0 R NE N TH D s 
0 s G N G N s 

Abies balsamea X 1 
Achillea millefolium X X 2 
Acorus calamus X X X 3 
Actaea rubra X 1 
Actinogyra m uhlenbergii X X 2 
Allium schoenoprasum X 1 
Alnus crispa X X X X 4 
Amanita muscaria X 1 
Amelanchier alnifolia X X 2 
Aralia nudicaulis X X 2 
Arctostaphylos alpina X 1 
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi X X X X X 5 
Artemisia campestris X 1 
Aster puniceus X X 2 
Betula glandulosa X X 2 
Betula papyrif era X X X X X X X 7 
Calla palustris X X 2 
Cam panula rotundif olia X X 2 
Car ex aqua tilis X X 2 
Cornus canadensis X 1 
Corn us stolonif era X X X 3 
Dicranum groenlandicum X 1 
Dryopteris spinulosa X X 2 
Empetrum nigrum X X 2 
Epilobium angustifolium X X X X 4 
Equisetum sylvaticum X 1 
Evernia mesomorpha X 1 
Fragaria virginiana X 1 
Geastrum spp. X X 2 
Geocaulon lividum X 1 
Hordeum jubatum X 1 
Inonotus obliquus X X X 3 
Juniperus communis X X 2 
Kalmia polifolia X X 2 
Larix laricina X X X 3 
Ledum groenlandicum X X 2 
Lycoperdon spp. X X 2 
Matricaria matricarioides X 1 
Matteuccia struthiopteris X 1 
Mentha arvensis X X X 3 
Nuphar variegatum X X X 3 
Oxycoccus microcarpus X 1 
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Table 5-1. continued 

FOOD MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY RITUAL 
F 0 T A c F c HA F p DC L T 

SCIENTIFIC R T 0 L 0 0 0 UN I E I H E 0 
u H B 0 M R N N· RR vu G T 

PLANT NAME I E A N p s TU ES I R E A 
T R c E N D T I S 0 NC N L 

c D 0 R NE N TH D s 
0 s G N G N s 

Phragmites communis X X X 3 
Picea glauca X X X X X 5 
Picea mariana X X X X X X X X X X X 11 
Pinus banksiana X X X X X X X X 8 
Poa palustris X 1 
Populus balsamifera X 1 
Populus tremuloides X X X X X 5 
Prunus pensylvanica X 1 
Pyrola asarifolia X X 2 
Pyrola secunda X 1 
Ribes glandulosum X 1 
Ribes hudsonianum X X 2 
Ribes oxyacanthoides X X 2 
Rosa acicularis X X X 3 
Rubus acaulis X 1 
Rubus chamaemorus X X 2 
Rubus idaeus X X X 3 
Sagittaria cuneata X 1 
Salix spp. X X X X 4 
Sarracenia purpurea X X 2 
Scirpus lacustris X X 2 
Shepherdia canadensis X 1 
Sorbus scopulina X X 2 
Sphagnum spp. X X X 3 
Tanacetum huronense X 1 
Typha latifolia X X X X 4 
V accinium myrtilloides X X 2 
V accinium uliginosum X 1 
Vaccinium vitis-idaea X X X 3 
Viburnum edule X X 2 

TOTALS: 72 spp. 19 14 6 43 22 1 14 14 10 59 2 3 4 

Abbreviations: TOBACCO = Tobacco Substitutes; COMPNDS = Compound 
Medicines; CONSTRN = Construction; AN. USE = Animal Use; PERSON = 
Personal Care; DIVINTN = Divination. 
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Table 5-2. Plant Family Use by the Chipewyan 

FOOD MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY RITUAL 
F 0 T A c F c HA F p DC L T 

FAMILY R T 0 L 0 0 0 UN I E I H E 0 
u H B 0 M R N N· RR vu G T 

(OR ORDER) I E A N p s TU ES I R E A 
T R c E N D T I S 0 NC N L 

c D 0 R NE N TH D s 
0 s G N G N s 

Agaricales X X X 3 
Alismaceae X 1 
Araceae X X X 3 
Araliaceae X X 2 
Asteraceae X X X 3 
Betulaceae X X X X X X X X 8 
Campanulaceae X X 2 
Caprif oliaceae X X 2 
Cornaceae X X X X 4 
Cupressaceae X X 2 
Cyperaceae X X X X 4 
Dicranaceae X 1 
Elaeagnaceae X 1 
Empetraceae X X 2 
Equisetaceae X 1 
Ericaceae X X X X X X 6 
Hymenochaetaceae X X X 3 
Lamiaceae X X X 3 
Liliaceae X 1 
Lycoperdales X X 2 
N ym phaeaceae X X X 3 
Onagraceae X X X X 4 
Pinaceae X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 
Poaceae X X X X X X 6 
Polypodiaceae X X 2 
Pyrolaceae X X 2 
Ranunculaceae X 1 
Rosaceae X X X X X 5 
Salicaceae X X X X X 5 
Santalaceae X 1 
Sarraceniaceae X X 2 
Saxifragaceae X X X 3 
Sphagnaceae X X X 3 
Typhaceae X X X X 4 
U m bilicariaceae X X 2 
Usneaceae X 1 

TOTALS 36 7 11 5 26 19 1 7 8 9 5 6 2 2 2 1 

Abbreviations: TOBACCO = Tobacco Substitutes; COMPNDS = Compound 
Medicines; CONSTRN =Construction; AN. USE= Animal Use; PERSON= Personal 
Care; DIVINTN = Divination. 
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As vegetables, plants were never directly essential to the 

Chipewyan diet, since these people were almost totally carnivorous. Plants did 

have some seasonal importance, e.g. caribou rumen contents in winter and 

cattail (Typha latifolia) shoots in early spring. They also added variety to the 

diet. Low productivity and caloric content, combined with a cultural prejudice, 

prevented a major dietary role for plants. However, modern eating habits have 

eliminated some important traditional sources of nutrients, creating a need for 

renewed exploitation of alternate sources. 

Modern agricultural techniques have been shown to have excellent 

potential for improving the productivity of edible subarctic plants (Romer et al. 

1981:163). It is therefore possible that plants previously used as foods by the 

Chipewyan, and other local edible but unused plants could become important in 

the diet of all northern peoples in the future. Four Chipewyan foods, in addition 

to the fruits, with excellent potential for development as northern crops are: 

wild onion, fireweed, bulrush, and cattail (Allium schoenoprasum, Epilobium 

angustifolium, Scirpus lacustris, and Typha latifolia). Two plants that grow in 

the region and were apparently not used by the Chipewyan, but have excellent 

potential, are lamb's-quarters and arrowhead (Chenopodium spp. and Sagittaria 

cuneata). The cultivation of these plants could provide health gains and possibly 

some economic gains through local and export marketing. It should be noted, 

however, that an attempt to start greenhouses in Fond duLac, Stony Rapids, and 

Black Lake, promoted by the provincial Department for Northern Saskatchewan 

agricultural representative in the summer of 1980, failed due to lack of local 

interest. 

The finding that at least 52 plants are believed to be useful as 

medicines (although few are currently, frequently used) contradicts the opinions 

of a long-term resident priest and several literature sources. Possible reasons 
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for this disparity include the unique intensiveness of this research and the broad 

inclusiveness of Chipewyan concepts of herbal medicine. Especially in the last 

fifty years, there appears to have been an increase in the number of plants used. 

Traditional methods of plant use discovery, such as dream inspiration, may have 

been stimulated by an increase in the number and frequency of diseases that 

came with European contact, and especially with permanent settlement of large 

numbers of people in villages with poor sanitation. Smith (1973), Gamache 

(1981), and contributors such as BM agree that cultural exchange with the Cree 

and European-Canadians has increased the number of herbal remedies now used 

by Chipewyan elders. Also, the number of plant uses recorded here seems larger 

than might be expected since this is a compilation of the small and varied 

repertoires of plant use known to twenty-five contributors from four 

communities, collected through interviews over a period of eight months. 

The importance of plants as food (and medicine) for animals, and 

thus indirectly their importance to humans, is clearly recognized in Chipewyan 

plant nomenclature and statements made by contributors to this study. 

Few technological uses of plants continue to be practiced today. 

Basket making is almost completely forgotten, canoes have not been made for at 

least fifty years, and deadfalls are remembered by the elders but rarely used 

now. The single technological art that continues to be practiced regularly is the 

construction of snowshoes. These are far superior to commercially made 

snowshoes, and the makers are proud of their skill. These snowshoes could be 

sold either locally or in southern Canada. However, the manufacture requires 

intensive labour, and suitable birch wood is not available in large quantities, so 

economic returns would not be high. The learning of such traditional skills 

should be promoted since they still have local practical value and psychological 

value as a relevant cultural practice. Economic benefits comparable to those 
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obtained through Inuit cooperative marketing of artwork are not likely to be 

obtained from Chipewyan plant or wood products. 

Fluctuations in caribou numbers and migration routes may have 

prevented the Chipewyan from having an "original affluent society" with the 

leisure time for cultural embellishments which that state implies. Their nomadic 

pursuit of the caribou, "like wolves", limited the amount of artifacts that they 

could carry with them, placing limits on the development of material culture. 

The ornamentation of leather and fur garments was the most practical artistic 

outlet for the Chipewyan, and has been developed to a high degree. 

Unfortunately, only one dye plant is remembered by the elders of the Stony 

Rapids region. Only a few of the older women still tan hides. 

The focus of Chipewyan divination rituals on the timing of events 

reflects the attunement of the people to the yearly migration cycle of the 

caribou. It also reflects the assurance of the Chipewyan that, if treated with 

respect, the local resources will not fail to be sufficient for their needs. The use 

of divination rituals has the positive function of relieving anxiety and thus 

reducing indecision and increasing self-confidence. This makes consequent 

decisions easier. Divination can be viewed as the equivalent of prayer for divine 

guidance as practiced in Christianity and other religions. 

The Chipewyan "inkonz~" belief explains in a culturally 

acceptable way how certain people can select and use particular plants to cure 

ailments. With no understanding of plants' chemical constituents and the 

etiology of diseases, the belief that a mystically caused ailment can be 

counteracted only by someone with stronger "inkonze" power is quite reasonable. 

Mundane illnesses like colds are treated with mundane remedies like sweet flag 

or ratroot (Acorus) rhizomes, and possession of "inkonze" is not necessary to 

treat them. The less obvious and common the illness, the more significant a role 
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mysticism plays in its cure, e.g. dream inspiration for LM's use of ostrich fern 

(Matteuccia) in a remedy for a pounding heart. The belief that the earth must be 

paid for medicine taken from it is symbolic of a sense of reciprocity between the 

Chipewyan and their environment, revealing their belief that a dynamic inter

relationship exists. 

There are few Chipewyan legends containing references to plants 

and their uses. Those references found were interpreted as explanations of the 

unusual, such as a tree with medicinal value that is rare and has an unusual 

shape, or lessons about appropriate behaviour, such as ensuring a good provision 

of firewood. 

It was stated in the Introduction that ethnobotany is the study of 

the direct interrelationships between human populations and their botanical 

environment. Because the Chipewyan were carnivorous nomads of the subarctic, 

the direct importance of plants to their survival has been virtually discounted in 

the literature. However, this study has shown that many plants, within the 

memory of elders now living in the Fond du Lac, Stony Rapids, and Black Lake 

region, have played roles in the diet, health care, shelter, transportation, 

subsistence activities, rituals, and legends of the Chipewyan. The wealth of 

words in the Chipweyan language for plants, their associations, and products 

indicates that plants are important to the people, even though they may only 

form 496 of the diet. 

The direct impact of Chipewyan actions on plant communities is 

less obvious. It is suggested here that at least one plant, sweet flag or ratroot 

(Acorus calamus), has been introduced to northern Saskatchewan by humans as a 

direct consequence of its importance as a medicine. No evidence was found for 

the deliberate use of fire by the Chipewyan of northern Saskatchewan to shape 

their environment, as has been suggested for the northern Alberta natives (Lewis 
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1977). Natural fires are very common in northern Saskatchewan. There has been 

some environmental degradation, especially in the last thirty years, due to the 

depletion of firewood in a few spots such as Stony Lake, fish and game stocks in 

the immediate vicinity of the communities, pollution of the Black Lake and Fond 

du Lac waterfronts with sewage and garbage, garbage dumps, and road 

construction. This has probably allowed the increased growth of some water

weeds, and the invasion of disturbed-site colonizing plants such as cattail (Typha 

latifolia) and plantain (Plantago major). This has in turn influenced the 

Chipewyan exploitation of their environment: cattail and other invading plants 

are now available for food and other uses in areas probably far north of their 

native range, there is a greatly increased demand for diarrhoea cures due to the 

contaminated water supply, the poor living conditions were one factor involved 

in the move of the Stony Lake community to the Black Lake townsite in 1952, 

bears can be hunted easily around the garbage dumps, and so on. Environmental 

degradation has increased significantly since settlement nucleation in the 1940's. 

In choosing a study area for this research, it was postulated that 

the Chipewyan of the Fond du Lac, Stony Rapids, Stony Lake, and Black Lake 

area, being members of the conservative "Caribou-Eater" division living in the 

most isolated part of Saskatchewan, would have retained a greater knowledge of 

the "traditional" lifestyle than the Chipewyan of the Churchill River system. 

This supposition has been partially proven by the information collected on 

divination and forest-tundra ecotone exploitation. However, their isolation has 

encouraged changes in other aspects of Chipewyan culture. There are some very 

attractive birch bark baskets made by the Chipewyan in several museums, and 

the Cree of central Saskatchewan continue to make beautiful baskets, at least 

partially in response to the tourist trade (Leighton 1982:51). Basketry is 

virtually a lost art among the northern Chipewyan because it is now impractical, 
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and there is no demand for it. Metal and plastic pails have been readily available 

from the stores for many years, and the tourist trade in the north is limited to 

fly-in fishing and hunting camps. Traditional toboggans, traps, weapons, clothes, 

and many other materials have also been superceded. It must also be recognized 

that after at least 350 years of exposure to European culture, directly or 

indirectly, Chipewyan culture has certainly undergone drastic changes, 

regardless of isolation and conservatism. 

By contrasting the literature information with the results of this 

study it can be concluded that Chipewyan ethnobotany is indeed dynamic. 

Rather than universally decreasing as expected, with the loss of information 

through the death of elders who are the repository of oral traditions, Chipewyan 

ethnobotany has been evolving to cope with their new situation. Thus the use of 

plant as vegetables and materials in technology and ritual, while still 

remembered, has declined with the ready availability of food and hardware in the 

stores, and the adoption of the Christian religion. On the other hand, traditional 

medicines have not been completely diplaced by modern medicines because the 

need for them remains in remote communities like Fond duLac, where access to 

professional health care is limited. In the study communities prescription, 

patent, and (occasionally) herbal medicines are all used currently. The use of 

fresh fruit has also persisted because it tastes good and costs nothing. The 

vitamins and minerals from the fruit are an important incidental benefit, since 

other fresh produce is scarce and expensive in northern Saskatchewan. 

This study of the ethnobotany of the Chipewyan has described 

some of their adaptations to the subarctic environment, and some of the 

modifications of the environment they have caused. With the increasing 

population density of southern Canada and the consequent drain on southern 

resources, the inhabitation and exploitation of Canada's north is certain to 
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increase. This could be facilitated by the adoption and modification of 

Chipewyan practices, such as the gathering, management and cultivation of 

indigenous edible plants, the management of caribou herds, and the use of similar 

meat drying techniques, snowshoes, and small canoes. Using Chipewyan 

adaptations as a model for living in the subarctic would provide more comfort at 

less cost than a direct transfer of the southern Canadian lifestyle. What must be 

kept in mind at all times, however, is the fragile nature of the subarctic 

environment. 

In conclusion, some of the major findings of this research are listed below: 

1. The ethnobotany of the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan of northern 

Saskatchewan is dynamic and not universally disappearing. However, many 

aspects made less practical by their modern situation will probably soon be 

forgotten. 

2. Of 34 species of plant foods, only the fruit of seven species continue to be 

eaten frequently. Chipewyan caribou hunting was generally so efficient a 

survival strategy that gathering had little cultural significance. Plants had 

only limited seasonal dietary significance in their provision of nutrients and 

variety. Plant productivity and the energetic efficiency of gathering were 

thus irrelevant to the traditional situation, but could become important in 

an effort to improve nutrition in the north through subarctic agriculture. 

3. Of 52 species attributed with medicinal properties, only one plant is still 

frequently used. The Chipewyan's inventory of medicinal herbs appears to 

have increased recently under the stimulus of a greater incidence of 

disease and cross-cultural exchanges of information. The broad 

inclusiveness of the Chipewyan concept of medicine and the compilation of 

small personal repertoires of herbal remedies are factors in the 

unexpectedly large list of Chipewyan medicinal plants obtained. 
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4. Four of the 34 plants used as materials in technology continue to be useful. 

These are woods used in construction, including a few traditional items 

such as snowshoes and toboggans. There appears to be little potential for 

economic development due to limited materials, scope of products, skilled 

workers, and the high cost of transportation. 

5. Of the five species that were involved in rituals, beliefs, and legends, the 

blessed pine branch of Catholic and Chipewyan ritual is the only plant still 

used regularly. The Caribou-Eater Chipewyan have conserved rituals and 

customs not mentioned in the literature on the southern Chipewyan. 

Tinder fungus divination and scapulimancy are attributed the functions of 

relieving anxiety and reducing indecision. 

6. Chipewyan plant taxonomy includes the genus and species level taxa, but 

no families. Their highest taxa are on the level of the scientific order and 

division, but they are empirical, not systematic. Some Chipewyan "genera" 

correspond well with scientific genera. Plant names often refer to shape 

and occasionally to smell, feel, habitat, or use. 

7. The impact of the Chipewyan on their botanical environment can be seen in 

the possibly intentional introduction of at least one plant, the creation of 

disturbed sites sui table for invading species, accidental starting of for est 

fires, depletion of trees for firewood and construction, and the complex 

interaction between hunters, game, and browse. Intentional modification 

in the future could include management of edible indigenous plants and 

cold-frame cultivation of native and introduced vegetables. Care should be 

taken to avoid overexploitation and damaging of the fragile subarctic 

ecology. 

8. This in-depth study has revealed that plants have been important in a 

variety of ways to the formerly nomadic, carnivorous Caribou-Eater 
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Chipewyan, despite the lack of such information in the literature. This 

confirms the view that human survival is dependent upon a balanced 

interaction with all aspects of the environment, not just exploitation of a 

few selected resources. 
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APPENDIX A 

A PHYTOCHEMICAL SCREENING OF SOME CHIPEWYAN HERBAL MEDICINES 

A.1 INTRODUCTION 

Through most of man's history, botany and medicine were, 
for all practical purposes, synonymous fields of knowledge, and the 
shaman or witch-doctor - usually an accomplished botanist -
represents probably the oldest professional man in the evolution of 
human culture (Schultes 1972: 103). 

Traditional herbal medicines still have the very important task of 

treating about 80% of the world's population (Marini-Bettolo 1980:5). At least 

25% of all prescriptions dispensed in the United States in 1973 contained one or 

more active ingredients that were still extracted from plants. At the consumer 

level, this market was estimated at about $3 billion. The non-prescription herbal 

industry is growing rapidly in North America, but it is impossible at present to 

attach an accurate monetary value to it (Farnsworth 1977:61-63). 

The search for new natural medicinal products from the virtually 

untapped reservoir of the plant kingdom has three main applications: 

1. Plant constituents may be used directly as therapeutic agents. 

2. Plant constituents may be used as starting materials for the 

synthesis of useful drugs. 

3. Plant constituents may serve as models for pharmacologically 

active compounds in the field of drug synthesis (Hansel 

1972:162). 

While most naturally-occurring drugs have been synthesized, this 

is often a difficult multi-step process which is not economically feasible 

(Farnsworth 1977:65). Traditional preparations of the crude drug are sometimes 

preferable because toxicity may be minimized, and significant side-effects are 

rarely encountered. There are also potential additive, synergistic or antagonistic 
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effects of crude plant drug mixtures, which should be part of any detailed 

scientific evaluation (Farnsworth 1980:176-177). Direct use of natural products 

may, however, be prevented by limited availability, difficulty of cultivation, or 

undesirable side effects (Hansel 1972:162). In North America, plant constituents 

are part of a large percentage of prescribed cardiovascular agents, anti

diarrhoeals, vitamins, antitussives, and decongestants. Virtually all of the 

hormone-type drugs are prepared by conversion from plant-derived steroid 

sapogenins (Farnsworth 1973:357-358). 

The chemical compounds of medicinal interest found in plants are 

mostly "secondary products" of plant metabolism. In general, a particular 

secondary metabolite will have a very limited distribution within a genus or 

family. Sometimes they are toxic excretory products which are transported to 

storage compartments. They can have vital functions in the plant as storage 

products, mechanical constituents of cell walls, repellents or attractants of 

animals and insects, substances providing resistance to pathogens (phytoalexins), 

or as inhibitors of the growth of plant competitors (allelopathogens). Often, 

however, the role of a secondary metabolite will not be known. Many of these 

compounds, such as alkaloids, cyanogenetic compounds, and tannins are 

derivatives of primary products, but many others have their own highly complex 

biosynthetic pathways which are not directly related to primary metabolism. It 

is not unusual for the same secondary metabolite to be formed in different plants 

by two basically different pathways (Mothes 1980:5-7). Sometimes the bio

synthesis and the metabolism of particular secondary metabolites is unknown. 

The value to medicine of any given compound in a plant lies in the 

constancy with which it occurs in a given population growing under a wide range 

of natural conditions. Edaphic, climatic, and genetic factors may all affect the 

production of secondary metabolites in different populations of the same plant 
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species. Within the individual plant, secondary metabolite distribution may vary 

with the tissue sampled, stage of development, and time of day or season (Swain 

1972:139). Within a species, chemical races frequently occur as geographical 

races, and each variety may preserve its own biochemical characteristics, even 

if the natural conditions are altered to a great extent. Chemical characters are 

developed similarly to other characters, and are of an identical hereditary value, 

but infraspecific chemical differences and morphological differentiation do not 

always coincide. Still, infraspecific differences, even if they are defined, are 

not great. Generally greater differences are found only at the level of species or 

families (T~t~nyi 1970:20-39). 

This variability in the presence of medicinally valuable plant 

constituents has often led to the failure of scientific investigations to identify 

biologically active compounds or demonstrate a reputed activity of the plant in 

laboratory animals. In some cases the value of traditional medicine may be 

strictly psychological, in itself an important therapeutic factor. The quality of 

plant taxonomy in ethnographic literature is often insufficient to ensure that the 

right plant is being studied. Nevertheless, the best approach to the study of 

plants with biodynamic properties is ethnobotanical fieldwork among "aboriginal" 

societies. The interdisciplinary approach, including botany, chemistry, 

pharmacology, anthropology, archaeology, linguistics, history, sociology, and 

comparative theology, has led to the discovery of many famous and promising 

plant constituents, such as morphine, codeine, atropine, reserpine, and digitoxin 

(Schultes 1972:117). 

Of the many different classes of compounds that constitute a 

plant, some of the most promising as sources of medicines are alkaloids, steroid 

saponins, cardiac glycosides, and anthraquinones. Alkaloids usually have some 

effect on the central nervous system, and represent the majority of products 
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from higher plants which are used in medicine today. It is estimated that about 

1096 of all vascular plants contain alkaloids. Steroid saponins can be converted 

to useful steroid hormones, such as cortisone. These compounds occur most 

frequently in plant families in the order Liliales, especially Amaryllidaceae, 

Dioscoreaceae, and Liliaceae (Correll et al. 1953:311). Cardiac glycosides are 

steroids with cardiotonic properties, such as digitoxin. They are present in at 

least 39 genera of 14 plant families. Anthraquinones are of medical value due to 

their cathartic action. They are of restricted distribution in the plant kingdom, 

being found most frequently in members of the Rhamnaceae, Polygonaceae, 

Rubiaceae, Fabaceae, and Liliaceae (Farnsworth 1966:244-265). 

A.2 EXPERIMENTAL OBJECTIVES 

A preliminary phytochemical screening of ten Chipewyan herbal 

medicines was conducted to detect the presence of alkaloids, steroid saponins, 

cardiac glycosides, and anthraquinones. 

The primary objective of this study was to discover if any of these 

plants might deserve a detailed analysis for the isolation and identification of 

potentially useful compounds. The results will not be specific enough to give any 

indication of the efficacy of Chipewyan herbal remedies. That would require a 

very extensive chemical and biological assay. The results obtained from the 

study described below would, however, provide a good starting point for a more 

detailed investigation of Chipewyan medicines. Some literature findings will be 

presented to substantiate and enlarge upon the experimental results. Loub's 

(1982) summaries of ethnomedical information from the computer data base 

NAPRALERT greatly assisted the location of references for plant constituents. 
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A.3 MATERIALS 

The plants and specific parts to be screened were chosen for their 

importance in Chipewyan medicine and for the ease with which large samples 

could be obtained from sites used by the local herbalists. The identity, part and 

date collected, and use by the Chipewyan are summarized in Table A-1. Living 

plants in the full-flowering to early-fruiting stage were collected, cleaned of 

surface dirt and unwanted parts, and dried in partial shade. Samples of the same 

species collected at different times came from the same location. Voucher 

specimens were collected at the same times and locations, pressed, identified, 

and deposited in The W .P. Fraser Herbarium, University of Saskatchewan, 

Saskatoon, Canada. 

The solvents and chemicals used in the screenings were all 

reagent or U .S.P. grades. 

A.4 SAMPLE PREPARATION 

The plant samples were placed in a forced-air drying cabinet at 

400 C for 48 hours to ensure dryness. A Wiley mill fitted with a 2.0 mm screen 

was used to grind each sample. Extracts in 80% ethanol were prepared by adding 

sufficient ethanol to more than saturate 100 g of powdered sample in a covered 

beaker, which was then heated on a steam bath for one hour. The cooled extract 

was filtered with suction through premoistened Whatman #4 filter paper, the 

final volume measured, and the extract concentration calculated. 

Two replicates of each experiment were conducted, in the winters 

of 1980-81 and 1981-82. The most recent samples were always used, and fresh 

extracts were prepared for each of the series to minimize the possibility of 

constituent degradation. 
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Table A-1. Chipewyan Medicinal Plants Phytochemically Screened 

SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME PART PICKED MEDICINAL USE 

Acorus calamus L. Sweet Flag, rhizome 15/7/80 chew, decoct: 
(Araceae) Ratroot pain, colds, upset 

stomach 

Green Alder stem 05/9/80 decoct: emetic 

Aralia nudicaulis L. Wild leaf & 16/8/80 decoct: & Sorbus 
(Araliaceae) Sarsaparilla rhizome 08/8/81 chest troubles 

heart pain 

Aster uniceus L. Purple-stem leaf 16/8/80 decoct: diuretic, 
(Asteraceae Aster 08/8/81 emetic 

root smoke: headache 

Shield Fern stipe 16/8/80 smoke: & Aster 
08/8/81 root for insanity 

decoct: kidney-
ache 

Labrador Tea leaf 08/9/80 chew: stomach 
flu, diarrhoea 

Nuphar variegatum Yellow Pond rhizome 16/8/80 eat, bathe: 
Engelm. Lily 08/9/81 arthritis 

(Nymphaeaceae) poultice: boils 

Picea mariana (Mill.) Black Spruce female 18/9/81 decoct: infected 
B.S.P. (Pinaceae) cone mouth, throat, 

expectorant 
poultice: tooth-
ache 

Rosa acicularis Prickly Rose root 19/9/81 decoct: eye wash 
Lindl. (Rosaceae) 

Sorbus scopulina Mountain Ash stem 14/7/80 steam, decoct: 
Greene (Rosaceae) 07/8/81 head & chest 

congestion 
decoct: heart 
chew: colds 
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Methods for these experiments generally followed those of Fong 

et al. (no date), with some modifications specified below. For the thin layer 

chromatography of alkaloids, the methods of Hamon and Hindmarsh (1978) were 

followed. 

A.5 ALKALOID SCREENING 

To detect the presence of alkaloids in the plant extracts, two 

different reagent tests and one thin-layer chromatographic (TLC) procedure 

were employed. As sample size could not be kept standardized in all cases due 

to limited availability of some plants, differences will be noted in the Table of 

Results and discussed. 

A.5.1 Preliminary Alkaloid Tests 

Aliquots of the sample extracts, of known gram-equivalents, were 

evaporated to a syrupy consistency over a steam bath. Five ml of 2.0 N HCl was 

added to each sample, stirred, and the heating continued for five minutes. To 

each cooled sample powdered NaCl (0.5 g) was added to salt out interfering 

compounds. The samples were centrifuged or filtered and then adjusted to a 

final volume of 5.0 ml with 2.0 N HCl. Each sample was divided equally into two 

test tubes. To one tube five drops of Mayer's Reagent (1.358 g HgCl2 dissolved 

in 60 ml water + 5.0 g KI dissolved in 10 ml water, adjusted to 100 ml with 

water) was added. To the second tube five drops of Wagner's Reagent (2.0 g KI 

and 1.27 g I2 dissolved in 75 ml water, adjusted to 100 ml with water) was added. 

The samples were then observed for the presence of turbidity or precipitation, 

and judged by comparison with standard dilutions of quinine-HCl treated 

identically. The results are presented in Table A-2. 
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Table A-2. Results of Alkaloid Screening 

PLANT PART SAMPLE PRELIMINARY 10-30 40/ AMINE OXIDE TLC 

SIZE MAYER WAGNER MAYER WAGNER MAYER WAGNER DRAGN. 

~ rhizome 25 g +++ +++ ++ +++ ++ +++ +(1) 

Alnus stem 25 g + 

Aralia leaf 12.5 g ++ +++ +++ +++ 

Aralia rhizome 25 g + + + + ++ +(2) 

Aster leaf 25 g ++ +++ + ++ ++ +(1) 

Aster root 12.5 g + ++ + + ++ +(2) 

D!]:Oj2teris stipe 25 g 

Ledum leaf 25 g 

Nuphar rhizome 25 g +++ +++ +++ +++ + + +(2) 

Pice a cone 5 g 

Rosa root 5 g 

Sorbus stem 25 g -
Quinine-HCl 1.25 mg +++ +++ +++ +(1) 

0.75 mg ++ ++ ++ 

0.50 mg + +++ + +++ + +++ 

0.20 mg ++ ++ ++ 

0.05 mg + + + 

Abbreviations: TLC =Thin-Layer Chromatographic Screening; DRAGN. = Dragendorff's Reagent. 
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A.5.2 Primary-Tertiary Alkaloid Tests 

Aliquots of the plant extracts were evaporated, acidified, treated 

with NaCl, and cleared of particles as in the preliminary tests. Each sample was 

then rendered alkaline to litmus paper by the addition of a few drops of 

concentrated NH40H, and extracted three times with 10 ml portions of 

chloroform in a separatory funnel. Both the chloroform and the aqueous layers 

were retained. The combined chloroform extracts of each sample were 

evaporated over a steam bath, 5.0 ml 2N HCl added, and heated a further two 

minutes. After they had cooled to room temperature, the acidic solutions were 

filtered through premoistened Whatman #4 filter paper. Each sample was then 

divided equally into two test tubes and tested with Mayer's and Wagner's 

Reagents, as previously described. The results are presented in Table A-2. 

A.5.3 Quaternary Alkaloid and Amine Oxide Tests 

The aqueous alkaline extracts from the above separations were 

rendered acidic to litmus paper with 2N HCl and filtered. Each sample was then 

divided equally into two test tubes and tested with Mayer's and Wagner's 

Reagents. The results are presented in Table A-2. 

A.5.4 Screening for Alkaloids by Thin Layer Chromatography 

Volumes of each ethanolic extract equivalent to 2.0 g of plant 

material were evaporated to dryness over a steam bath, and then redissolved in 

0.5 ml methanol. The resulting solutions, and standard quinine-HCl, were 

spotted on a TLC plate (0.25 mm Analtech Silica Gel G on glass), which was 

scored into 20 1-cm strips. Sufficient extract was applied to give the maximum 

amount which the layer would adsorb in an area of 0.5 em diameter. The plate 
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was then developed to a height of 18 em in a solvent mixture of cyclohexane: 

chloroform: diethylamine (5:4:1). To detect alkaloids the dried plate was sprayed 

with Dragendorff's Reagent (1.0 ml Solution A [2.0 g bismuth subnitrate 

dissolved in 25.0 ml glacial acetic acid, to which 100 ml water was added 1 and 

1.0 ml Solution B [ 40.0 g KI dissolved in sufficient water to produce 100 ml of 

solution] were mixed, 2.0 ml glacial acetic acid was added, and the volume 

adjusted to 10.0 ml with water). Yellow-orange spots indicated the presence of 

alkaloids. The results are presented in Table A-2. 

A.6 STEROID SAPONIN SCREENING 

Three different tests were used to detect the presence of steroid 

saponins and distinguish them from a variety of other saponins and polycyclic 

plant constituents. 

The Froth Test was used as a preliminary screen for the detection 

of saponins in the plant extracts. Since this test may also detect some proteins 

and plant acids and cannot differentiate triterpenoid from steroid saponins, the 

Liebermann-Burchard (L-B) test was used. This test produces a blue or blue

green colour in the presence of sterols and a red, pink, or purple colour if 

triterpenes are present. Unfortunately the L-B test is known to vary in the 

colour it produces, depending on the manner in which the test is conducted, the 

presence of interfering substances such as carotene, xanthophylls and saturated 

sterols, and the time allowed to observe colour reactions (Farnsworth 1966:259). 

The colours produced by the L-B test were therefore observed over a period of 

one hour, and another test for unsaturated sterols was used: the Salkowski Ring 

test. 
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A.6.1 The Froth Test for Saponins 

One hundred milligram portions of each dried, milled plant 

sample, and 100 mg of commercially prepared powdered Soap Bark (Quillaja 

saponaria Molina) as a standard, were placed separately in clean, dry test tubes. 

Distilled water (10 ml) was added to each tube, and they were then heated for 

five minutes in a boiling water bath. The tubes were then stoppered, vigourously 

shaken for 30 seconds, and allowed to stand vertically for 30 minutes. If a 

"honeycomb" froth greater than 3 em above the surface of the liquid persisted 

after 30 minutes, the test was considered positive. If only a small amount of 

froth was produced, which was stable for only a few minutes, 2.0 ml 1N aqueous 

sodium carbonate was added to the sample and it was shaken again. If this 

resulted in the production of a stable and dense froth, the presence of free acids 

was indicated. The results are presented in Table A-3. 

A.6.2 The Liebermann-Burchard Test for Polycyclic Compounds 

Volumes of extract equivalent to 10 g of the plant material, and 

digitalis (Digitalis purpurea L.) leaf ethanolic extract as a standard, were 

extracted in separatory funnels with as many 10 ml portions of petroleum ether 

as was necessary to obtain a colourless organic layer. The petroleum ether 

fractions were discarded and the defatted ethanolic fractions were evaporated 

over a steam bath. To the cooled residues chloroform (10 ml) was added and 

stirred thoroughly, then 100 mg of anhydrous sodium sulphate was added and 

stirred well. The solutions were filtered and divided equally into three dry test 

tubes. One tube of each sample was retained as a colour reference, and a tube 

of chloroform served as the control. Betulin (triterpenoid), hydrocortisone 

(steroid), and stigmasterol (unsaturated sterol) in chloroform were used to obtain 
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Table A-3. Results of Steroid Saponin Screening 

PLANT PART FROTH TEST UEBERMANN-BURCHARD SALKOWSKI RING 

BOILED Na2C03 IMMED. 60 M. I.D. IMMED. 60 M. u.s. 

Acorus rhiz. maroon maroon FP maroon jllaroon 

~ stem + + red- maroon FP maroon maroon 
brown 

Aralia leaf + + green- maroon TS brown red- + 
brown brown 

Aralia rhiz. + + brown red- TS red- red- + - brown brown brown 

Aster leaf brown maroon FP brown red- + 
brown 

Aster root red- maroon FP red maroon 
brown 

Dr~o2teris stipe yellow brown ST/S yellow red- + 
brown 

~ leaf red- red- FP red red + 
brown brown 

Nu2har rhiz. + + red- red- TS red red + 
brown brown 

Picea cone + + green green ss red red- + 
brown 

Rosa root + + violet red TS maroon maroon 

Sorbus stem + + red red TS maroon maroon 

Quillaja 100 mg + + 

Dig:italis leaf green green s red- red- + 
brown brown 

Betulin 50 mg red red T white yellow 

Hydrocortisone 50 mg green brown s green brown 

Stigmasterol 50 mg yellow orange s red red + 

Chloroform 

Abbreviations: rhiz.= rhizome; IMMED.= colour produced immediately; 60 M.= colour 'flfter 60 minutes; I.D.= 
interpreted identity of compound; U.S.= unsaturated sterol; FP= free polycyclic substance; SS= steroid saponin; 
ST/S= saturated triterpene or sterol; TS= triterpenoid saponin; S= steroid; T= triterpenoid. 
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colour standards. To the second test tube of each sample 3 drops of acetic 

anhydride was added and mixed, followed by one drop of concentrated sulphuric 

acid, and mixed again. Colour changes were observed immediately and over a 

period of one hour. The results are presented with an interpretation based on 

Farnsworth (1966:259) in Table A-3. 

A.6.3 The Salkowski Test for Unsaturated Sterols 

To the third tube of each sample from the above extraction 2 ml 

of concentrated sulphuric acid was slowly added while holding the test tube at a 

450 angle, so that it formed a layer under the extract. Any immediate colour 

changes at the interface were noted. The tubes' contents were then gently 

mixed and observed for immediate and gradual colour changes over one hour. A 

red to red-brown colour at the interface before mixing, and in the acid layer 

after mixing, was considered a positive result. Digitalis extract, betulin, 

hydrocortisone, and stigmasterol served again as the standards, and chloroform 

alone as the control. The results are presented and interpreted in Table A-3. 

A.7 CARDIAC GLYCOSIDE SCREENING 

Cardiac glycosides have a number of chemical components in 

common which are of value in detecting their presence in plant extracts. All 

cardiac glycosides are classified as steroids (Farnsworth 1966:260), so the results 

of Section A.6 will contribute to this screening. These compounds also have an 

unsaturated lactone ring (ibid.), and to test for its presence, circular paper 

chromatography of the ethanolic extracts was performed and Kedde Reagent 

spray used for detection. Cardiac glycosides further have one or more deoxy

sugars, usually deoxyhexomethyloses, attached at C3 (ibid.). The Keller-Killiani 

test was applied to the decolourized plant extracts to detect these sugars. 
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Positive tests for all three components would offer reasonable assurance of the 

presence of cardiac glycosides (ibid.:261). 

A.7.1 The Kedde Test for Unsaturated Lactones 

Circular chromatograms were made by applying 0.1 ml of each 

extract, and digitalis extract and digitoxin in ethanol as standards, onto the 

centre of separate 9.0 em Whatman #4 filter paper circles. These were placed 

on the rims of small evaporating dishes to prevent the uneven capillary-action 

spreading of the liquids by contact with the table. Each of the extracts was also 

spotted on a large sheet of filter paper to act as a colour control. The dried 

chromatograms were developed by dropping chloroform onto the centre of each, 

until a circle of dampness 6.0 em in diameter had formed. The chromatograms 

were then allowed to dry completely before being lightly sprayed in a fume hood 

with Kedde Reagent (2% 3,5-dinitrobenzoic acid in methanol, mixed in equal 

volumes with 2N KOH). The chromatograms were dried again and then observed 

for the characterisitic purple spot or purple ring around the spot which is 

considered a positive test. The results are presented in Table A-4, along with 

the steroid screening results from Table A-3. 

A.7.2 The Keller-Killiani Test for 2-Deoxy Sugars 

Removal of pigments from 10 ml aliquots of each ethanolic 

extract was accomplished by repeated extractions with 10 ml portions of 

petroleum ether in separatory funnels. The ether layers were discarded and the 

ethanolic layers were evaporated over a steam bath. To each of the cooled 

residues, 3.0 ml of ferric chloride reagent (0.3 ml of 10% FeCl3 added to 50 ml 

of glacial acetic acid) was added, stirred, and filtered into a test tube. A 

standard of 10 mg of digitoxin in 3.0 ml of ferric chloride reagent was also 
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Table A-4. Results of Cardiac Glycoside Screening 

PLANT PART LIEB.-BURCH. SALKOWSKI KED DE KELLER-KIL. 

STER. SAP. U. STER. U. LACT. 2-D. SUGARS 

Acorus rhiz. + 

Alnus stem 

Aralia leaf + + -
Aralia rhiz. + + -
Aster leaf + 

Aster root + -
Dryopteris stipe + -
Ledum leaf + 

NUJ2har rhiz. + 

Picea cone + + 

Rosa root 

Sorb us stem 

Digitalis leaf + + + + 

Digitoxin 10 mg. + + + + 

Chloroform 

FeCl3 Reagent 

Abbreviations: rhiz.= rhizome; LIEB.-BURCH. STER. SAP.= Liebermann-Burchard Test 
for Steroid Saponins; SALKOWSKI U. STER.= Salkowski Ring Test for unsaturated sterols; 
U. LACT .= unsaturated lactones; KELLER-KIL. 2-D. SUGARS: Keller-Killiani Test for 2-
deoxy sugars; + = present; - = absent; :_ = equivocal. 
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prepared, and 3.0 ml of the reagent alone served as the control. With the test 

tube held at a 450 angle, 2 ml of concentrated sulphuric acid was layered in each 

sample by allowing it to run down the inside wall of the test tube. A blue-purple 

ring at the interface was considered to be a positive test for 2-deoxy sugars. 

The results are presented in Table A-4. 

A.8 ANTHRAQUINONE SCREENING 

The Borntrager Test is a common and simple method for the 

detection of anthraquinones. However, some of the anthracene heteroside type 

of anthraquinones have a carbon to carbon bond linking the sugar to the 

aglycone. The normal Borntrager reaction will not break this bond and give a 

positive result, so it is necessary to use a modification of the test which employs 

hydrogen peroxide in an alkaline medium to cleave the sugar from the aglycone. 

Both the Borntrager and Modified Borntrager tests were used, to avoid this 

problem and double-check results. An ethanolic extract of commercially 

prepared cascara bark (Rhamnus purshiana DC.) was used as the standard. 

A.8.1 The Borntrager Test 

Volumes of extract equivalent to 1.0 g of each plant sample and 

the cascara standard were evaporated to dryness over a steam bath. The 

residues were dissolved in 30 ml portions of distilled water and filtered through 

Whatman #4 filter paper. Each filtrate was shaken with 10 ml of benzene in a 

separatory funnel and centrifuged to separate the emulsion that formed. The 

aqueous layers were discarded and each benzene layer was divided equally into 

two test tubes, one of which served as the control. To each of the second test 

tubes 5.0 ml of 10% NH40H was added. Each tube was then shaken and the 
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alkaline layer was observed for the production of a red colour, which was 

considered a positive test for anthraquinones. 

The sample results were all negative: only the cascara standard 

produced a bright red-pink colour in the alkaline layer. 

A.8.2 The Modified Borntrager Test 

To 0.3 g of each dried, milled plant sample and cascara bark, 10.0 

ml of 0.5N KOH and 1.0 ml of 396 hydrogen peroxide were added. The mixtures 

were heated on a steam bath for ten minutes, allowed to cool, then filtered 

through Whatman #4 filter paper. Each filtrate was rendered acidic to litmus 

paper by the addition of about 10 drops of glacial acetic acid, then shaken with 

10 ml of benzene in a separatory funnel. The emulsions were centrifuged and the 

benzene layers separated from the aqueous layers in separatory funnels. The 

aqueous layers were discarded, and each benzene layer was divided equally into 

two test tubes, one of which served as the control. To each of the second tubes 

5 ml of 1096 NH40H was added and the test tubes were shaken. The alkaline 

layers were observed for the red (positive) reaction. 

The results were negative again: all the alkaline layers remained 

colourless except the cascara standard, which turned a bright pink-red. 

A.9 DISCUSSION 

The experimental results have been summarized in Table A-5. 

These results can be compared with published data presented in Table A-6. It 

should be noted that the references in Table A-6 are in some cases to the genus 

only, since limited information is available on species found in northern 

Saskatchewan. Not all references specified the organ of the plant containing the 
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Table A-5. Summary of Experimental Results 

PLANT NAME PART ALKALOIDS STEROID CARDIAC ANTHRA-

10-30 40/AO SAPONINS GLYC. QUINONES 

~calamus rhizome +++ +++ 

~crispa stem 

Aralia nudicaulis leaf +++ -
~ nudicaulis rhizome ++ 

~puniceus leaf ++ 

~puniceus root + ++ 

Dryopteris spinulosa stipe 

~ S!oenlandicum leaf 

Nuphar variegatum rhizome +++ + 

~mariana cone + 

Rosa acicularis root 

~scopulina stem 

Abbreviations: 10-3°=Primary-Teriary Alkaloid Fraction; 40/AO=Quaternary Alkaloid/Amine Oxide Fraction; 
GL YC.= Glycosides. 
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Table A-6. Summary of Literature Results 

PLANT NAME PART ALKALOIDS STEROID CARDIAC ANTHRA-

10-30 40/AO SAPONINS GLYC. QUINONES 

~calamus rhizome +:6; -:12,26,28 ••••••••••• -:6 -:6 -:6 
1:13,34 1:34,36 

~crispa stem -:4,12,25,26,28 •••••••••• -:4 -:4 -:4 

Aralia nudicaulis leaf +:27 I:13 [:35 +:4 -:3,4 -:3,4 
-:4,12,28,31 •••••••••••••• 

~ nudicaulis rhizome +:3,4,27 -:28 -:4 -:4 -:4 
-:28 

~puniceus leaf -:3,12,14,18,25,26,27,28 -:3,4 -:3,4,18 -:3,4,18 
+:4,18 1:19 +:4,18 

~puniceus root -:12,14,25,27 ,28 •••••••• +:4 -:3,4,18 -:3,4,18 
+:4 

Dryopteris spinulosa stipe -:30 -:30 

Ledum K!:oenlandicum leaf -:18,25 -:18,25 -:18 -:18 -:18 

Nuphar variegatum rhizome +:13,23 -:13 

~mariana cone +:29 +:29 

Rosa acicularis root -:27,30 -:27,30 -:13 

Sorbus scopulina stem -:4,25,30 +:4 -:4 -:4 +:4 
-:25,30 

Abbreviations: 1o-3o=Primary-Tertiary Alkaloid Fraction; 4o; AO=Quaternary Alkaloid/ Amine Oxide Fraction; 
GL YC.=Glycosides; !=Interfering compound present; numbers=references; +=reported present; -=reported 
absent. 
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constituent described, although care was taken to match species and part where 

possible. The literature results can thus contribute to the interpretation of the 

experimental results, but cannot be said to absolutely confirm or contradict 

experimental findings. 

A.9.1 Alkaloid Screening Results 

Acorus calamus rhizomes gave strong positive reactions in all 

tests for alkaloids, yet Gibbs (197 4:1866) and Raffauf (1970) both contain no 

mention of alkaloids from this genus. Debelmas et al. (1973:109) also obtained 

positive results from their alkaloid screening of this species, and expressed 

surprise. Proteins, choline, purines, methylated amines, and tannins have been 

reported to cause false-positive alkaloid reactions. The primary-tertiary 

alkaloid (10-30) and quaternary alkaloid/amine oxide (40/ AO) tests, involving 

organic solvent extraction, should have separated the majority of these 

interfering compounds from the alkaloids (Farnsworth 1966:248-250). However, 

Acorus contains the primary methylamine (Thaa 1953:266), the tertiary tri

methylamine (Gibbs 197 4:366) and the quaternary amine choline (Thaa 1953:266; 

Yurisson and Yurisson 1966:14091g). These compounds can account for the 

positive reactions in the 10-30 and 40/AO tests, respectively. Such results 

emphasize the preliminary nature of these tests. 

Aralia nudicaulis leaves and rhizomes gave positive results in the 

40/ AO test, although the TLC test did not confirm this for Aralia leaves. 

Chandler and Hooper (1982:276) got the same results for A. nudicaulis leaves, but 

they got a positive reaction in the 10-30 fraction from the root. The leaves of 

A. racemosa have been found to contain choline (Wrobel-Sterminska and 

Tomczyk 1975:252), and this may account for the leaf positive result here. 

Three reports (Chandler and Hooper 1979:104; Gibbs 197 4:1804; and Smolenski et 
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al. 197 4a:31) indicate that alkaloids may be found in other species of Aralia, so 

further investigations are in order. 

Aster puniceus leaves gave positive reactions in the 40/ AO test. 

This species gave negative results to Smolenski et al. (197 4b:521), and a false

positive result could have been caused by the presence of choline, which was 

found in A. tripolium by Lahrer (1978:269). However, there have been at least 

two positive reports in alkaloid screenings of other species (Hooper and Chandler 

1981:57; Chandler and Hooper 1982:276). Pyrrolizidine alkaloids are present in 

many members of the Asteraceae (Gibbs 197 4:1193), so further investigation 

should be made. 

Nuphar variegatum rhizomes gave a strong positive reaction in 

the 10-30 test. Raffauf (1970) reports sixteen alkaloids that have been isolated 

from members of this genus, and Gibbs (1974:328-337) describes two found in 

Nuphar variegatum: deoxy-nupharidine (30) and nuphenine (20). The TLC 

experiments showed two positive spots, so the alkaloid screening results are 

well-substantiated by the literature. 

Alnus, Dryopteris Ledum, Picea, Rosa, and Sorbus all gave 

negative results to the alkaloid screening. Smolenski et al. (1975a:253) report 

alkaloids from the seeds of Picea glauca, and Chandler and Hooper (1982:277) got 

a positive 40/ AO test for Sorbus americana bark. The results are otherwise 

supported by the literature. 

The methods for alkaloid screening given in Fong et al. (no date) 

require samples of 25 g dry weight, which represents a substantial amount of 

fresh material, especially for something as small as Aster roots. In this case and 

Aralia leaves, sufficient samples were not obtained to allow the use of so much 

for one test. Hamon and Hindmarsh (1978) used virtually identical techniques 

with only 5 g dry weight of the plant materials. In the series of screenings 
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conducted in 1981, Fong et al. was followed as closely as possible. For the 1982 

screenings some samples were collected from exactly the same sites as the 1981 

samples (Aralia, Aster, Dryopteris, Nuphar, Sorbus), two additional species were 

collected (Picea, Rosa) and in every case new ethanolic extracts were prepared 

from the most recent plant sample. The methods of Hamon and Hindmarsh were 

followed, using only 5 g dry weight of each sample for each screening. 

Except in the case of Nuphar which produced a very strong 

reaction to the reagents, the screening with 5 g consistently showed much less 

reactivity than the screening with 25 g or even 12.5 g. Mayer's reagent is known 

to be less sensitive than Wagner's reagent at low concentrations (Farnsworth 

1966:24 7), which these results demonstrated. Five gram samples are probably 

large enough to show the presence of alkaloids in economically valuable 

concentrations, especially if they give a positive reaction to Mayer's reagent. 

Wagner's reagent does help to ensure that low concentrations of alkaloids will 

not be missed in the screening, and provides some confirmation of a positive 

result with Mayer's Reagent since the two have different mechanisms of reaction 

(Farnsworth 1966:248). 

Alkaloids have such varied biological activities that no 

conclusions can be drawn as to the efficacy of alkaloid-containing Chipewyan 

herbal medicines. 

A.9.2 Steroid Saponin Screening Results 

Great difficulty was experienced in interpreting the results of the 

Liebermann-Burchard (L-B) and Salkowski Ring tests. This was primarily due to 

the impossibility of extracting all the pigments from the samples without 

extracting the constituents under investigation. Many of the plant extracts were 

originally some shade of green or brown. Almost all the samples for both tests 
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eventually turned some shade of red although immediate reaction colours varied. 

For the Salkowski test, red is positive for unsaturated sterols, while for the L-B 

test red is positive for unsaturated triterpenoids, and green is positive for 

unsaturated sterols. Some related compounds, like beta-sitosterol, occur very 

commonly. Interpretation had to be based on a combination of the results of the 

Froth, L-B, and Salkowski tests, with those colours closest to the reactions of 

the standards considered positive. This did not correspond perfectly with the 

colours described in the lab manual. The reference standards for the steroid 

saponin screening gave brown to blue-green reactions to the L-B test, and dark 

red-brown reactions to the Salkowski Ring test. The expected results were green 

to blue for the former, and cherry red for the latter. These difficulties, and the 

variability in colour for the L-B test with the manner of testing, presence of 

interfering compounds, and time of observation, all emphasize the preliminary 

nature of these results. They are not reliable enough, even with their mutual 

reinforcement, to make any serious conclusions. 

Only one sample, Picea mariana female cones, gave a distinct 

positive reaction in the L-B test, and a slightly brownish red reaction in the 

Salkowski Ring test. Its Froth test results were marginal, but the probable 

presence of steroid saponins was concluded. Unfortunately, no literature results 

could be found to clearly confirm this, although there are numerous references 

to the presence of various terpenes. 

Aralia leaves and rhizomes gave marginal frothing, a brown L-B 

test, and a red-brown Salkowski Ring test. These results were interpreted as 

evidence for triterpenoid saponins. Chandler and Hooper (1982:278) got positive 

results in their steroid saponin screening of Aralia nudicaulis leaves. Gibbs 

(197 4:837) reports triterpenoid saponins isolated from Aralia spp., but does not 

mention any steroid saponins from this genus. Chandler and Hooper (1982:278) 
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also found steroid saponins in the roots of Aster acuminatus. The roots of A. 

puniceus tested here were negative in all three steroid saponin tests. Nuphar 

gave positive Froth and Salkowski Ring tests, but a brown L-B test, which was 

interpreted as positive for triterpenoid saponins. Gibbs (1974:1580) reports the 

probable absence of saponins from Nuphar, which contradicts the above results. 

Sorbus gave a marginally positive froth test, and the presence of triterpenoid 

saponins was tentatively deduced, but Gibbs (197 4:1623) reports the probable 

absence of saponins from this genus. 

Acorus, Alnus, Dryopteris, Ledum, and Rosa test results were 

negative for steroid saponins. The literature concurs with these results. The 

slight froth produced by the Rosa samples could have been caused by the protein 

or carboxylic acid content, but this was not confirmed by the sodium carbonate 

treatment. 

A.9.3 Cardiac Glycoside Screening Results 

Considering the test results for steroid saponins, unsaturated 

lactones, and 2-deoxy sugars together, none of the samples screened here 

appears to contain cardiac glycosides. The literature confirms these results. 

A.9.4 Anthraquinone Screening Results 

All ten species in this screening gave negative reactions to the 

Borntrager and Modified Borntrager tests for anthraquinones. Chandler and 

Hooper (1982:280) got positive results with Sorbus americana bark and leaves. 

The literature confirmed the negative results for Acorus, Alnus, Aralia, Aster, 

and Ledum. 
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A.9.5 General Discussion 

The results of these experiments suggest that some of the plants 

used as medicines by the Chipewyan are worthy of further phytochemical 

investigation. Others appear to be lacking physiologically active chemical 

constituents. 

Chemical tests were not conducted for all classes of biodynamic 

constituents. For example, Dryopteris did not provide any interesting results 

here, yet it is known to contain filicic acid which is an active anthelmintic 

(American Herbal Pharmacology Delegation 1975:189). Despite the apparent 

lack of alkaloids in Acorus, it can be a very effective medicine. Its sesquiter

pene lactones are reported to act as a central nervous system depressant, and to 

have anticonvulsant, hypotensive, hypothermic, smooth muscle relaxing, anti

bacterial, and hallucinogenic properties (American Herbal Pharmacology 

Delegation 1975:100; Hoffer and Osmond 1967:56). It also contains a pain

relieving monoterpene: eugenol-methyl ether (Arnason et al. 1981:2321). While 

Dryopteris was not apparently used by the Chipewyan for getting rid of worms, 

the use of Acorus, commonly known as ratroot, to treat pain, sore throats, colds, 

toothaches, upset stomach, and heart trouble is not inconsistent with some of the 

properties of its constituents, listed above. 

Several species of Aster have shown central nervous system 

depressant activity in animals (American Herbal Pharmacology Delegation 

1975:119). This might correlate with the roots' possible alkaloid content, and the 

use of the roots by the Chipewyan to treat headaches, but the results presented 

here are inadequate to prove or disprove this. Some species of plants known to 

be rich in alkaloids, such as Corydalis aurea Willd. (Hamon et al. 1980:24), which 

is a common flower in the Fond du Lac River region, are not known to be used in 

any way by the Chipewyan. There does not appear to be a rigourous correlation 
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between the use of plants as medicines by the Chipewyan, and the plants' content 

of physiologically active compounds. A very extensive phytochemical survey 

would be necessary to reveal a more subtle correlation, if it exists. It is hoped 

that the above ethnobotanically based screening of ten Chipewyan medicinal 

plants will stimulate further research, leading to future benefits for the 

Chipewyan people and the rest of the world. 

A.lO CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions of this screening of Chipewyan medicinal plants, 

based on experimental and literature results, are summarized in Table A-7. 

Aralia nudicaulis, Aster puniceus, Nuphar variegatum, and Picea mariana 

provided results suggesting their worthiness for further investigations into their 

phytochemical constituents. Alkaloids are definitely present in Nuphar, and 

possibly in Aralia, Aster, and Picea. Steroid saponins are possibly present in 

Aralia, Ledum, and Picea. Cardiac glycosides were not found in any of the 

plants screened. No evidence of anthraquinones was seen in these experiments, 

but Sorbus may contain a compound in this class, according to the literature. 

The phytochemical literature was inadequate in its coverage of plant species 

that grow in northern Saskatchewan. References to other members of the 

genera studied here do provide support for many of the experimental conclusions, 

although there are contradictions both between the experimental and literature 

results, and within the literature. 

Some uses of plants as medicines by the Chipewyan might be 

supported by the plants' phytochemistry, but too little is known to make any 

conclusions or generalizations. Phytochemical screening results cannot be 

expected to provide a complete explanation of the effectiveness of traditional 

medicine, due to its interrelationship with human culture. 
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Table A-7. Conclusions Based on Experimental and Literature Results 

PLANT NAME PART ALKALOIDS STEROID CARDIAC ANTHRA-

10-30 40/AO SAPONINS GLYC. QUINONES 

Acorus calamus rhizome 

~crispa steam 

Aralia nudicaulis leaf +? 

Aralia nudicaulis rhizome +? 

Aster puniceus leaf +? 

~puniceus root + ? 

Dryopteris spinulosa stipe 

~ &!:oenlandicum leaf -? 

Nuphar variegatum rhizome + -? 

Picea mariana cone -? -? +? 

Rosa acicularis root 

~scopulina stem -? 

Abbreviations: 1 0-30=Primary-Tertiary Alkaloid Fraction; 4o; AO=Quaternary Alkaloid/ Amine Oxide Fraction; 
GL YC.=Glycosides. 
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There is a good potential for economic and health benefits to be 

derived from a detailed study of Chipewyan medicines, but this will require a 

large investment of time, money, and effort by government, academic, and 

industrial concerns together. This report could serve as a basis for such a study. 

Hopefully it will provide some stimulus for the development of a health-care 

system and economy integrating elements of native medicine with modern 

medical practice and the pharmaceutical industry. 
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